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PICTURE BOOKS
The Pipsqueak ©2023 
Ben Manley, Andrew Gardner
9781728492117 HC • $25.64 
32 pages • 9.75 X 10.25” • Gr. PreK-3
You don’t need super powers to be a 
hero...or to make enemies into friends. 
In Hero’s gang, everyone has a special 
skill. Well, everybody but Pip. Pip isn’t 
strong, he can’t run fast or make himself 

invisible. He might not have any amazing talents, but 
when bully Solo invades their spot, Pip shows the gang 
that you just need guts to be a hero.

Hedge Lion ©2023 
Robyn Wilson-Owen
9781728492124 HC • $25.64 
32 pages • 9.5 X 11” • Gr. PreK-3
Discover your inner-roar with Ida, and 
your inner kindness with Hedge Lion! 
Ida sees Hedge Lion every day on her 
walk around town. Hedge Lion wants 
everyone to think he’s a hedge. Nobody’s 
scared of hedges. But Ida is brave, she 

notices things that other people don’t, and she’s not fooled. 
She knows Hedge Lion is a lion, she just needs to help him 
find his roar. Along the way, Ida learns to be patient and 
kind, and Hedge Lion learns to be brave and confident.

Elmer and the Gift ©2023 
David McKee
9781728492056 HC • $25.64 
32 pages • 9.5 X 11” • Gr. PreK-3
The last Elmer storybook from master 
picture book maker and BookTrust 
Liftetime Achievement Award winner 
David McKee, about caring for elderly 
family members. 
Aunt Zelda has a gift to give to Elmer 

from his Grandpa Eldo, but she can’t remember what 
it is or where it is. Zelda’s memory sometimes escapes 
her, and her hearing isn’t what it used to be, so they set 
off together to find Grandpa Eldo and solve the mystery 
of the forgotten gift. Elmer’s love, patience, and respect 
for his Aunt Zelda and Grandpa Eldo make for a heart-
warming depiction of family life with elderly relatives.

The Day Fin Flooded the World 
©2023 
Adam Stower
9781728492131 HC • $25.64 
40 pages • 9.75 X 10.25” • Gr. PreK-3
Fin is extremely forgetful—he wears 
slippers to school and comes home 
without his pants. So it’s no surprise 
when he leaves the tap running . . . until 

it floods the world! Who will be outraged, and who will be 
overjoyed?

Perfect Presents! ©2023 
Anke Kuhl
9781776574995 HC • $13.49 
32 pages • 5.7 X 5.7” • Gr. PreK-4
A happy comic gift book for all ages—
especially those who are hard to buy for! 
In this little hardcover book about gifts 
and giving, a satisfied lizard has found 
the perfect presents for a hard-to-please 
friend.

What’s That, Jack? ©2023 
Cédric Ramadier, Vincent Bourgeau
9781776575008 HC • $25.64 
40 pages • 7.9 X 10.125” • Gr. PreK-K
Jack and George are resting quietly 
when BOOM! A huge and strange ball 
lands beside them. “What’s that, Jack?” 
“I don’t know, George. Maybe it’s a 
rock?” No—too soft. But it rolls. Fast! 
Jack, George and the ball roll right off 
the cliff and now it’s a parachute. But 

watch out, they’re going to land in the river… Jack and 
George have a brilliant day full of adventure with this 
object that changes with the landscape, then turns into a 
blanket to keep them warm.
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PICTURE BOOKS
The Bear and the Wildcat 
©2023 
Kazumi Yumoto, Komako Sakai
9781877467707 HC • $26.99 
48 pages • 11 X 8.5” • Gr. K-3
A picture book with delicate illustrations 
that explains the path of grief, ending 
with the uplifting new beginning of a 

budding friendship based on understanding. Explaining 
the topic of grief and loss in a way that speaks to any age 
and with a quiet understanding of what it is like to lose 
someone you love, The Bear and the Wildcat shows a way 
through paralyzing grief and simultaneously tells the story 
of a hopeful new friendship.

If I Were President ©2023 
Trygve Skaug, Ella Okstad
9781915244352 HC • $25.64 
40 pages • 10 X 11” • Gr. PreK-K
If I were president, everyone who wanted 
a dog would get a dog, everyone who 
wanted a bike would get a bike, and 
everyone who wanted a friend would get 
at least two . . . This gorgeously illustrated 
picture book is for all those children who 

dare to dream big and for all those adults who want to look 
on the world with fresh eyes.

Gogo the Mountain Gorilla 
©2023 
 Together We Can Change the 
World 
Beverly Jatwani, Sawyer Cloud
9781915167255 HC • $25.64 
28 pages • 9.5 X 9.5” • Gr. PreK-1
This book is an enchanting tale about 
a boy and the endangered mountain 

gorilla. What can really change the world? In Gogo the 
Mountain Gorilla, children learn how they can transform 
themselves and the world around them by embracing 
their emotional superpowers: love, courage, compassion, 
respect, kindness, integrity, and gratitude.

Fantastic Frankie ©2023 
Jess Rose
9781915167330 HC • $25.64 
32 pages • 9.5 X 9.5” • Gr. PreK-3
Frankie is a fox with plenty of style . . . 
FABULOUS in a rainbow cape, AMAZING 
in pirate boots and ready to take on the 
world in a gold crown! 
 Not everyone likes what Frankie wears 

. . . The more Frankie tries to change, the more unhappy 
Frankie feels. But what happens when friends start to 
miss their old Frankie? Join Frankie on a journey of self-
discovery and happiness and, above all, staying true to 
yourself.

Lionel and Me ©2023 
Corinne Fenton, Tracie Grimwood
9781915167347 HC • $25.64 
32 pages • 11 X 9.5” • Gr. PreK-1
Life is pretty much perfect for Maverick—
everybody loves him! He gets all the 
attention and all the love until one day, 
Lionel comes along. Lionel is cute, he’s 

sweet, and he’s new. It’s not long before Lionel moves to 
the number one spot in the family . . . Or so it seems to 
Maverick. Is there enough love to go round for the both of 
them?

Monkey with a Tool Belt 
©2023  
Monkey with a Tool Belt 
Chris Monroe
9781728487793 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 9 X 11” • Gr. PreK-2
Inspiration for the Netflix series 
Chico Bon Bon! Whether you need 
a beebersaw or a chisel, Chico Bon 
Bon’s your monkey. He can build or 

fix just about anything—from a dock for the ducks to a 
clock for the Clucks, even a small roller coaster for local 
chipmunks. But will his tools and his sharp wit save him 
when an organ grinder sets his sights on making Chico 
a circus star? Chris Monroe’s quirky hero and detailed 
illustrations will absorb readers in an entertaining 
adventure that shows there is an inventive way out of 
every problem—if you have the right tools.

9781877467707
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PICTURE BOOKS

Monkey with a Tool Belt and 
the Maniac Muffins ©2023 
Monkey with a Tool Belt 
Chris Monroe
9781728487809 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 9 X 11” • Gr. PreK-2
Inspiration for the Netflix series Chico 
Bon Bon! Clark’s baking project is not 
going as planned. Now gigantic maniac 
muffins are on the loose! To stop them, 

Chico Bon Bon needs a plan . . . and his tool belt, of 
course. With the right tools and some quick thinking, this 
crumbly disaster might just have a tasty solution!

Monkey with a Tool Belt 
and the Silly School Mystery 
©2023  
Monkey with a Tool Belt 
Chris Monroe
9781728487816 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 9 X 11” • Gr. PreK-2
Inspiration for the Netflix series Chico 
Bon Bon! Chico Bon Bon and his friend 
Clark are having the most unusual day at 

school. Half the library books are missing, the taco shells 
for Taco Day are nowhere to be found, and someone (or 
something!) has chewed up the classroom map. It’s up to 
Chico Bon Bon to crack the case—with his trusty tool belt, 
of course!

Monkey with a Tool Belt and 
the Seaside Shenanigans 
©2023  
Monkey with a Tool Belt 
Chris Monroe
9781728487823 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 9 X 11” • Gr. PreK-2
Inspiration for the Netflix series Chico 
Bon Bon! Clark has an enormous 
problem. Someone is sabotaging his 

uncle’s seaside resort! What does he do? He calls Chico 
Bon Bon, the Monkey with a Tool Belt, of course.

Love and Roast Chicken: A 
Trickster Tale from the Andes 
Mountains ©2023 
Barbara Knutson
9781728493008 PB • $15.39 
40 pages • 8.5 X 10.375” • Gr. K-3
One day, high in the Andes Mountains, 
Cuy the Guinea Pig is searching for wild 
spinach to eat when Tío Antonio the 
Fox comes in search of Cuy to eat! Tío 

Antonio thinks he’s found dinner, but crafty Cuy has other 
plans. Quick-witted Cuy fools Tío Antonio not once, but 
three times. Combining striking wood block artwork with an 
authentic South American voice, this sly trickster tale shows 
that clever thinking is key when you’re out-foxing the fox. 

Sasquatch and Squirrel ©2023 
Chris Monroe
9781728404660 HC • $25.64 
32 pages • 9.25 X 11” • Gr. PreK-2
Strawberry the Sasquatch lives alone 
deep in the forest. Most animals are 
afraid of her, but she doesn’t mind. 
She’s happy doing all the alone things a 
sasquatch does—things like hiking and 
foraging as well as dance moves and 

logger pranks. Then one day, an extremely friendly squirrel 
named Nutty shows up. After a series of hilarious mishaps, 
Strawberry isn’t sure she and Nutty can get along. But 
thanks to some cloud watching, seed portraits, and stale 
marshmallows, the two find a way to be friends.

How to Hug a Cactus ©2023 
Emily S. Smith
9781508199946 HC • $44.55 
9781508199939 PB • $16.94 
32 pages • 8.5 X 8.5” • Gr. PreK-2
Will hugging a cactus help it grow? This 
story follows a little girl who only wants 
to find a way to hug her beloved cactus 
without getting hurt. She searches 
for a solution, but the ideas of her 
family members don’t work. Then, 

she creates special cactus-hugging gear that solves her 
prickly problem—and creates a new one! This rhyming 
story brings humor and heart to the important concept of 
problem solving.

9781728487809
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PICTURE BOOKS

I Do Not Eat the Color Green! 
©2023 
Lynne Rickards
9781508199885 HC • $44.55 
9781508199878 PB • $16.94 
32 pages • 8.5 X 8.5” • Gr. PreK-2
Marlene McKean does not eat the 
color green. She turns up her nose at 
broccoli, peas, and sprouts, offending her 
parents and the lunch ladies. But when a 
countess invites Marlene to a fancy feast, 

Marlene is confronted with treats galore—and something 
green. Maybe Marlene can try it, just this once… This fun, 
rhyming story about a fussy eater describes the unexpected 
consequences of trying new things.

Milo’s Little Secret ©2023 
Rebecca Ralfe
9781508199977 HC • $44.55 
9781508199960 PB • $16.94 
32 pages • 8.5 X 8.5” • Gr. PreK-2
Milo is a big cat with a little secret. He 
leaves home and eats at other homes all 
over the neighborhood! When he goes 
missing, his family looks for him, only to 
find that other neighbors are looking for 
Milo and thinking he is their cat. When the 

cat’s secret is out of the bag, the neighbors soon find a way 
to solve his big problem. This rhyming story gives reader’s 
a humorous look at the secret life of pets and encourages 
problem solving and critical thinking.

The Hidden Talent of Phoenix 
Fox ©2023 
Kristina Radkevich
9781508199915 HC • $44.55 
9781508199908 PB • $16.94 
32 pages • 8.5 X 8.5” • Gr. PreK-2
Phoenix the fox lives a happy life in the 
forest. Then, his friends decide to put on a 
talent show to find the most talented animal 
in the forest. They each work on their talents, 
from cake baking to acrobatics. But when 

Phoenix tries to master any of these talents, nothing seems to 
work. Then he starts writing and drawing his misadventures. 
Maybe his true talent is storytelling! This is a poignant and 
colorful tale about embracing differences, recognizing one’s 

strengths, and problem solving.

Zoe’s Boat ©2023 
Gillian McClure
9781538392447 HC • $44.55 
9781538392430 PB • $16.94 
32 pages • 8.5 X 11” • Gr. PreK-2
Zoe and her dog sit by a river each day 
until Zoe decides to take an adventure up 
the river to the sea. She begins packing all 
she needs, but Dog doesn’t think he’ll fit 
in her boat with all her other belongings. 
She leaves without her dog and sets off 
on a grand adventure. But what happens 
when she finally reaches the sea and a big 

wave hits? This is a story of adventure, friendship, and problem 
solving—and a dog who saves the day.

The Knight and the Beastly 
Battle ©2011 
Jody Hildreth
9781508199854 HC • $40.60 
9781508199847 PB • $14.25 
24 pages • 8 X 8” • Gr. PreK-2
A beastly dragon has been spotted flying 
through the forest near a small kingdom. 
The king declares that anyone who 
defeats the beast will win great treasure. 
The brave knight Sir Crackemup is up 

for the challenge. He tries to attack the dragon in different 
ways and each time he’s bested by the beast. But the hero 
of this story is one no one would expect. Readers will love 
this exciting tale illustrated with one-of-a-kind photographs 
of acorn characters.

The Plucky Orangutan ©2022 
Catherine Veitch
9781538393062 HC • $40.60 
9781538393055 PB • $14.25 
24 pages • 8.5 X 8.5” • Gr. PreK-2
Oma the orangutan lives in the rainforest 
of Borneo. When faced with challenges, 
she always tries to do her best. But Oma 
seems to fail again and again at her tasks. 
She learns that sometimes she doesn’t have 
to be the best at everything. After all, her 

best quality is that she never gives up. Readers will love this 
introduction to the rainforest habitat and its animals, as well as its 
message about working with determination.
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PICTURE BOOKS

Billie and Bean at the Beach 
©2023 Billie and Bean 
Julia Hansson|B.J. Woodstein
9781459834415 HC • $21.95 
32 pages • 10.5 X 9.25” • Gr. 1-3
With encouragement from her energetic 
dog, a hesitant child tries swimming at 
the beach in her own time and discovers 
a colorful world beneath the surface in 
this beautifully illustrated picture book.

Billie and Bean in the City 
©2023 Billie and Bean 
Julia Hansson|B.J. Woodstein
9781459834446 HC • $21.95 
32 pages • 10.5 X 9.25” • Gr. 1-3
A child walks her dog around the block 
alone for the first time, navigating their 
vibrant city neighborhood in this picture 
book full of color, light and shadow.

Lucy Tries Baseball ©2023 
Lucy Tries Sports 
Lisa Bowes|James Hearne
9781459834941 PB • $14.95 
32 pages • 9 X 9” • Gr. 1-3
In this picture book Lucy and her friends 
learn the basics of baseball, including 
catching, hitting and fielding, then try 
their new skills in a real game.|Lucy joins 

a baseball team with her friends and learns the basics of 
the game, including catching, hitting and fielding. When 
it’s time to play ball, Lucy overcomes her fear of stepping 
up to bat and plays a big part in the game’s exciting finish!

Cargo ©2023 
Adèle Tariel|Jérôme Peyrat
9781459833760 HC • $21.95 
32 pages • 11.5 X 8.25” • Gr. PreK-K
In this contemplative illustrated picture 
book, a gull travels with the captain of a 
container ship as he crosses the sea to 
deliver his cargo before returning home 
to his child. With illustrations capturing the 
immensity of freighters and the vastness 
of the ocean, Cargo reflects on the 
connection between a parent and child.

Dear Polar Bears ©2023 
Gabrielle Prendergast|Marcus Cutler
9781459833005 HC • $21.95 
32 pages • 10 X 10” • Gr. 1-3
The penguins of Antarctica are writing 
to invite the polar bears of the Arctic 
to a party at the South Pole in this 
humorous picture book.|The penguins 
of Antarctica are inviting the polar bears 

of the Arctic to a party... and the polar bears decide to 
travel the great distance to attend! A playful story of 
friendship with humorous imagery depicting the diversity 
of the arctic and the vast distances between Earth’s polar 

regions.

Forever Our Home ©2023 
Tonya Simpson|Carla Joseph
9781459835634 HC • $21.95 
32 pages • 9 X 9” • Gr. PreK-K
This gentle picture-book lullaby is a 
celebration of the plants and animals 
of the Prairies and the Plains and a 
meditation on the sacred, ancestral 

connections between Indigenous children and their 
Traditional Territories.|With beautiful illustrations of prairie 
wildlife, this meditative lullaby introduces readers to the 
Prairies and the Plains and celebrates the spiritual and 
ancestral connections between Indigenous children and 
the land that is forever their home.

Meg and Greg: Scarlet and the 
Ring ©2023 
Tonya Simpson|Carla Joseph
9781459824997 PB • $14.95 
160 pages • 8.25 X 5.875” • Gr. 1-3
This partially illustrated workbook, 
meant to be read by an advanced 
reader with a beginner reader or 
struggling reader, combines stories 
and exercises that focus on phonics 
and fostering literacy. Scarlet and the 
Ring is the fourth book in the Orca Two 

Reads series designed for shared reading between a child 
learning to read or struggling to read and an experienced 
reader. 

9781459834415
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PICTURE BOOKS

First Day of Unicorn School 
©2023 
Jess (Fink) Hernandez, Mariano Epelbaum
9781684467969 PB • $10.99 
32 pages • 8 X 10” • Gr. K-2
Milly is incredibly excited to go to Unicorn 
School, a school that accepts only the 
best and the brightest. There’s only 
one problem: she isn’t a unicorn! She’s 
a donkey in a party hat. Milly first feels 
uncomfortable but eventually learns that 

she and the others at the school have more in common 
than it might have seemed.

The Hiking Viking ©2023 
Laura Gehl, Timothy Banks
9781684467938 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 9 X 11” • Gr. PreK-2
While the other Vikings love to holler 
and howl and battle and brawl, Leif 
prefers spending time by himself atop 
the beautiful fjord. But when it’s time 
for the Viking Games, everyone must 
participate. Will Leif let down his clan . . . 
or surprise them? Highlighting the value 

of nature and earthly wonders, best-selling author Laura 
Gehl teams up with illustrator Timothy Banks to remind 
readers to stay true to themselves and to look at things 
from a new perspective.

Mindful Mr. Sloth ©2023 
Katy Hudson
9781684467952 PB • $10.99 
32 pages • 8 X 10” • Gr. PreK-3
Sasha has one speed—fast. She loves 
to do lots of things, all at once, as fast 
as possible. Mr. Sloth has one speed—
slow. He loves to do things one at a 
time, at a nice, easy pace. Can Mr. 
Sloth’s mindful ways teach Sasha to 
slow down and enjoy life? Best-selling 

author Katy Hudson gently weaves a mindfulness theme 
into this unlikely friendship tale between an energetic girl 
and a sloth, encouraging children to stop, breathe, and be 
present in every moment.

Being You ©2023 
Totally Twins 
Alexs Pate
9781684468003 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 10 X 10” • Gr. PreK-4
Award-winning author and professor 
Alexs Pate delivers a message of 
hope and self-discovery in a time of 
uncertainty in our world. BEING YOU 

is a beautiful picture book celebrating every readers’ 
individuality and talents. With an authentic voice, BEING 
YOU’s poetic message of love and optimism for the future 
speaks directly to today’s children. BEING YOU helps us to 
see the wonder and light within each of us.

9781684467969

9781684467938

9781684467952
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DIVERSE PICTURE BOOKS

Gumbo Joy ©2023 
Robert P. Dixon, Amakai Quaye
9781735123981 HC • $25.64 
28 pages • 9 X 11” • Gr. 2-5
A young girl learns of the cultural 
significance of the pot of gumbo she 
cooks with her father each Sunday.  
It connects her with her culture, history, 
and heritage. As the aroma of gumbo 
fills the air, her father reminds her that 
Gumbo is the smell of love. When family 

members arrive for the meal, it’s a joyful celebration of 
family, love, and culture.

Justice Makes a Difference: 
The Story of Miss Freedom 
Fighter, Esquire ©2023 
Artika R. Tyner, Jacklyn Milton, Janos 
Orban
9780998555317 HC • $25.64 
32 pages • 9 X 11” • Gr. 3-6
Words are powerful, Grandma told 
Justice. ‘They can be used in powerful 
ways to do good or to do harm. That’s 
why it’s important to always be careful 

with your words. Justice has grown up witnessing the 
many ways her grandma serves the community. She 
wants to make a difference in the world, too, but how? 
Isn’t she too young? Through conversations with her 
grandma and their shared love of books, Justice learns 
about important women and men throughout history who 
changed the world: Ella Baker, Shirley Chisholm, Charles 
Hamilton Houston, Dr. Wangari Maathai, Paul Robeson, 
and Ida B. Wells. Justice learns how each leader was a 
champion for advancing justice and improving the world, 
and she dreams of becoming a change maker, too— Miss 
Freedom Fighter, Esquire, a superhero with a law degree 
and an afro!

Big Kids Don’t Get Butterflies 
©2023 
Ceece Kelley, Sawyer Cloud
9781953859518 HC • $25.64 
32 pages • 10 X 10” • Gr. K-3
Each year I get bigger and stronger, and I 
get to ride more rides! At this year’s fair, a 
child is eager to try the big kid rides after 
growing just enough. The little kid rides 

only go ‘round and ‘round, but the big kid rides take you 
up to the skies! Is there any reason to be afraid? No! Big 
kids DON’T get butterflies. Or do they? A child learns that 
growing up doesn’t mean giving up the things you love. 
Enjoy this fun themed, coming-of-age story for all of your 
child’s milestones.

The Love of the Moonlight 
©2023 
Sarah Buckner, Paula Ortiz
9781953859594 HC • $25.64 
32 pages • 9 X 11” • Gr. K-3
If we loved, much like the moon, then 
would we be as kind? 
On a sleepless night, while gazing up at 
the skies, a child realizes that the world 
would be a better place if we acted with 
empathy and understanding. Around the 

world, we all look up at the same moon and it shines down 
on each person equally. The moon isn’t afraid to share its 
sky with the stars; the moon knows the stars don’t take 
away its ability to shine. This heartfelt, rhyming story is a 
great conversation starter on kindness and equality for 
children with illustrations capturing all walks of life.

9781735123981

9780998555317
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DIVERSE PICTURE BOOKS

Rainbow Letters: A Book for 
Rainbow Babies ©2023 
Ceece Kelley, Marina Halak
9781953859600 HC • $25.64 
32 pages • 10.5 X 8.5” • Gr. PreK-2
You are a rainbow baby, the calm after 
the storm, the sun after cloudy days, one 
less reason to mourn. 

A guardian angel sibling sends a well-wishing message to 
the newest addition of their family. But how is it delivered? 
Filled with whimsical illustrations and a touch of magic, 
Rainbow Letters celebrates rainbow babies—children born 
after pregnancy or infant loss—while capturing the beauty 
of life and beyond.

My Brain Is Magic: A Sensory-
Seeking Celebration ©2023 
Prasha Sooful, Geeta Ladi
9781953859617 HC • $25.64 
32 pages • 9 X 9” • Gr. K-3
Is your brain magic? Whether your brain 
buzzes around the room like a bee or 
tells you to be loud and roar like a lion, 
celebrate the many things that it can be! 

This sensory-seeking celebration shines a light on 
neurodiversity and sensory processing in a fun and action-
packed way for all children to enjoy. 

My Mommies Built a 
Treehouse ©2023 
Gareth Peter, Izzy Evans
9781915244185 HC • $25.64 
32 pages • 10 X 10” • Gr. PreK-K
Building a treehouse is a big project. But 
when your mommies are there to help 
you, there’s nothing that can stop you! 
When one boy sets out to build the 

treehouse of his dreams, there’s so much to consider – 
from finding the perfect tree to drawing up the plans. There 
are certainly challenges along the way, and a lot of spilled 
paint! But one thing is for sure – he won’t go too far wrong 
with his two mommies to support him.

My Mommy Marches ©2023 
Samantha Hawkins, Cory Reid
9781915244123 HC • $25.64 
32 pages • 10 X 10” • Gr. PreK-K
Mommy says that some things can’t be 
said with just words . . . Sometimes you 
have to say it with your feet. 
A young girl watches her mommy 
proudly take to the streets to march 

for what she believes in. Mommy marches through the 
sunshine, through the rain and through the deepest snow, 
on her own or hand-in-hand with others, to give voice to 
causes that need to be heard. Inspired to join the next 
generation of young activists, her daughter dreams of 
marching alongside her. 
A joyful story celebrating the power of peaceful protest 
and the will to change things for the better.
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JEWISH INTEREST
Asteroid Goldberg: Passover 
in Outer Space ©2023 
Brianna Caplan Sayres, Merrill Rainey
9781951365004 HC • $25.58 
40 pages • 10 X 8” • Gr. PreK-2
An out-of-this-word Passover fantasy! 
When Asteroid Goldberg and her parents 
get stuck in outer space for Passover, 

Asteroid plans a Passover seder for herself and her family 
that is truly out-of-this-world! With Jupiter’s moons for 
matzoh balls and the Big Dipper for a ladle, you’ve never 
seen a Passover seder like this one. A celebration of Jewish 
creativity and mighty Jewish girls!

Such a Library!: A Yiddish 
Folktale Reimagined ©2023 
Jill Ross Nadler, Esther van den Berg
9781951365028 HC • $25.58 
40 pages • 10 X 8” • Gr. PreK-2
An old Yiddish folktale in a modern-day 
library . . . with a magical librarian! 
Stevie craves quiet until Miss Understood, 

a magical librarian, wreaks havoc in this modern-day twist 
on an old Yiddish folktale.

I Am Hava: A Song’s Story of 
Love, Hope & Joy ©2023 
Freda Lewkowicz, Siona Benjamin
9781951365066 HC • $26.99 
40 pages • 10 X 8” • Gr. K-3
Experience the story of the world’s most 
famous Jewish song, as told by the song 
herself. In her spare, poetic text, Freda 

Lewkowicz has personified the song of Hava Nagila and 
made her the narrator of her own story, known simply as 
“”Hava””. Renowned Indian-American Jewish illustrator 
Siona Benjamin, who is known for her blue characters, 
draws Hava as a young blue girl in a sari. Follow Hava as 
she spreads joy and hope throughout the world.

Bubbe and Bart’s Matzoh Ball 
Mayhem ©2023 
Bonnie Grubman, Deborah Melmon
9781951365080 HC • $26.99 
40 pages • 10 X 8” • Gr. PreK-2
Getting ready for Shabbat is always a bit 
zany, but . . . flying matzoh balls?! Bubbe 
and her best buddy, Bart, make the 

perfect matzoh-ball-chasing team in this hilarious Jewish 
counting book.

Lily Blue Riding Hood: A Purim 
Story ©2023 
Sandy Lanton, Kim Barnes
9781951365103 HC • $26.99 
40 pages • 10 X 8” • Gr. PreK-2
A fun and zany fractured fairy tale 
with a Jewish spin. Lily Bluestein, a 
skateboarding little blue riding hood, 

takes her hamentaschen to Granny’s Florida condo for the 
Purim party—until Thaddeus T. Wolfe gets a whiff and tries 
to trick Lily out of her hamentashen! But this skateboarding-
Queen Esther has tricks of her own up her elbow pads. 
Meet this fun, mighty and one-of-a-kind Jewish girl as she 
becomes the heroine of her own Purim story.

Pirate Passover ©2023 
Judy Press, Amanda Gulliver
9781728443034 HC • $26.99 
9781728443041 PB • $12.59 
24 pages • 9.75 X 9.75” • Gr. PreK-2
The pirates are getting ready to celebrate 
Passover at sea, until their ship is washed 
ashore in a storm. What will they do? 
Luckily, they find a house with an open 
door, and everyone is invited in to enjoy 
the seder.
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JEWISH INTEREST

Luis de Torres Sails to 
Freedom ©2023 
Tami Lehman-Wilzig, Oliver Averill
9781728445502 HC • $26.99 
9781728445519 PB • $12.59 
24 pages • 9.25 X 11” • Gr. K-4
Luis de Torres is a secret Jew, a Catholic 
convert, who, in his heart, remains 
Jewish. When the Inquisition comes and 
Jews are forced to leave Spain, Luis 
decides to join a sailing expedition to 
new lands. He has just his faith, his wits, 

and a silver hamsa to protect him on his journey. And could 
it be that Jewish tradition helps protect the ship?

The Blue Glass Heart ©2023 
Yona Zeldis McDonough, Chiara Fedele
9781728445526 HC • $26.99 
9781728445533 PB • $12.59 
24 pages • 10.625 X 8.875” • Gr. PreK-2
When Sarah accidentally breaks Bubbe’s 
blue glass bowl, she sets a heart-shaped 
piece of blue glass on an adventure, 
touching the lives of children around the 
world, until it finally—remarkably—finds 

its way back home.

Moses and the Runaway Lamb 
©2023 
Jacqueline Jules, Eleanor Rees Howell
9781728445540 HC • $26.99 
9781728445557 PB • $12.59 
24 pages • 10.625 X 8.875” • Gr. PreK-2
When a small lamb scampers away from 
her flock, the young shepherd Moses 
wonders whether he should chase after 
her or let her fend for herself in the 
wilderness. He decides to go after her, 

not knowing that God is watching. God sees that Moses 
is the kind of leader who will take care of all the Jewish 
people when the time comes to leave Egypt.

The Rabbi and His Donkey 
©2023 
Susan Tarcov, Diana Renjina
9781728445595 HC • $26.99 
9781728445601 PB • $12.59 
24 pages • 9.25 X 11” • Gr. PreK-2
Hamor the donkey proudly takes Rabbi 
Moses Maimonides to the sultan’s palace 
every day, until he is replaced by a faster 
horse. Then the wise rabbi and the old 
donkey are reunited, as each learns a 
lesson from the other.

Not So Shy ©2023 
Noa Nimrodi
9781728427911 HC • $25.64 
9781728427928 PB • $12.59 
256 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 4-8
Twelve-year-old Shai hates everything 
about moving to America from Israel. 
She’s determined to come up with a plan 
that will get her back home. Maybe she 
can go back with her grandparents when 
they come to visit. Or maybe she can win 
a drawing competition that offers a plane 
ticket to any destination in the world as 
the grand prize. Meanwhile she’s stuck 

navigating seventh grade in a language that used to be 
just a subject in school. As Shai faces antisemitism but also 
gains support from unexpected sources, she starts to see 
her new life with different eyes. Maybe home is a place in 
the heart.

The Babka Sisters ©2023 
Lesléa Newman, Tika and Tata 
Bobokhidze
9781728445564 HC • $26.99 
9781728445571 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 10.625 X 8.875” • Gr. PreK-2
The great babka bake-off is on! Esther 
and Hester’s new neighbor, Sylvester, will 
gladly be their babka tester, and decide 
which sister’s Babka is the best. With cat 

Lester and dog Chester, the new friends enjoy a delicious 
Shabbat.
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BOARD BOOKS

My First Dino-Racing ©2023 
Dino Board Books 
Lisa Wheeler, Barry Gott
9781728446202 BD • $10.79 
12 pages • 7 X 6” • Gr. PreK
Dino-race cars. / Oval track. / Fancy 
stickers. / Front and back. 
Cheerful rhyming text from Lisa Wheeler 

introduces key features of stock car racing, and bright 
illustrations from Barry Gott captivate young fans. Buckle 
up and enjoy the ride in this high-energy board book!

My First Dino-Wrestling ©2023 
Dino Board Books 
Lisa Wheeler, Barry Gott
9781728477404 BD • $10.79 
12 pages • 7 X 6” • Gr. PreK
Singlets. Headgear. / Wrestling stance. / 
Whistle blows. / The two advance. 
Fun rhyming text from Lisa Wheeler 

introduces key moments in a wrestling match, and 
colorful illustrations from Barry Gott will captivate wee 
fans! Enjoy the action as dinosaurs in wrestling gear face 
off in this action-packed board book.

Mazal Bueno! ©2023 
Sarah Aroeste, Taia Morley

9781728445588 BD • $12.14 
12 pages • 6.5 X 8.5” • Gr. PreK
Parents celebrate baby’s first grin to 
baby’s first word, and all the milestones 
in between in this book featuring Ladino 
words, the language of the Sephardic 
Jewish community. Mazal bueno! Go, 

baby go!

Friend ©2023 
Katie Dale, Lindsay Dale-Scott
9781776574865 BD • $17.54 
18 pages • 7.333 X 7.333” • Gr. PreK
A simple and bright board book about 
emotions, from an award-winning 
author and illustrator. Through the up-
close expressive faces of a child and 
their dog, we learn words for a range of 

feelings in this new book by Gavin Bishop for the smallest 
children.

Kind Crocodile ©2023 
Jenny Jinks, Patricia Pessoa
9781776574704 BD • $22.94 
28 pages • 9.333 X 6.7” • Gr. PreK
A kind crocodile leaves his pond to 
see the world, in this fresh and playful 
new board book from New York Times 
Illustrated Book Award winning author 

Leo Timmers. Animals are in danger—help, kind crocodile! 
Here comes a terrified mouse, a frightened hog, an 
antelope. One by one they find shelter on Crocodile’s long 
back, while his big teeth scare their enemies away. GRRR! 
In a fun game of chase, the kind crocodile gives shelter to 
one animal after another on his long green back, scaring 
away their pursuers—until the load becomes too heavy 
and the crocodile doesn’t feel so kind anymore, and turns 
on his friends. GRRRR!
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MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

Five Little Ducks ©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Weidner, Teri
9781503865433 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
This fun nursery rhyme tells of five 
little ducklings that follow one of their 
siblings who has a particular feather on 
his back.

Five Little Monkeys ©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Avril, Lynne
9781503865440 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
Five naughty monkeys jump on a bed, 
only to end up hurting their heads one 
by one. Will they ever learn?

Grey Squirrel ©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Close, Laura Ferraro
9781503865396 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
Grey squirrel, swish your bushy tail! This 
fun activity song will put a bounce in 
children’s steps and a smile on every 
face.

Here We Go Looby Loo ©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Freeman, Laura
9781503865518 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
Shake those hands and feet to inspire 
movement as you read along with this 
popular nursery song.

If You’re Happy and You Know 
It ©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Freeman, Laura
9781503865457 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
Enjoy this classic activity song that 
involves hands, feet, and even shouting!

London Bridge Is Falling Down 
©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Austin, Michael Allen
9781503865525 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
London Bridge is falling down! What can 
we do to keep it standing? Children love 
this enchanting book and the fun activity 
it contains.

Pease Porridge Hot ©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Billin-Frye, Paige
9781503865532 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
A young girl says this classic rhyme as 
she serves her dolls pease porridge at a 
tea party.

Take Me Out to the Ball Game 
©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Norworth, Jack
9781503865549 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
A child begs her father to take her to 
the baseball game, where she roots for 
the home team and eats peanuts and 
Cracker Jack.
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MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

The Bear Went Over the 
Mountain ©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Dorenkamp, Michelle
9781503865495 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
This classic song about a traveling bear 
takes him from one side of a mountain 
to the other.

The Farmer in the Dell ©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Close, Laura Ferraro
9781503865501 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
This silly song has everything, from a 
farmer and his wife to cows, cats, and 
cheese! 

The Itsy Bitsy Spider ©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Holm, Sharon Lane
9781503865402 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
Climb up the waterspout with the 
familiar itsy bitsy spider. Rain or shine, 
he’s always ready to play.

The Wheels on the Bus ©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Rooney, Ronnie
9781503865419 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
By swishing their hands like wipers 
and beeping like a horn, readers take a 
journey on a school bus with this rhyme 
that keeps them moving. 

To Market, To Market ©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Barnum-Newman, Winifred
9781503865464 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
Find out what happens when a boy 
heads to market to buy a pig, a hog, and 
a plum bun.

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star 
©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Holm, Sharon Lane
9781503865471 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
For burgeoning stargazers, this is the 
perfect catchy tune, telling of a star that 
twinkles like a diamond.

Where Is Thumbkin? ©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Collier-Morales, Roberta
9781503865426 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
From thumbs to pinkies, kids’ fingers 
are put to use as they act out this classic 
nursery rhyme.

Yankee Doodle ©2023 
Classic Children’s Songs 
Squier, Robert
9781503865488 HC • $40.76 
16 pages • 8 X 9.5” • Gr. 1-2
Follow silly Yankee Doodle as he travels 
to town and sticks a feather in his cap.
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DIVERSE EARLY READERS

Khalil’s Clothes ©2023 
My World (Pull Ahead Readers — 
Fiction) 
Megan Borgert-Spaniol, Lisa Hunt
9781728475882 HC • $34.18 
9781728478807 PB • $11.19 
16 pages • 6 X 8” • Gr. PreK-1
Khalil wears different outfits for his daily 
activities. Young readers learn about 
kinds of clothes in this simple story. 
Pairs with the nonfiction title Clothes We 
Wear.

Making Roti ©2023 
My World (Pull Ahead Readers — 
Fiction) 
Megan Borgert-Spaniol, Lisa Hunt
9781728475899 HC • $34.18 
9781728478814 PB • $11.19 
16 pages • 6 X 8” • Gr. PreK-1
See how Sundar makes roti with his 
mom in this fictional story. Pairs with the 
nonfiction title We All Need Food. 

Kwanzaa Candles ©2023 
My World (Pull Ahead Readers — 
Fiction) 
Megan Borgert-Spaniol, Susana Gurrea
9781728475905 HC • $34.18 
9781728478821 PB • $11.19 
16 pages • 6 X 8” • Gr. PreK-1
See what role candles play during 
Kwanzaa. Young readers will about the 
holiday in this fictional story, which pairs 
with the nonfiction title Holiday Fun.

Our New Neighbors ©2023 
My World (Pull Ahead Readers — 
Fiction) 
Megan Borgert-Spaniol, Susana Gurrea
9781728475912 HC • $34.18 
9781728478838 PB • $11.19 
16 pages • 6 X 8” • Gr. PreK-1
This fictional story explores moving into 
a new house and meeting neighbors. 
Pairs with the nonfiction book Inside My 
Home.

Amana at School ©2023 
My World (Pull Ahead Readers — 
Fiction) 
Megan Borgert-Spaniol, Rob Parkinson
9781728475929 HC • $34.18 
9781728478845 PB • $11.19 
16 pages • 6 X 8” • Gr. PreK-1
Amana enjoys making different crafts 
at school. Adorable illustrations will 
engage emergent readers. Pairs with 
the nonfiction title My School. 

From the Train ©2023 
My World (Pull Ahead Readers — 
Fiction) 
Megan Borgert-Spaniol, Rob Parkinson
9781728475936 HC • $34.18 
9781728478852 PB • $11.19 
16 pages • 6 X 8” • Gr. PreK-1
Linh sees many things while she rides 
on the train. This simple fictional story 
pairs with the nonfiction book I Ride.
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DIVERSE EARLY READERS

Sadiq and Hooyo’s Drum 
©2023 
Sadiq 
Siman Nuurali, Christos Skaltsas
9781484674123 PB • $9.95 
64 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 1-3
Sadiq is looking forward to being a 
drummer in the school band when 
he’s old enough. When Hooyo shows 
Sadiq a family heirloom—a drum called 
a durbaan—Sadiq can’t wait to show 

his mother’s drum to his friends at school. His new friend 
Gabi, who’s deaf, shares his love of drums. But then a 
mishap occurs with Hooyo’s durbaan. How will Sadiq 
explain it to Hooyo, and can he make things right?

Sadiq and the Festival of 
Cultures ©2023 
Sadiq 
Siman Nuurali, Christos Skaltsas
9781484674185 PB • $9.95 
64 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 1-3
After a field trip to the Festival of 
Nations, Sadiq and his classmates are 
inspired to host a festival celebrating 
their own cultures. Sadiq is excited to 
host a booth featuring Somali foods, 
games, and crafts. But when he asks 

his friend Owen what he might show in his booth, Owen 
is quiet. Owen isn’t sure about his cultural heritage. Can 
Sadiq and his friends find a way to make sure everyone 
in their class has traditions to share at the festival of 
cultures?

Jalen on the Go ©2023 
Jalen’s Big City Life 
Dorothy H. Price, Shiane Salabie
9781484671801 PB • $10.99 
96 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Seven-year-old Jalen Corey Pierce 
loves life in the city with his family and 
friends. From apartment adventures to 
outings at the zoo, community center, 
and museums, J.C. is always on the go! 
In this collection of four stories, follow 
J.C.’s adventures as he explores city life.

The Mystery of the Fishy Canoe 
©2023 
Katie Woo 
Fran Manushkin, Tammie Lyon
9781484673935 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Katie and Pedro and their moms 
are headed out for an afternoon of 
canoeing. But Katie and her mom get 
separated from the other canoe, and 
before long Pedro and his mom are 

worried. Where could they have gone to? The search is on 
for Katie Woo and her fishy canoe!

The Mystery of the 
Disappearing Treasure Map 
©2023 
Katie Woo 
Fran Manushkin, Tammie Lyon
9781484674017 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Katie Woo and Pedro are hot on the trail 
of a treasure map. But as it catches in 
the breeze, it keeps disappearing on 
them. Will they be able to nab the map 

and will it lead them to real treasure?

Camila the Rodeo Star ©2023 
Camila the Star 
Alicia Salazar, Mario Gushiken
9781484670835 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Camila wants to be a rodeo star! Her 
favorite event is bull riding. But before 
she can ride a real bull, or even a steer, 
she needs to ride the mechanical bull. 
Will Camila master the mechanical bull 
ride and take a big step toward her 
rodeo dreams?
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DIVERSE EARLY READERS

Camila the Spelling Bee Star 
©2023 
Camila the Star 
Alicia Salazar, Thais Damiao, Mario 
Gushiken
9781484670910 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Camila enters the spelling bee and 
is doing all she can to become a star 
speller. But when she gets nervous, her 
mind goes blank. Her anxiety is making 
her forget everything she’s learned. 

Can Camila find a way to stay calm and spell her way to 
success?

Camila the Invention Star 
©2023 
Camila the Star 
Alicia Salazar, Mario Gushiken
9781484670996 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Normally Camila chases stardom. But 
when she creates a fabulous invention, 
stardom finds her! What’s her invention? 
A pair of light-up slippers, the perfect 
gear for getting a snack in the middle of 
the night. Will her fun invention take her 

farther than the kitchen?

Camila the Soccer Star ©2023 
Camila the Star 
Alicia Salazar, Mario Gushiken
9781484671078 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Camila is ready to be a soccer star, but 
her soccer team, Las Estrellas Fugaz, 
has lost three games in a row. When it 
comes to soccer, it takes teamwork to 
become stars. How will Camila and the 
other shooting stars come together to 
earn a win?
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EARLY READERS

Luis’s First Day: A Story about 
Courage ©2023 
Building Character (Early Bird 
Stories ™) 
Mari Schuh, Natalia Moore
9781728476346 HC • $39.58 
9781728478371 PB • $12.59 
24 pages • 9 X 9” • Gr. PreK-3
Luis is nervous about his first day of 
school, but his dad reminds him to have 
courage. Luis introduces himself to 

other kids at school, participates in class, and learns that 
courage is key!

Kevin and the Food Drive: A 
Story about Generosity ©2023 
Building Character (Early Bird 
Stories ™) 
Kristin Johnson, Hannah Wood
9781728476353 HC • $39.58 
9781728478388 PB • $12.59 
24 pages • 9 X 9” • Gr. PreK-3
When Kevin learns that not all families 
have enough to eat, he decides to 
organize a food drive with his friends. 

When everyone pitches in and shares, there’s enough 
food to go around!

Justin Keeps It Fair: A Story 
about Fairness ©2023 
Building Character (Early Bird 
Stories ™) 
Kristin Johnson, Mike Byrne
9781728476360 HC • $39.58 
9781728478395 PB • $12.59 
24 pages • 9 X 9” • Gr. PreK-3
Justin is leading a school project, but 
things aren’t going as planned. The 
group can’t decide how to fairly divide 

the work. Justin learns that being fair means giving each 
group member a role.

Sophie Learns to Listen: A 
Story about Empathy ©2023 
Building Character (Early Bird 
Stories ™) 
Kristin Johnson, Mike Byrne
9781728476377 HC • $39.58 
9781728478401 PB • $12.59 
24 pages • 9 X 9” • Gr. PreK-3
Sophie has some exciting news to share 
with her good friend Jacob. Jacob has 
some big news too. Sophie learns that 

sometimes listening to other people’s feelings and stories 
is more important than talking.

Idil Steps In: A Story about 
Respect ©2023 
Building Character (Early Bird 
Stories ™) 
Mari Schuh, Mike Byrne
9781728476384 HC • $39.58 
9781728478425 PB • $12.59 
24 pages • 9 X 9” • Gr. PreK-3
Idil is friends with Ben and Pete, but 
Pete isn’t treating Ben very well. Pete 
interrupts Ben and leaves him out 

of activities. Idil steps in to show Ben that everyone 
deserves respect.

Jada Sticks with It: A Story 
about Determination ©2023 
Building Character (Early Bird 
Stories ™) 
Mari Schuh, Mike Byrne
9781728476391 HC • $39.58 
9781728478432 PB • $12.59 
24 pages • 9 X 9” • Gr. PreK-3
Jada is working on a big science project, 
but distractions seem to be everywhere! 
Jada sticks with it and learns that a little 

determination goes a long way.
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EARLY READERS

I Don’t Care Said Big Bear 
©2023 
Early Bird Readers — Blue (Early 
Bird Stories ™) 
Katie Dale, Kathryn Selbert
9781728476407 HC • $39.58 
9781728478449 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 6.25 X 8.25” • Gr. PreK-2
Animals keep asking for help, but 
Big Bear doesn’t care. What will 
happen when Big Bear needs help? 
Full-color illustrations and a reading 

comprehension activity makes this story perfect for 
emerging readers.

Llama Pajamas ©2023 
Early Bird Readers — Blue (Early 
Bird Stories ™) 
Jenny Jinks, Addy Rivera Sonda
9781728476414 HC • $39.58 
9781728478456 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 6.25 X 8.25” • Gr. PreK-2
Larry the llama’s wool makes him hot. 
A haircut cools him down, but he is too 
cold at night. How can he stay warm 
when the sun goes down? This fun story 
engages emerging readers.

Look Out! & Dan and Dot’s Trip 
©2023 
Early Bird Readers — Pink (Early 
Bird Stories ™) 
Katie Dale, Dean Gray
9781728476421 HC • $39.58 
9781728478463 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 6.25 X 8.25” • Gr. PreK-2
Dot and Dan are two mice trying to 
get some cheese. Will they get it? The 
pair go on a trip. Will there be cheese 
on their trip? These fun stories engage 

emerging readers.

Tip Tap Sam & Not a Nut ©2023 
Early Bird Readers — Pink (Early 
Bird Stories ™) 
Jenny Moore, Karl West
9781728476438 HC • $39.58 
9781728478470 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 6.25 X 8.25” • Gr. PreK-2
Sam likes to tap everywhere. What 
happens when he can’t tap somewhere? 
An alien visits earth and finds 
something. It isn’t a nut, so what is it? 
Emerging readers laugh and learn with 
these stories.

Firefighter Bill & Catch the 
Crab ©2023 
Early Bird Readers — Red (Early 
Bird Stories ™) 
Elizabeth Dale, Serena Lombardo
9781728476445 HC • $39.58 
9781728478487 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 6.25 X 8.25” • Gr. PreK-2
Firefighter Bill is helping everyone who 
is stuck. What happens when he gets 
stuck? Then Jess finds a crab in the 
sand. She can’t catch the crab, so who 

will? These silly stories make reading fun.

Hush! & Fib! ©2023 
Early Bird Readers — Red (Early 
Bird Stories ™) 
Clare Helen Welsh, Camilla Galindo
9781728476452 HC • $39.58 
9781728478494 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 6.25 X 8.25” • Gr. PreK-2
The family makes noise as they go 
throughout their day. When do they 
need to be quiet? Then Chuck keeps 
telling fibs about others. Who will tell a 
fib about him?
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EARLY READERS

I Am Quicker! & Greedy Gull 
©2023 
Early Bird Readers — Red (Early 
Bird Stories ™) 
Katie Dale, Forrest Burdett
9781728476469 HC • $39.58 
9781728478500 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 6.25 X 8.25” • Gr. PreK-2
Jenn runs fast, but she gets passed by 
family members on scooters, bikes, and 
a car. When is Jenn faster? Then the 
greedy seagull keeps taking people’s 

food. What can’t the bird take?

Top Pup & Bad Rat ©2023 
Early Bird Readers — Red (Early 
Bird Stories ™) 
Katie Dale, Giusi Capizzi
9781728476476 HC • $39.58 
9781728478517 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 6.25 X 8.25” • Gr. PreK-2
Top Pup is helping everyone. What 
happens when Top Pup can’t help? Bad 
Rat runs after taking a bag of buns. Who 
can get the rat? Bright illustrations and 
silly stories engage emerging readers.

Fancy Nancy and the 
Delectable Cupcakes ©2023 
Fancy Nancy Readers 
Jane O’Connor
9781098251802 HC • $44.30 
32 pages • 6.5 X 9.25” • Gr. K-3
Nancy is thrilled to be making 
scrumptious cupcakes for the bake sale, 
but she will have to remember to follow 
all of Mom’s directions. 

Fancy Nancy and the Mean Girl 
©2023 
Fancy Nancy Readers 
Jane O’Connor
9781098251819 HC • $44.30 
32 pages • 6.5 X 9.25” • Gr. K-3
Nancy’s afraid of letting her relay team 
down—especially after finding out that 
an unkind girl in her class is on the team 
too. 

Fancy Nancy and the Too-
Loose Tooth ©2023 
Fancy Nancy Readers 
Jane O’Connor
9781098251826 HC • $44.30 
32 pages • 6.5 X 9.25” • Gr. K-3
When Nancy’s first loose tooth starts 
wiggling at home, she’s worried it will 
fall out before class and she won’t get 
the special tooth-holder necklace from 
the school nurse. 

Fancy Nancy: The 100th Day of 
School ©2023 
Fancy Nancy Readers 
Jane O’Connor
9781098251833 HC • $44.30 
32 pages • 6.5 X 9.25” • Gr. K-3
Nancy is stumped on what to bring to 
her 100th day of school celebration, but 
as she begins to lose hope, she finds 
inspiration from an unexpected source 
and learns that even sad events can 

bring with them a glimmer of beauty. 
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Fancy Nancy: Every Day Is 
Earth Day ©2023 
Fancy Nancy Readers 
Jane O’Connor
9781098251840 HC • $44.30 
32 pages • 6.5 X 9.25” • Gr. K-3
Nancy wants to celebrate Earth 
Day every day of the week, but she 
might take her enthusiasm for the 
environment a bit too far. 

Fancy Nancy: Hair Dos and Hair 
Don’ts ©2023 
Fancy Nancy Readers 
Jane O’Connor
9781098251857 HC • $44.30 
32 pages • 6.5 X 9.25” • Gr. K-3
Nancy has her outfit all figured out for 
Picture Day, but as she considers her 
hairstyle options, a brain wave inspires 
her to reach for the scissors. 

Fancy Nancy: It’s Backward 
Day! ©2023 
Fancy Nancy Readers 
Jane O’Connor
9781098251864 HC • $44.30 
32 pages • 6.5 X 9.25” • Gr. K-3
When Ms. Glass can’t think of any more 
backward ideas for the class, Nancy 
comes up with the perfect way to 
celebrate the day. 

Fancy Nancy: Pajama Day 
©2023 
Fancy Nancy Readers 
Jane O’Connor
9781098251871 HC • $44.30 
32 pages • 6.5 X 9.25” • Gr. K-3
Nancy is all set to wear something 
special for Pajama Day at school, 
but when Bree and Clara show up in 
matching outfits, Nancy feels left out. 

Fancy Nancy: Peanut Butter 
and Jellyfish ©2023 
Fancy Nancy Readers 
Jane O’Connor
9781098251888 HC • $44.30 
32 pages • 6.5 X 9.25” • Gr. K-3
With the help of Ms. Glass and her 
friends, Nancy overcomes her fear 
of jellyfish during a class trip to the 
aquarium, and she makes a special 
project for her teacher to say thank you.

Fancy Nancy: Too Many Tutus 
©2023 
Fancy Nancy Readers 
Jane O’Connor
9781098251895 HC • $44.30 
32 pages • 6.5 X 9.25” • Gr. K-3
When Ms. Glass tells the class they will 
have a fancy swap-and-shop at school, 
Nancy must decide whether she can 
part with some of her tutus. 

The Moon Is a Ball: Stories of 
Panda & Squirrel ©2023 
Ed Franck, Khing Thé
9781776574933 HC • $26.99 
76 pages • 6.7 X 8.7” • Gr. PreK-4
Philosophical, wise, funny, true-to-child 
and wonderfully illustrated stories about 
an unbreakable friendship between a 
panda and a squirrel, from two world 
greats of children’s literature. Panda and 
Squirrel can’t live without each other 

and do everything together: lie on the rocks to look at the 
moon, take walks, play games. One of their journeys lasts 
for only two steps, another day they discover a newly 
hatched duckling. Sometimes they argue but they always 
make up again. This a friendship for any day: roaring, 
quiet, grumbling, snoring . . . always.
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EARLY READERS

Detective Gordon: A Case with 
a Bang ©2023 
Detective Gordon 
Ulf Nilsson, Gitte Spee
9781776574872 HC • $25.64 
116 pages • 5.9 X 8.333” • Gr. PreK-5
Illustrated in full color and packed 
with character and humor, this is a 
new whodunnit mystery in the award-
winning Detective Gordon series, fun to 
read alone or aloud. 

A Case with a Bang is the final book in the series of funny 
detective stories for early readers set in a friendly forest in 
which two determinedly fair police—retired-toad Gordon 
and the indefatigable mouse Buffy—solve the mystery 
and stop regularly to eat cake.

Liam the Lion ©2023 
Liam Kingbird’s Kingdom 
Andrew Stark, Emily Faith Johnson
9781484670538 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Liam is starting at a new school, and he 
is worried about making new friends. 
When a classmate asks about Liam’s 
cleft lip, Liam is afraid the boy is making 
fun of him. But in class that afternoon, 
Liam discovers that what makes him 

different also makes him special, and that is a reason 
to be proud. K–3 readers will find a friend in this series 
featuring quiet but strong Indigenous third-grader Liam 
Kingbird.

Liam and the Pigeon ©2023 
Liam Kingbird’s Kingdom 
Andrew Stark, Emily Faith Johnson
9781484670583 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Liam and his mother find an injured 
pigeon, but Liam isn’t sure what to do. 
Aren’t pigeons kind of pests? His mother 
suggests they take the bird to a nature 
center, and Liam begins to realize that 
every animal, no matter what kind, 

deserves care, respect, and a place in our world. K–3 
readers will find a friend in this series featuring quiet but 
strong Indigenous third-grader Liam Kingbird.

9781776574872

9781484670538

9781484670583

Liam and the Forest Friends 
©2023 
Liam Kingbird’s Kingdom 
Andrew Stark, Emily Faith Johnson
9781484670637 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
When Liam hears his parents having an 
argument, he escapes into an imaginary 
world with animal friends he has drawn. 
His new friends help Liam understand 
that even when things feel out of his 

control, he is always safe, always loved, and a brighter 
day is just ahead. K–3 readers will find a friend in this 
series featuring quiet but strong Indigenous third-grader 
Liam Kingbird.

Liam and the Worst Dog in the 
World ©2023 
Liam Kingbird’s Kingdom 
Andrew Stark, Emily Faith Johnson
9781484670682 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Liam and his mom want to adopt a 
dog from the shelter. While there are 
many well-behaved pups to choose 
from, Liam notices one that’s kept away 
from the others—with a sign that reads 

“behavior issues.” But Liam knows there is no such thing 
as a bad dog. Can some extra love and training turn the 
worst dog into the best? K–3 readers will find a friend in 
this series featuring quiet but strong Indigenous third-
grader Liam Kingbird.

Olive Makes a Choice ©2023 
My Spectacular Self 
Rosario Martinez, Gal Weizman
9781484673768 PB • $12.95 
32 pages • 9 X 9” • Gr. K-2
It’s the yearly baking contest, and Olive 
the skunk must decide what to make. 
But there’s too many choices—chocolate 
cake, peanut butter cookies, cinnamon 

muffins! How will Olive decide? No matter what, making 
the right choice will certainly be an adventure!
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Earl Learns a Lesson ©2023 
My Spectacular Self 
Bryan Patrick Avery, Román Díaz
9781484673836 PB • $12.95 
32 pages • 9 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Earl the elephant makes the perfect 
clubhouse for his friends—or so he 
thinks. He’s shocked when his friends 
don’t like it! Then a new friend shows 

Earl how the clubhouse is perfect for Earl, but that 
everyone is different. He learns to look beyond himself 
and include everyone’s needs to make the clubhouse 
truly perfect for everyone.

Max’s Magic Change ©2023 
My Spectacular Self 
Bryan Patrick Avery, Román Díaz
9781484673690 PB • $12.95 
32 pages • 9 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Max the fox and his siblings are ready 
for their big magic show. Max is the 
main act, and he doesn’t want any help. 
He is the best magician, and he’s in 

charge. When his bossy ways put the show at risk, Max 
must change his ways and learn to cooperate. After all, 
cooperation is the real magic!

Gia Speaks Her Mind ©2023 
My Spectacular Self 
Rosario Martinez, Gal Weizman
9781484673621 PB • $12.95 
32 pages • 9 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Gia the deer is an expert gardener! She 
has very specific techniques to set up 
the perfect garden. But when her friends 
want to help, Gia’s perfect plans are 

quickly destroyed. Gia needs to speak up and use her 
communication skills to guide her friends, or her garden—
and her friendships—might be ruined.

Saving Snakes ©2023 
Naomi Nash 
Jessica Lee Anderson, Alejandra Barajas
9781666349474 PB • $10.99 
112 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 1-3
When Mom brings home a new 
houseguest from the exotic animal 
hospital, it sparks a great idea. Naomi 
decides to form a snake rescue club 
with her best friend, Emma, and her 
brother, Nolan. But tensions arise with 
her next-door neighbor Taylor, who 

hates snakes. Will the snakes bring them together or drive 
them apart? One thing is for certain: rescuing snakes 
leads to adventures—and even friendships—that Naomi 
never imagined!

The Mystery of the Ball Python 
©2023 
Naomi Nash 
Jessica Lee Anderson, Alejandra Barajas
9781666349498 PB • $10.99 
112 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 1-3
When Naomi gets a tip about a strange 
snake sighting in the neighborhood, she 
knows it’s a job for her snake-saving 
club. Naomi, Nolan, and Emma go to 
investigate and get a huge surprise. The 
snake isn’t a native Texas species—it’s 

a ball python! Did someone dump an unwanted pet, or 
did this snake somehow get lost? Naomi’s parents agree 
she can keep the snake if no one claims it. But can Naomi 
bring herself to solve the mystery if it costs her the pet 
snake she’s always wanted?
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EARLY READERS
The Drama Noodle ©2023 
Naomi Nash 
Jessica Lee Anderson, Alejandra Barajas
9781666349481 PB • $10.99 
112 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 1-3
Naomi, Emma, and Taylor are heading 
to drama camp, but the drama doesn’t 
stay at camp. Word is spreading about 
the snake-saving club, and when a 
local news crew asks to interview the 
club, things grow tense. Naomi wants 
to teach people more about snakes, 

but she’s not the only one who longs for a moment of 
fame. During the interview, things go from bad to worse. 
Can Naomi salvage the interview, her drama camp 
performance, and the club?

Problems at the Pond ©2023 
Naomi Nash 
Jessica Lee Anderson, Alejandra Barajas
9781666349467 PB • $10.99 
112 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 1-3
When an older couple tells Naomi and 
the rest of the club about a mean snake 
at a nearby pond, Naomi dismisses their 
concerns. After all, a pond is a natural 
place, and snakes aren’t mean<—
they’re just snakes. But the reports of an 
aggressive snake keep coming. That’s 

unusual. The club decides to investigate. It’s up to them to 
solve the mystery of the “mean” snake before someone 
gets hurt.

Magical Mischief ©2023 
The Amazing Adventures of the 
DC Super-Pets 
Steve Korté, Mike Kunkel
9781484672068 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Krypto is definitely Superman’s best 
friend. But when the evil Mxy unleashes 
his magical mischief, the canine crime 
fighter becomes the Man of Steel’s 
worst enemy. Will Superman be able to 
save his Super-Pet?

Canine Crime ©2023 
The Amazing Adventures of the 
DC Super-Pets 
Steve Korté, Mike Kunkel
9781484671924 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
A jewelry store in Gotham City has been 
robbed by a dangerous dog. Thankfully 
Batman, Robin, and Ace the Super-Dog 
are on the case! Will this super trio be 
able to track down the robbers and 
solve this canine crime?

Battle of the Super-Pets ©2023 
The Amazing Adventures of the 
DC Super-Pets 
Steve Korté, Mike Kunkel
9781484672136 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Best pals Streaky the Super-Cat and 
Krypto the Super-Dog are annoyed with 
each other. But when a bank is being 
robbed, these two Super-Pets must put 
their battle behind them. Can they join 
forces to save the day?

Danger in the Deep ©2023 
The Amazing Adventures of the 
DC Super-Pets 
Steve Korté, Mike Kunkel
9781484671993 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Evil scientist Dr. Sivana has teamed 
up with Dex-Starr the Red Lantern. 
Together they have captured Hoppy’s 
friends—including Shazam—in a large 
crater! It’s time for Hoppy the Marvel 
Bunny to rescue his friends from the 

danger in the deep!
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Bunny Ideas ©2023 
The Amazing Adventures of the 
DC Super-Pets 
Renée Treml
9781666396089 PB • $10.99 
64 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Bea plans the perfect day, but her bunny 
ideas quickly bounce out of control. Can 
Bea still have a hoot when Ollie and her 
other friends don’t want to play by owl 
her rules? Find out in this early graphic 
novel that will get young readers 

giggling with its silly puns and playfully paneled story.

Otter-ly Ridiculous ©2023 
The Amazing Adventures of the 
DC Super-Pets 
Renée Treml
9781666396157 PB • $10.99 
64 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
When their friends get into an argument, 
Ollie and Bea step in to help. Can they 
find a way to solve the otter-ly ridiculous 
kerfuffle? Find out in this early graphic 
novel that will get young readers 

giggling with its silly puns and playfully paneled story.
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CHAPTER BOOKS

Bo and the Poetry Lesson 
©2023 
Bo at the Buzz (Read Woke ™ 
Chapter Books) 
Elliott Smith, Subi Bosa
9781728476124 HC • $39.58 
9781728486260 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 1-3
Bo has to write a poem for school, 
but he thinks poetry is silly. See how 
he finds the right words to finish his 
assignment.

Bo and the Basketball Game 
©2023 
Bo at the Buzz (Read Woke ™ 
Chapter Books) 
Elliott Smith, Subi Bosa
9781728476131 HC • $39.58 
9781728486277 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 1-3
Bo wants to be the star of his basketball 
team. But his friend plays better than 
him during practice. Follow Bo as he 
learns about being a team player and 
having fun playing the sport.

Bo and the School Bully ©2023 
Bo at the Buzz (Read Woke ™ 
Chapter Books) 
Elliott Smith, Subi Bosa
9781728476148 HC • $39.58 
9781728486284 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 1-3
When Bo stands up to a bully, he finds 
himself in the spotlight. Read to find out 
how Bo handles the situation, and what 
it means to be a friend.

Bo and the Spooky House 
©2023 
Bo at the Buzz (Read Woke ™ 
Chapter Books) 
Elliott Smith, Subi Bosa
9781728476155 HC • $39.58 
9781728486291 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 1-3
What happens when Bo’s friends dare 
him to ring the doorbell of the spooky 
house in their neighborhood? Follow 
along as Bo learns about treating 

members of the community with kindness and friendship.

Bo and the Little Lie ©2023 
Bo at the Buzz (Read Woke ™ 
Chapter Books) 
Elliott Smith, Subi Bosa
9781728476162 HC • $39.58 
9781728486307 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 1-3
Bo’s grandfather asks him to mail an 
important letter. But when Bo forgets to 
mail it, he lies to his grandfather. Follow 
along as Bo learns the importance of 
telling the truth.

Bo and the Community Garden 
©2023 
Bo at the Buzz (Read Woke ™ 
Chapter Books) 
Elliott Smith, Subi Bosa
9781728476179 HC • $39.58 
9781728486314 PB • $13.99 
32 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 1-3
Bo and his friends are working on a 
community garden at school. But what if 
they can’t agree on what to plant? See 
what they decide as Bo learns about the 
benefits of the garden.
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CHAPTER BOOKS

Marvella Is a Model! ©2023 
The Marvelous Marvella J.Q. 
Annette Daniels Taylor
9781538384466 HC • $35.81 
9781538384473 PB • $20.56 
64 pages • 5.25 X 7.125” • Gr. 2-3
Marvella is excited to join Junior River 
Keepers and protect her animal friends. 
Even better, her dad is visiting for the 
week and wants her to meet his newest 
photography client—the famous fashion 
designer Kendra Adams. Kendra has 
the means to make Marvella a model, 

but something seems fishy. Is Kendra her dad’s new 
girlfriend? Is there a connection between new local 
pollution and Kendra’s new factory? Marvella enlists her 
furry and feathered friends to help her find out.

Marvella Takes Flight ©2023 
The Marvelous Marvella J.Q. 
Annie D. Taylor
9781538384497 HC • $35.81 
9781538384503 PB • $20.56 
64 pages • 5.25 X 7.125” • Gr. 2-3
Marvella can’t wait for her holiday trip 
to Puerto Rico to visit her family. Then, 
a terrible hurricane strikes the island 
and puts a very special parrot species in 
danger. Marvella doesn’t know how she 
can help, until she discovers a magical 
dollhouse in the attic that can transport 

her to different times and places. Marvella uses her magic 
and the help of her animal friends to save the day.

Bake Sale ©2023 
Leela’s Sweet Treats 
Ali Bovis
9781098235796 HC • $46.41 
32 pages • 6.25 X 9.25” • Gr. PreK-3
Leela and Liam prepare a bake sale 
to raise money, but when the big day 
arrives, Leela has to step out of her 
comfort zone to attract a crowd and 
keep the event from crumbling. 

City Sights ©2023 
Leela’s Sweet Treats 
Ali Bovis
9781098235802 HC • $46.41 
32 pages • 6.25 X 9.25” • Gr. PreK-3
Leela has one day to show her cousin 
Isabelle around the city, and she worries 
Isabelle’s trip will be ruined if she 
doesn’t get to see the Statue of Liberty.  

Class Trip ©2023 
Leela’s Sweet Treats 
Ali Bovis
9781098235819 HC • $46.41 
32 pages • 6.25 X 9.25” • Gr. PreK-3
Leela and Liam want to visit their 
favorite spots at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art on their class trip, but 
when their teacher and tour guide 
have different plans, they realize new 
discoveries can be just as sweet as old 
traditions. 

International Night ©2023 
Leela’s Sweet Treats 
Ali Bovis
9781098235826 HC • $46.41 
32 pages • 6.25 X 9.25” • Gr. PreK-3
A big snowstorm threatens to wreck 
Leela and Liam’s International Night at 
school, but they learn how to make the 
event the best it can be with limited 
supplies and resources. 
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Kindness Day Cookies ©2023 
Leela’s Sweet Treats 
Ali Bovis
9781098235833 HC • $46.41 
32 pages • 6.25 X 9.25” • Gr. PreK-3
Leela makes the perfect dessert for her 
school’s Kindness Day event, but on the 
big day, she leaves her box of cookies at 
the bus shelter.  

100th Day Celebration ©2023 
Leela’s Sweet Treats 
Ali Bovis
9781098235840 HC • $46.41 
32 pages • 6.25 X 9.25” • Gr. PreK-3
When Leela’s pet bunny chews on her 
candy mold, Leela needs to come up 
with a new, sweet project in honor of 
her teacher the night before her class’s 
100th-day celebration. 

The Road to Greatness: #1 
©2023 
Caveman Dave 
Brian Daly
9781098235864 HC • $48.53 
112 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. 2-5
After getting flattened at his first football 
practice, scrawny Dave decides to go to 
his special spot in the woods to cheer 
himself up, but when he gets to the 
Swamp, he makes a startling discovery. 

Best Foot Forward: #2 ©2023 
Caveman Dave 
Brian Daly
9781098235871 HC • $48.53 
112 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. 2-5
After Dave’s strange night in the woods, 
he has a scary mutual dream with his 
dog and wakes up with giant new feet 
that bring surprising challenges both on 
and off the football field. 

I’m a Public Menace: #3 ©2023 
Caveman Dave 
Brian Daly
9781098235888 HC • $48.53 
112 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. 2-5
Dave and his dog continue having 
mutual dreams and waking up with 
strange and stronger limbs, but while 
Dave’s new body makes him a football 
star, it seems to have a mind of its own 
at school. 

The Unthinkable: #4 ©2023 
Caveman Dave 
Brian Daly
9781098235895 HC • $48.53 
112 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. 2-5
Dave has fully transformed into a caveman 
and his lack of brainpower makes it 
difficult to focus on school, football, and 
his friend’s idea to save the Swamp and 
the spirits from the cave that have taken 
over Dave and his dog’s bodies.

My Caveman Brain: #5 ©2023 
Caveman Dave 
Brian Daly
9781098235901 HC • $48.53 
112 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. 2-5
Dave is torn between playing in the big 
football game and saving the cave, but 
the choice is made for him when he 
hears blasting in the Swamp and sees his 
dog chasing ghost-lions from his dreams. 

This Caveman Adventure: #6 
©2023 
Caveman Dave 
Brian Daly
9781098235918 HC • $48.53 
112 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. 2-5
Dave and his dog race to the cave, but 
when the crew trying to demolish the 
Swamp takes them prisoner, they must 
figure out a way to save the cave and 
themselves. 

9781098235888

9781098235895
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Making the Grade: #1 ©2023 
Back of the Net 
Gary Fabbri
9781098233341 HC • $50.65 
112 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. 4-9
Aiden is one of the smartest players 
on the field. His active brain helps 
him to respond quickly to the action 
and anticipate the ball. But that same 
overactivity doesn’t translate to his 

schoolwork. To him, algebra is a foreign language and 
his English grade is slipping. His scores are so low that if 
he doesn’t improve, he’ll be dropped from the team. Will 
Aiden make the grade, or will he watch from the sidelines? 

Perfect: #2 ©2023 
Back of the Net 
Gary Fabbri
9781098233358 HC • $50.65 
112 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. 4-9
Enzo’s drive to be perfect is often seen 
by others as pushy, arrogant, and 
self-centered. Between his intense 
practice routine and his pappa drilling 
him, Enzo feels the constant pressure to 
overperform. When he misses a penalty 

kick in an important game, the team loses. Enzo decides 
to run away. He ends up face to face with the dangers of 
street life. Will he find his way back home and to his team 
now that he’s facing a less than perfect life? 

Stand Your Ground: #3 ©2023 
Back of the Net 
Gary Fabbri
9781098233365 HC • $50.65 
112 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. 4-9
Jackson always stands his ground on the 
field. When a rival player purposefully 
spikes Aiden, Jackson strikes back. A 
scuffle breaks out, and Jackson is kicked 
out of the game. He takes his anger out 

on the ref’s car, and the fight continues after the match at 
a pizza store’s parking lot. Jackson finds himself in trouble 
with the police. Will he end up with bigger problems or will 
he be able to stop the downward spiral and find his way 
back to defend his team?

Get On Up: #4 ©2023 
Back of the Net 
Gary Fabbri
9781098233372 HC • $50.65 
112 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. 4-9
Manny’s body feels like it has a mind 
of its own, and it hurts everywhere 
whenever he trains hard. But when the 
goalie passes out during a game, he 
finds out that his mistake was not his. 

After a medical exam, he discovers that he has lupus and 
his own body has been attacking itself. He’s been working 
hard all season to stand in goal at the state finals, but 
now that seems impossible. Will he be able to get the 
treatment he needs to continue to play or will he support 
his team from the sidelines? 

Size Me Up: #5 ©2023 
Back of the Net 
Gary Fabbri
9781098233389 HC • $50.65 
112 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. 4-9
Ben has dedicated his whole life to 
soccer. But his big knowledge and 
even bigger heart can’t overcome the 
fact that he is small. He is a star on the 
soccer field but a target for bullies. After 

a dangerous encounter with some bullies, he dedicates 
himself to applying for college programs in an attempt to 
get away from the violence. Will Ben be able to feel safe 
at home again and overcome his bullies? 

Home Boy: #6 ©2023 
Back of the Net 
Gary Fabbri
9781098233396 HC • $50.65 
112 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. 4-9
As team captain, Kai is always in control 
on the field. He’s like the glue that 
keeps the team together, and the team 
relies on him to be a solid, talented 
player. But at home, as hard as he tries, 
Kai can’t keep his parents together. 
Their fighting intensifies so much that 

Kai’s frustrations spill over into school and soccer. Will he 
be able to provide what the team needs without the home 
support that he used to take for granted? 

9781098233372

9781098233389
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Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja: #1 
©2023 
Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja 
Marcus Emerson
9781098252403 HC • $46.41 
112 pages • 5.5 X 8” • Gr. 2-6
Chase Cooper was just another scrawny 
kid at his new school until a group of 
ninjas recruited him into their clan and 
introduced him to a world of trouble. 

Pirate Invasion: #2 ©2023 
Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja 
Marcus Emerson
9781098252410 HC • $46.41 
128 pages • 5.5 X 8” • Gr. 2-6
At first, Chase ignored the rumors of a 
massive pirate invasion, but when his 
entire school is in danger, he’s the only 
one who can save it.  

Rise of the Red Ninjas: #3 
©2023 
Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja 
Marcus Emerson
9781098252427 HC • $46.41 
176 pages • 5.5 X 8” • Gr. 2-6
Chase can’t seem to catch a break 
during a crummy week at school, but as 
much as he wants to give in, he knows 
ninjas never quit, and unfortunately, 
neither do their enemies. 

A Game of Chase: #4 ©2023 
Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja 
Marcus Emerson
9781098252434 HC • $46.41 
208 pages • 5.5 X 8” • Gr. 2-6
The fate of the school’s science fair rests 
in Chase’s hands when he receives an 
anonymous invitation that sends him on 
a messed up treasure hunt in search of 
students’ missing projects. 

Terror at the Talent Show: #5 
©2023 
Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja 
Marcus Emerson
9781098252441 HC • $46.41 
240 pages • 5.5 X 8” • Gr. 2-6
Chase has to figure out who is trying to 
ruin the upcoming talent show, but first, 
he has to deal with some new ninjas, an 
ugly moose costume, and a missing bird. 

Buchanan Bandits: #6 ©2023 
Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja 
Marcus Emerson
9781098252458 HC • $46.41 
256 pages • 5.5 X 8” • Gr. 2-6
Chase has never been good at staying 
out of trouble, but he’ll need to focus 
to catch a bandit who’s stealing from 
innocent students and is only growing 
stronger.   

Home Is Where the Heart Is: #1 
©2023 
Good Dog 
Cam Higgins
9781098252021 HC • $46.41 
128 pages • 6 X 7.5” • Gr. K-4
When rambunctious puppy Bo loses his 
dog tag, he enlists all of his barnyard 
friends to help him find it. 

Raised in a Barn: #2 ©2023 
Good Dog 
Cam Higgins
9781098252038 HC • $46.41 
128 pages • 6 X 7.5” • Gr. K-4
Bo is excited to introduce a foal to life on 
the farm and the challenge of a puppy 
teaching a young horse new tricks. 

9781098252434

9781098252441
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Herd You Loud and Clear: #3 
©2023 
Good Dog 
Cam Higgins
9781098252045 HC • $46.41 
128 pages • 6 X 7.5” • Gr. K-4
Bo has his work cut out for him when he 
has to herd the farm’s sheep by himself. 

Fireworks Night: #4 ©2023 
Good Dog 
Cam Higgins
9781098252052 HC • $46.41 
128 pages • 6 X 7.5” • Gr. K-4
Bo loves summertime and the cookouts 
with fireworks on special nights, but not 
all of the other animals love fireworks as 
much as him. 

The Swimming Hole: #5 ©2023 
Good Dog 
Cam Higgins
9781098252069 HC • $46.41 
128 pages • 6 X 7.5” • Gr. K-4
Bo learns how to swim when his family 
takes him to a swimming hole on their 
farm.  

Life Is Good: #6 ©2023 
Good Dog 
Cam Higgins
9781098252076 HC • $46.41 
128 pages • 6 X 7.5” • Gr. K-4
When Bo experiences his first snow fall, 
he decides to lend a helping paw after 
seeing the barn cats are freezing their 
tails off. 

Mindy Kim and the Yummy 
Seaweed Business: #1 ©2023 
Mindy Kim 
Lyla Lee
9781098252090 HC • $44.30 
88 pages • 6 X 8.5” • Gr. 1-4
When another student tries to sabotage 
Mindy and Sally’s Yummy Seaweed 
Business, Mindy loses more than she 
bargained for and wonders whether 
she’ll ever fit in at her new school. 

Mindy Kim and the Lunar New 
Year Parade: #2 ©2023 
Mindy Kim 
Lyla Lee
9781098252106 HC • $44.30 
88 pages • 6 X 8.5” • Gr. 1-4
Mindy is determined to enjoy her first 
Lunar New Year without her mom, but 
her old holiday traditions don’t go quite 
as planned, and she has to find a way to 
create new ones. 

Mindy Kim and the Birthday 
Puppy: #3 ©2023 
Mindy Kim 
Lyla Lee
9781098252113 HC • $44.30 
88 pages • 6 X 8.5” • Gr. 1-4
Mindy thinks a dog would be the perfect 
birthday gift, but she has to prove 
to her dad that she can handle the 
responsibility. 

Mindy Kim, Class President: #4 
©2023 
Mindy Kim 
Lyla Lee
9781098252120 HC • $44.30 
88 pages • 6 X 8.5” • Gr. 1-4
Mindy knows she can handle running an 
awesome campaign for class president 
based on snacks and being kind, but 
making a speech to her class makes her 
nervous. 

9781098252090
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Mindy Kim and the Trip to 
Korea: #5 ©2023 
Mindy Kim 
Lyla Lee
9781098252137 HC • $44.30 
88 pages • 6 X 8.5” • Gr. 1-4
Mindy is super excited to visit her 
grandparents in South Korea, but when 
the traditional meal she makes with her 
dad’s new girlfriend has a few mishaps, 

she fears they are cooking up a big disaster. 

Mindy Kim and the Big Pizza 
Challenge: #6 ©2023 
Mindy Kim 
Lyla Lee
9781098252144 HC • $44.30 
88 pages • 6 X 8.5” • Gr. 1-4
Mindy is confident she and her dad can win the 
trivia contest at a local pizza place, but when 
her dad worries he might not understand the 
cultural references, they try to find a way to 
have fun together even if they don’t win. 

Our Principal Breaks a Spell! 
©2023 
Our Principal 
Stephanie Calmenson
9781098252168 HC • $44.30 
64 pages • 6 X 8.5” • Gr. K-3
Roger, a top student at PS 88, mistakenly 
casts a spell that has the school in an 
uproar, and Mr. Bundy has to undo the 
magical mess. 

Our Principal Is a Frog! ©2023 
Our Principal 
Stephanie Calmenson
9781098252175 HC • $44.30 
64 pages • 6 X 8.5” • Gr. K-3
When Mr. Bundy is turned into a frog, his 
students have to figure out how to get 
their old principal back—or they’ll have 
to get used to him playing leapfrog in the 
gym, swimming in the classroom sink, 
and eating a kid’s bug collection. 

Our Principal Is a Spider! 
©2023 
Our Principal 
Stephanie Calmenson
9781098252182 HC • $44.30 
64 pages • 6 X 8.5” • Gr. K-3
When Mr. Bundy and several teachers 
disappear and turn into spiders, the 
school doesn’t have anyone in charge, 
and bumbling magician Marty Q. Marvel 
needs to save the day. 

Our Principal Is a Wolf! ©2023 
Our Principal 
Stephanie Calmenson
9781098252199 HC • $44.30 
64 pages • 6 X 8.5” • Gr. K-3
Mr. Bundy and Ms. Moore are gobbled 
up by the Big Bad Wolf, and the kids 
have to outsmart that tricky wolf to get 
them back.  

Our Principal’s in His 
Underwear! ©2023 
Our Principal 
Stephanie Calmenson
9781098252205 HC • $44.30 
64 pages • 6 X 8.5” • Gr. K-3
Mr. Bundy gets tricked into buying a 
spectacular suit, and he’s the only one in 
PS 88 who can see it. 

Our Principal’s Wacky Wishes! 
©2023 
Our Principal 
Stephanie Calmenson
9781098252212 HC • $44.30 
64 pages • 6 X 8.5” • Gr. K-3
Mr. Bundy makes a wacky wish he 
wished he hadn’t made. 
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Eva’s Treetop Festival: #1 
©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252236 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
Eva Wingdale gets in over her 
head when she decides to create a 
Bloomtastic Festival at school, but the 
festival might have to be canceled if she 
doesn’t get enough help. 

Eva Sees a Ghost: #2 ©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252243 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
Eva thinks she sees a ghost and goes on 
a search for it with her friend Lucy.  
 

A Woodland Wedding: #3 
©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252250 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
Eva turns her Wedding Planning Club 
into a Detectives Club to help her 
teacher Miss Featherbottom find her 
missing necklace before her wedding is 
ruined. 

Eva and the New Owl: #4 
©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252267 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
Eva gets jealous when the new owl in 
class befriends Lucy and worries she 
may lose her best friend.  

9781098252236

9781098252243

9781098252250

Warm Hearts Day: #5 ©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252274 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
Eva is excited to give out her homemade 
gifts for Warm Hearts Day, but she 
realizes she didn’t make any for her 
family and needs to get them done 
before the big party. 

Baxter is Missing: #6©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252281 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
Eva can’t wait for a famous author to 
visit, but she struggles with writing a 
story for the event when her pet bat, 
Baxter, goes missing. 

The Wildwood Bakery: #7 
©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252298 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
Eva’s class decides to raise money to 
buy Macy’s little sister a flying chair 
since she can’t fly on her own, but the 
owls soon get competitive and forget 
about working as a team. 

Eva and the Lost Pony: #8 
©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252304 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
Eva needs to come up with a project that 
proves she is ready to take the Owl Oath, 
but when she tries to help a pony during 
a storm, she needs to be brave, wise, 
and kind enough to save the day. 
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Eva’s Big Sleepover: #9 ©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252311 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
Eva can’t wait for her super-special 
birthday sleepover and tries to help 
a friend overcome her first-sleepover 
jitters. 

Eva and Baby Mo: #10 ©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252328 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
Eva and her friends are ready for 
anything when they’re asked to babysit 
her little brother, Mo, but they soon 
discover that taking care of a little baby 
is a big job. 

Trip to the Pumpkin Farm: #11 
©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252335 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
An award-winning pumpkin goes 
missing during Eva’s field trip to the 
pumpkin farm, and the owls have to 
solve the mystery in time for the holiday 
party. 

Eva’s Campfire Adventure: #12 
©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252342 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
Eva and her classmates go camping and 
work together on a treasure hunt.  

9781098252311

9781098252328

9781098252335

Eva in the Spotlight: #13 
©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252359 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
When Sue is cast in the leading role in 
the school play, Eva worries she won’t 
have a chance to shine. 

Eva at the Beach: #14 ©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252366 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
Eva is secretly afraid to go swimming at 
the beach, but if she lets her fears get 
the best of her, she might miss out on 
the magic at the beach.  

Eva’s New Pet: #15 ©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252373 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
Eva and Lucy pet-sit for all of their 
friends to find out which animal is right 
for Eva, but when chaos breaks out, 
Baxter has to help the owl discover 
which pet is just right for their family. 

Get Well, Eva: #16 ©2023 
Owl Diaries 
Rebecca Elliott

9781098252380 HC • $44.30 
80 pages • 5.75 X 8” • Gr. K-2
Eva can’t write in her diary after hurting 
her wing, but her family and friends are 
ready to step in and lend a helping wing. 
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The Ride Home ©2023 
Orca Currents 
Gail Anderson-Dargatz

9781459837072 PB • $10.95 
112 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. 4-7
In this high-interest, accessible novel for 
middle readers, thirteen-year-old Mark 
adjusts to long rides on the school bus 
after moving to a small town to live with 
his grandmother.|Mark is a city kid who 
has come to a small town to live with 

his grandmother. His first ride home on the school bus is 
brutal, and he does his best to avoid interacting with the 
country kids. But when tragedy strikes, Mark soon learns 
he has more in common with them than he would ever 
have imagined.

Below the Surface ©2023 
Orca Currents 
Allison Finley

9781459834538 PB • $10.95 
112 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. 4-7
In this high-interest accessible novel for 
middle-grade readers, thirteen-year-old 
Theo finds a pocket watch linked to a 
local legend about a lost treasure.|While 
swimming in his local river, a boy finds 
an old pocket watch that turns out to be 
linked to a seventy-year-old cold case 

and a treasure lost for decades.

Big Winner ©2023 
Orca Currents 
Sylvia Taekema

9781459834064 PB • $10.95 
128 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. 4-7
In this high-interest accessible novel 
for middle-grade readers, fourteen-
year-old Skye worries about her new 
friend, Digby, after he shares a big 
secret.|Fourteen-year-old Skye worries 
about her new friend, Digby, who is 
intellectually disabled, when he shares 

a big secret with her: he has the winning ticket for the 
million-dollar lottery everyone in town is talking about.

9781459837072

9781459834538

9781459834064

Enly and the Buskin’ Blues 
©2023 
Jennie Liu

9781728424569 HC • $26.99 
208 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 4-7
Twelve-year-old Enly Wu Lewis is 
determined to go to band camp and 
follow in the footsteps of his musician 
father, who died years ago. But his mom, 
a single parent working two jobs, is 

saving every penny for his older brother’s college tuition. 
So Enly sets out to earn the money for camp on his own, 
by busking with an obscure instrument he can only kind of 
play. When someone drops a winning scratch-off lottery 
ticket into his tip box, Enly thinks it’s the answer to his 
problems—but he’ll have to overcome teenage thieves 
and his own family if he wants to achieve his dreams.

Indigo and Ida ©2023 
Heather Murphy Capps

9781728467689 HC • $26.99 
312 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 4-7
When eighth grader and aspiring 
journalist Indigo breaks an important 
story, exposing an unfair school policy, 
she’s suddenly popular for the first time.  
The friends who’ve recently drifted 
away from her want to hang out again. 
Then Indigo notices that the school’s 

disciplinary policies seem to be enforced especially 
harshly with students of color, like her. She wants to keep 
investigating, but her friends insist she’s imagining things. 
Meanwhile, Indigo stumbles upon a book by Black 
journalist and activist Ida B. Wells—with private letters 
written by Ida tucked inside. As she reads about Ida’s 
lifelong battle against racism, Indigo realizes she must 
choose between keeping quiet and fighting for justice.

9781728424569

9781728467689
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9781459837034

9781459837058

9781459837041

Bigfoot Crossing ©2023 
Orca Currents 
Gail Anderson-Dargatz

9781459834767 PB • $10.95 
128 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. 4-7
In this high-interest accessible novel 
for middle readers, a young teen starts 
to suspect that he and his family are 
being followed by a Bigfoot while on a 
camping trip.|While out on a camping 
trip, Jay starts to suspect that he and 

his family are being followed by a Bigfoot. Then Jay’s 
father goes missing and Jay is forced to start tracking the 
creature while trying to keep his sister safe.

Branded ©2023 
Orca Currents 
Eric Walters

9781459834606 PB • $10.95 
128 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. 4-7
In this high-interest accessible novel for 
middle-grade readers, Ian learns that the 
company that makes the uniforms for his 
school uses child labor. 

I Got You Babe ©2023 
Orca Currents 
Paul Coccia

9781459834705 PB • $10.95 
120 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. 4-7
In this high-interest accessible novel for 
middle readers, Mac wants to do a duet 
with Amy for the school fun fair.|Twelve-
year-old Mac is really looking forward 
to this year’s fun fair and its Pride 
Carnival theme. He convinces his best 
friend, Amy, to do a Sonny and Cher 

drag number. But Mac is so focused on making sure their 
performance is perfect that he doesn’t notice that Amy is 
not happy.

9781459834767

9781459834705

9781459834606

Kung Fu Master ©2023 
Orca Currents 
Marty Chan

9781459837034 PB • $10.95 
128 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. 4-7
In this high-interest novel for middle 
readers, everyone assumes Jon Wong 
is a martial arts expert because he’s 
Chinese. 
 

Oh Brother ©2023 
Orca Currents 
Sonya Spreen Bates

9781459837058 PB • $10.95 
144 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. 4-7
In this high-interest accessible novel for 
middle readers, Lauren is worried about 
what will happen when her new friends 
realize her brother is disabled.|Moving 
to a new city and a new school is never 
easy. So Lauren is relieved when Callie, 

Treena and Maddy welcome her into their group. But then 
Lauren witnesses the girls make fun of a first-grader in a 
wheelchair. That kid is her brother. If she tells them, will 
they still want to be her friend?

Wildfire ©2023  
Orca Currents 
Deb Loughead

9781459837041 PB • $10.95 
120 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. 4-7
In this high-interest accessible novel for 
middle readers, Dylan tries to find the 
source of a series of mysterious fires.
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MIDDLE GRADE FICTION
World’s Worst Parrot ©2023 
Orca Currents 
Alice Kuipers

9781459837065 PB • $10.95 
120 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. 4-7
In this high-interest accessible novel for 
middle readers, Ava’s life suddenly becomes 
very complicated when she inherits a 
troublesome African gray parrot.|Ava works 
hard at maintaining a certain image online 
and at school. As far as anyone else knows, 

life is great. But when Ava inherits an African gray parrot from her 
great-uncle Bertie, her carefully crafted world starts to crumble.

Boldly Go ©2023 
Teen Astronauts 
Eric Walters

9781459828766 PB • $12.95 
256 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. 4-7
In this novel for middle readers, fourteen-
year-old Houston is on his way to the 
International Space Station as part of 
a NASA study.|Houston Williams won a 
scholarship to attend a space program at 
NASA. What he didn’t realize was that the 

organizers were recruiting for a study of how space travel 
affects people of different ages. Houston ends up being one 
of the first teenagers to go into space.

Mission to Mars ©2023 
Teen Astronauts 
Eric Walters

9781459836730 PB • $12.95 
256 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. 4-7
In this novel for middle readers, after 
tragedy strikes, fourteen-year-old Houston 
and two other teen astronauts must 
complete a mission to Mars on their 
own.|Houston Williams won a scholarship 
to attend a space program at NASA. What 

he didn’t realize was that the organizers were recruiting for 
a study of how space travel affects people of different ages. 
Houston ends up being one of the first teenagers to go into 
space. After being chosen to join a mission to Mars, a tragic 
accident means that Houston and his friends Ashley and Teal 
must now complete the mission alone.

9781459837065

9781459836730

9781459828766

Elliot Jelly-Legs and the 
Bobblehead Miracle ©2023 
Yolanda Ridge|Sydney Barnes

9781459833791 PB • $12.95 
240 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. 4-7
When eleven-year-old Elliot, a wobbly 
skater at best, steps up to be goalie for 
his hockey team, he turns to a magical 
Carey Price bobblehead for help. The 
team starts winning game after game, 
but soon Elliot’s teammates start 
questioning his luck. Elliot will have 

to choose between believing in luck and believing in 
himself.|In this illustrated middle-grade novel, eleven-year-
old Elliot relies on his Carey Price bobblehead doll to help 
him excel on his hockey team.

Farah Rocks Fifth Grade ©2023 
Farah Rocks 
Susan Muaddi Darraj, Ruaida Mannaa

9781496584298 PB • $13.99 
144 pages • 5.75 X 8.25” • Gr. 3-6
Farah and her best friend, Allie Liu, 
are getting excited to turn in their 
applications to the Magnet Academy, 
where they both hope to attend sixth 
grade. But when new girl Dana Denver 
shows up, Farah’s world is turned 

upside down. As Dana starts bullying Farah’s little brother, 
Samir, Farah begins to second-guess her choice to leave 
him behind at Harbortown Elementary/Middle School. 
Determined to handle it on her own, Farah comes up with 
a plan--a plan that involves lying to those closest to her. 
Will her lies catch up with her, or can Farah find a way to 
defeat the bully and rock fifth grade?

9781459833791

9781496584298
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MIDDLE GRADE FICTION
Fumiko and a Tokyo Tragedy 
©2023 
Girls Survive 
Susan Griner, Wendy Tan Shiau Wei

9781669014515 PB • $10.95 
112 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-6
12-year-old Fumiko is fascinated by the 
Moga girls, modern young women with 
short hair and casual dresses who are 
making their way in 1920s Tokyo. Her 
parents, however, expect a traditional life 
for her. But none of that matters when 

the Great Kanto Earthquake strikes the city on September 
1, 1923. Can Fumiko withstand the fires and confusion that 
follow the shaking earth, and how will the tragedy change 
her future? Readers can learn the real story of the Great 
Kanto Earthquake from the nonfiction back matter in this 
Girls Survive story. A glossary, discussion questions, and 
writing prompts are also provided.

Flor Fights Back ©2023 
Girls Survive 
Joy Michael Ellison, Francesca Ficorilli

9781669014454 PB • $10.95 
112 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-6
After Flor’s mother dies in early 1969, 
she is left with her grandmother who 
refuses to accept Flor’s identity as a 
trans girl. Flor decides that in order to 
be true to herself, she must leave home. 
She makes friends with Tami, a trans 

teenager, and the two girls meet adults who help them 
make their way in the queer and trans community of New 
York City. Invited to meet up with some new friends, the 
girls sneak into the Stonewall Inn on a night that leads to 
a police raid and violence. Will Flor escape the riot and 
continue her fight to live as she is? Readers can learn the 
real story of the Stonewall Riots from the nonfiction back 
matter in this Girls Survive story. A glossary, discussion 
questions, and writing prompts are also provided.

9781669014515
9781669015789

Batman’s Most Wanted ©2023 
Harley Quinn’s Madcap Capers 
Michael Anthony Steele, Sara Foresti

9781669015789 PB • $9.95 
72 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-6
When Gotham City’s biggest baddies 
gather to plan a heist, they tell Harley to 
go wait with the goons! What?! But the 
joke is on them after Batman busts in and 
she sneaks out holding blueprints that 
show the way to the crooked payday. 

Can the jilted jester pull off a solo steal while dodging the 
criminal bosses on her tail? Find out in this action-packed 
chapter book for DC Super Hero and Super-Villain fans!

Black Canary’s Birthday Ballad 
©2023 
Harley Quinn’s Madcap Capers 
Laurie S. Sutton, Emma Kubert

9781669015635 PB • $9.95 
72 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-6
It’s Harley’s birthday! She’s not locked 
in Arkham Asylum this year, so her wish 
is for the most spectacular celebration 
ever. Problem is, her felon friends aren’t 
available to party, and sonic songstress 

Black Canary keeps crashing her to-do list of fun. Will the 
jaunty jester’s big day be a big bust or will it end on a high 
note? Find out in this action-packed chapter book for DC 
Super Hero and Super-Villain fans!

The Riddler and the Jinx ©2023 
Harley Quinn’s Madcap Capers 
Michael Anthony Steele, Sara Foresti

9781669015680 PB • $9.95 
72 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-6
When Harley ruins the Riddler’s carefully 
constructed scheme to capture Batman, 
she’s determined to show the calculating 
crook that she’s no bad-luck jinx. She’ll 
use her brilliantly bonkers mind to write 
confounding rhymes of her own! In this 

battle of wits, can the jolly jester prove there’s a method to 
her madness? Find out in this action-packed chapter book 
for DC Super Hero and Super-Villain fans!

9781669015635

9781669015680

9781669014454
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MIDDLE GRADE FICTION
The Batwoman Team-Up 
Trouble ©2023 
Harley Quinn’s Madcap Capers 
Laurie S. Sutton, Emma Kubert

9781669015734 PB • $9.95 
72 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-6
Harley is fed up with receiving zero respect 
from the Joker, so she decides to become 
an admired Super Hero instead! Needing 
some tips in doing good, she partners with 

a suspicious Batwoman to patrol the streets. Can Harley use 
her mad skills to crack down on crime, and does she have the 
guts to bust her own bossy Puddin’? Find out in this action-
packed chapter book for DC Super Hero and Super-Villain fans!

Not-So-Sleeping Beauty ©2023 
I Fell into a Fairy Tale 
Katie Schenkel, Vincent Batignole

9781669015000 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. 2-4
Ava is frustrated and bored with fairy tales. 
They are all the same! But when she falls 
into the Sleeping Beauty fairy tale, she 
realizes she has a chance to make some 
important changes! As soon as she meets 
Briar Rose, Ava takes action. She teaches 

Briar Rose how important it is to be assertive and question 
things. Why wait around 100 years for a kiss from a stranger 
when you can take matters into your own hands? That’s what 
Ava and Briar Rose do in the untraditional graphic novel.

Cinderella Speaks Up ©2023 
I Fell into a Fairy Tale 
Mari Bolte, Braden Hallett

9781669014973 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. 2-4
When Kaita falls into the book Cinderalla, 
she is NOT impressed. Why is Cinderella 
the only one cleaning? Why are 
Cinderella’s stepmother and stepsisters so 
mean to her? Why doesn’t her dad speak 
up? And what in the world is happening at 

this upcoming ball? Needless to say, Kaita has a lot to teach 
Cinderella before she finds her way out of this fairy tale. And 
with Kaita’s help, Cinderella is ready to speak up for herself 

in this untraditional graphic novel.

9781669015734

9781669015000

9781669014973

Beauty and the Beast (Plus 
Jake) ©2023 
I Fell into a Fairy Tale 
Jasmine Walls, Vincent Batignole

9781669014980 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. 2-4
Jake thinks he’s too cool for fairy tales, 
but that changes when he falls into the 
Beauty and the Beast fairy tale and meets 
Belle. Her strength lies in her empathy 
and conviction, and Jake is in awe of 

her kindness. Jake is also in awe of the Beast’s demanding 
and rude attitude. What is his problem? When Belle goes to 
visit her ailing father, Jake takes the opportunity to befriend 
the Beast. Jake calls out the Beast on his terrible behavior 
and attitude and learns a few things about himself in this 
untraditional graphic novel.

Snow White and the Unevil 
Queen ©2023 
I Fell into a Fairy Tale 
Jasmine Walls, Richard Watson

9781669014997 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. 2-4
Sarah isn’t the nicest kid at school. She 
doesn’t want to be rude or mean, but 
sometimes she can’t control it. When Sarah 
falls into the Snow White fairy tale, she 
lands in the Evil Queen’s castle. That seems 

like the perfect place for a mean girl, doesn’t it? But when 
Sarah finds out that the Evil Queen is extra mean (some would 
even say she’s a bully), Sarah takes matters into her own 
hands. Sarah befriends the Queen and gets to the bottom of 
her evil ways. Working together, they learn that loving yourself 
and what you already have is an important lesson in this 
untraditional graphic novel.

9781669014980

9781669014997
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MIDDLE GRADE FICTION
Curling Crunch ©2023 
Jake Maddox Girl Sports Stories 
Jake Maddox, Katie Wood

9781669007012 PB • $9.99 
72 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-6
Maisie loves pitching for her softball team 
in Arizona, so she’s crushed when she has 
to move to Minnesota to live with her dad. 
Upset about the move and her parents’ 
divorce, Maisie isn’t thrilled when her dad 
asks her to join his curling team. She thinks 

it’s a strange sport. But as she learns more about curling—and 
how much her dad loves it—she begins to have a change of 
heart. But when its crunch time for the team, will Maisie be 
able to take charge and lead? Find out in this exciting, easy-to-
read chapter book by Jake Maddox!

Surfing Shake-Up ©2023 
Jake Maddox Girl Sports Stories 
Jake Maddox, Katie Wood

9781669007074 PB • $9.99 
72 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-6
Rosie loves nothing more than spending 
her summers surfing while staying with her 
Aunt Hazel in Australia. But this summer, 
her cousin Flora is coming to visit, too, and 
Aunt Hazel wants Rosie to teach Flora how 
to surf. Trouble is, Flora has a history of 

being mean to Rosie—and it doesn’t take long to figure out 
that Flora hasn’t changed one bit. Can Rosie set aside her 
hard feelings and teach her cousin to ride the waves? Or will 
this shake-up to Rosie’s summer of surfing lead to a wicked 
wipeout? Find out in this exciting, easy-to-read chapter book 
by Jake Maddox!

9781669007012

9781669007074

Wheelchair Rugby Rush ©2023 
Jake Maddox Sports Stories 
Jake Maddox, Eva Morales

9781669007296 PB • $9.99 
72 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-6
When Robinson learns about wheelchair 
rugby during Super Sports Saturday, he 
can’t wait to try it. But then his family 
moves to Alabama to help take care 
of his grandma after she gets hurt. But 
Robinson’s in luck—his dad tells him 

about an organization called the Shore that has a wheelchair 
rugby team. Robinson’s in for quite a rush as he learns a new 
sport—and some important lessons about life. Find out in this 
exciting, easy-to-read chapter book by Jake Maddox!

Baseball Blowup ©2023 
Jake Maddox Sports Stories 
Jake Maddox, Eva Morales

9781669007234 PB • $9.99 
72 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-6
Malcolm loves two things—baseball and 
science. He’s always studying the stats 
and coming up with ideas to help his team 
gain an advantage over the competition. 
But when Malcolm’s homemade glove 
oil causes a major blowup with his 

teammates, he must find a way to win back their trust. 
Leaning into science and statistics, he decides to try a new 
type of pitch to keep batters off balance during his next start. 
Will Malcolm’s secret pitch prove to be a game winner or just 
another failed experiment? Find out in this exciting, easy-to-
read chapter book by Jake Maddox!

9781669007296

9781669007234
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MIDDLE GRADE FICTION
Attack of the Butt-Bombs! 
©2023 
Snot-Bots 
John Sazaklis, Shane Clester

9781666349061 PB • $9.99 
40 pages • 5 X 7” • Gr. 3-5
When one of the Snot-Bots creates a mess 
on Farts and Crafts day, Sludge gets an 
idea to bring massive, messy mayhem to 
Electropolis. Using his radiation ray gun, 

Sludge creates an army of Butt-Bombs and then sets them 
loose in the sewers. When the little poo-bots crawl up through 
the pipes they cause disgusting chaos across the city. Will the 
Clean Team respond in time to stop the Butt-Bombs? Or will 
Sludge’s vile minions succeed in covering the city in filth?

The Bit-Con Plot ©2023 
Snot-Bots 
John Sazaklis, Shane Clester

9781666348996 PB • $9.99 
40 pages • 5 X 7” • Gr. 3-5
Sludge is sick of the Clean Team foiling his 
attempts to turn Electropolis into his own 
putrid playground. So he hatches his most 
cunning plan yet. He sends one of the 
Snot-Bots in disguise as a rookie bot named 
Bit-Con to join his enemies, the Clean Team. 

It doesn’t take long for the sickening spy to turn the Clean Team’s 
headquarters into a slime-covered disaster. Will the defenders of 
cleanliness discover the spy in their midst? Or will Sludge’s crafty 
con work to finally defeat his fearless foes?

Rise of the Snot-Bots ©2023 
Snot-Bots 
John Sazaklis, Shane Clester

9781666348842 PB • $9.99 
40 pages • 5 X 7” • Gr. 3-5
Deep under Electropolis, Sludge is 
watching from the Fartress of Foulitude 
as his arch enemies, the Clean Team, are 
awarded the Key to the City. Disgusted by 
the sanitary ceremony, the master of muck 
sets out to put his squeaky-clean rivals in 

their place for good! Will the Snot-Bot leader’s fiendish scheme 
succeed? Or will the Clean Team foil his plot before his filthy 
crew can ruin the city?

9781666348996

9781666348842

9781666349061

9781684468010

9781666348927

The Fart-Bot Invasion ©2023 
Snot-Bots 
John Sazaklis, Shane Clester

9781666348927 PB • $9.99 
40 pages • 5 X 7” • Gr. 3-5
All of the Snot-Bots’ plans to bring 
contaminated chaos to Electropolis have 
been thwarted by those disgusting heroes 
of hygiene, the Clean Team. But their 
leader, Sludge, has something different 
in mind this time. Instead of going big, 

he’s going small—microscopic, even. He’s launching millions 
of nasty nano-bytes called Fart-Bots into the atmosphere to 
spew a giant cloud of gas over the city. Have the Snot-Bots 
finally found a way to foul up the city for good? Or will the 
Clean Team keep Electropolis smelling sparkling fresh?

Billy Johnson and His Duck Are 
Explorers ©2023 
Matthew New,

9781684468010 PB • $13.99 
144 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. 3-5
An all-ages, adventure-comedy graphic 
novel, Billy Johnson and His Duck Are 
Explorers has it all: humor, peril, and out-
of-this-world archaeological adventures 
(oh, and ducks!). Billy Johnson, the son 
of two world-famous explorers (who 

mysteriously disappeared eight years ago) has big dreams. 
The teenager may be a part-time janitor now, but exploring is 
in his blood. He just needs one big discovery to prove to the 
Explorers League that he’s worthy of the rank of Ace Explorer. 
Luckily, Billy has an ally in his best friend, Barrace. Not only 
is Barrace a college professor of linguistics, but he’s also a 
duck! Together, these boon companions brave hidden jungle 
kingdoms, haunted tombs, deadly deserts, and treacherous 
mythological trials to uncover the mysteries of the world. 
But will they discover that the biggest mystery of all may be 
following them every step of the way?
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MIDDLE GRADE LARGE PRINT
Zachary Ying and the Dragon 
Emperor ©2023 
Zachary Ying 
Zhao, Xiran Jay

9798885785730 HC • $35.40 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. ??
Percy Jackson meets Tristan Strong in 
this hilarious, action-packed middle grade 
contemporary fantasy that follows a young 
boy as he journeys across China to seal 
the underworld shut and save the mortal 
realm.

The Vanderbeekers on the 
Road ©2023 
The Vanderbeekers 
Yan Glaser, Karina

9798885783088 HC • $35.40 
371 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. ??
In this new adventure in the New 
York Times bestselling series, the 
Vanderbeekers depart Harlem to celebrate 
their dad’s birthday. But their surprise road 
trip turns rocky when the younger kids try 

to keep their family from ever facing change.

Dead Wednesday ©2023 
Spinelli, Jerry

9798885783583 HC • $35.40 
308 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. ??
Can playing dead bring you back to life? 
Maybe on Dead Wednesday&hellip; On this 
day the worlds of a shy boy and a gone girl 
collide, and the connection they make will 
change them both forever. A brilliant new 
novel from the Newbery Medal winner and 
author of the New York Times bestseller 
Stargirl.

9798885783088

9798885785730
9798885783163

9798885783170

9798885783583

A Rover’s Story ©2023 
Warga, Jasmine

9798885783163 HC • $35.40 
420 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. ??
The One and Only Ivan meets The Wild 
Robot in this unique and deeply moving 
middle grade novel about the journey of 
a fictional Mars rover, from the Newbery 
Honor winning author of Other Words for 
Home.

Restart ©2023 
Korman, Gordon

9798885783170 HC • $35.40 
329 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. ??
The amazing New York Times bestseller 
about what you can do when life gives 
you a second chance. Chase’s memory 
just went out the window. Chase doesn’t 
remember falling off the roof. He doesn’t 
remember hitting his head. He doesn’t, in 
fact, remember anything. He wakes up in a 

hospital room and suddenly has to learn his whole life all over 
again, starting with his own name.

Key Player ©2023 
Front Desk 
Yang, Kelly

9798885785525 HC • $35.40 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. ??
Mia Tang is going for the goal in the fourth 
Front Desk novel by New York Times 
bestselling author Kelly Yang! 
The Women’s World Cup coming to 
Southern California, everyone is soccer-
crazy -- especially Mia Tang! The U.S. 
is playing China in the finals, and Mia 

feels like her two identities are finally coming together. Less 
exciting, though? The fact that her P.E. teacher wants Mia to 
get out of the soccer field, too -- or fall short of the grade she 
needs to earn a spot at journalism camp. But as always, Mia 
Tang is ready with a plan: she’ll track down the two women’s 
teams, interview them, and write an A-grade article for P.E. 
instead! It’s not so easy, though, finding professional athletes 
in Pasadena -- or bringing two identities together, even during 
a game. 

9798885785525
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GRAPHIC
The Search for the Slimy Stone: 
Book 3 ©2023 
Felix and Calcite 
Artur Laperla

9781728487045 HC • $35.98 
9781728487724 PB • $13.99 
56 pages • 8 X 10” • Gr. K-3
Felix and Calcite are on a journey to a 
muddy swamp in the faraway Land of the 
Ogres. Their mission: to find the Slimy 
Stone, the only thing that can save the 
ancient Master Troll from illness! Will our 

heroes be able to find the rare stone and get past the ogres 
inside the swamp?

Super Potato’s Middle Ages 
Adventure: Book 10 ©2023 
Super Potato 
Artur Laperla

9781728459530 HC • $37.79 
9781728478302 PB • $13.99 
64 pages • 7 X 9” • Gr. 2-5
Super Potato has lost his giant muscles! To 
take his mind off this tragedy, he agrees to 
a time-travel mission. Soon he’s searching 
the Middle Ages to find a scientist stranded 
in the past. In the foggy swamp of an older 

era, our hero meets a brave, handsome knight who turned 
into a serpent. (Say, that sounds familiar . . .) Super Potato 
agrees to help the knight too, leading to a quest to find the 
lost scientist and a legendary sorcerer.

9781728487045

9781728459530

9781728487724

9781728478302

9781728460376

9781541597853

9781728478234

9781728478296

Another Band’s Treasure: A 
Story of Recycled Instruments 
©2023 
Hua Lin Xie

9781728460376 HC • $39.58 
9781728478234 PB • $20.99 
128 pages • 8 X 10” • Gr. 3-6
In a small village in Paraguay, Diego 
dreams of giving music lessons to the 
children he sees each day. The only 
problem: there aren’t enough instruments 
to go around. But when he and Nicolas, a 

carpenter, look to a nearby landfill, they see instruments in the 
making. Soon, a paint can, a wooden plank, and a faucet knob 
become the start of a violin—and their recycled instruments 
give the kids in town new ways to express themselves.

Strange Alliances: Book 2 
©2023 
Seekers of the Aweto 
Nie Jun

9781541597853 HC • $39.58 
9781728478296 PB • $20.99 
136 pages • 7.5 X 10.5” • Gr. 7-12
Xinyue, a treasure hunter turned guardian 
of a baby deity, has escaped death—and 
awakened in a strange new land.  
Qiliu, the boy he once called brother, 
has been captured by enemies—and 
must tamp down his rage long enough 

to make his next move. Faced with wolf raiders, frog royalty, 
and killer plants, both young men will have to choose allies 
carefully as powerful forces emerge. In Seekers of the Aweto, 
a poetic adventure across medieval China, roguish bands 
of “”seekers”” chase a plantlike treasure that may lead to 
fortune and even eternal life. Acclaimed artist and storyteller 
Nie Jun (My Beijing: Four Stories of Everyday Wonder) 
presents an environmental fantasy rich with mystery, betrayal, 
and an adorable baby deity.
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GRAPHIC
The Green Girls ©2023 
Loïc Nicoloff, Alberto Zanon, Roberta 
Pierpaoli

9781728460369 HC • $39.58 
9781728478227 PB • $20.99 
144 pages • 7 X 9” • Gr. 5-8
Emma, Lily, and Fadila want to save the 
planet . . . but no one around them seems 
to care. Frustrated, they name themselves 
the Green Girls, take to social media, and 
launch a series of bold protests. Alongside 
their classmate and aspiring Green Girl 
Silas, the crew risks getting in trouble 

(and stirs some up) to raise awareness about container ship 
pollution, palm oil overproduction, and more environmental 
hazards. With a mix of livestreams, spray paint, and bungee 
cords, they’re out to make a difference—and get their 
followers to do the same.

The Hyena and the Fox ©2023 
Discover Graphics: Global 
Folktales 
Mariam Mohamed, Le Nhat Vu

9781484672617 PB • $9.95 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
When a fox keeps eating a farmer’s 
animals, he and his wife come up with a 
plan to get rid of him. But the clever fox has 
other ideas. With engaging text and easy-
to-follow panels, Discover Graphics: Global 

Folktales are perfect for graphic novel fans new and old.

The Clever Rabbit ©2023 
Discover Graphics: Global 
Folktales 
Golriz Golkar, Yeganeh Yaghoobnezhad

9781484672778 PB • $9.95 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
When a wolf comes to the valley, the 
animals get scared. How can they escape 
being the wolf’s next meal? One clever 
rabbit has an idea. With engaging text and 
easy-to-follow panels, Discover Graphics: 
Global Folktales are perfect for graphic 

novel fans new and old.

9781484672617

9781484672778

9781728460369

9781728478227

9781484672938

9781484672853

9781484672693

Boitatá the Fire Snake ©2023 
Discover Graphics: Global 
Folktales 
Ana Siqueira, Fabiana Faiallo Alamino

9781484672693 PB • $9.95 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
When the weather changes suddenly, 
the animals in a jungle find shelter in the 
mountains. When they return to the forest, 
one snake has changed forever. And it’s 
good thing he does. With engaging text 

and easy-to-follow panels, Discover Graphics: Global Folktales 
are perfect for graphic novel fans new and old.

The Brothers ©2023 
Discover Graphics: Global 
Folktales 
Sheelue Yang, Le Nhat Vu

9781484672938 PB • $9.95 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
In this Hmong folktale, two brothers 
venture into a remote jungle, hunting food 
for their hungry family. But the jungle is 
full of dangerous wild animals. The older 
brother vows to keep his younger brother 

safe . . . or die trying. With clever text and easy-to-follow 
panels, Discover Graphics: Global Folktales are perfect for 
graphic novel fans new and old.

Hi’iaka and Pana’ewa ©2023 
Discover Graphics: Global 
Folktales 
Gabrielle Ahuli’i, Sarah Demonteverde

9781484672853 PB • $9.95 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
Hi‘iaka wants to make the forests of 
Hawai’i safe for travelers. But she’ll have 
to battle an evil lizard named Pana‘ewa 
and his army to do it. With a little help from 
her sister and some special powers, she’s 

ready for a great battle. With engaging text and easy-to-follow 
panels, Discover Graphics: Global Folktales are perfect for 
graphic novel fans new and old.
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GRAPHIC
How Music Came to the World 
©2023 
Discover Graphics: Global 
Folktales 
Jarred Lujan, Román Díaz

9781484673003 PB • $9.95 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. K-2
In this ancient Mexican folktale, the Aztec 
Sky god and Wind god attempt to fix 
silence on Earth by bringing music to the 
world. They set out to the Sun palace, 
where legions of musicians play for the 

all-mighty Sun. Unfortunately, this hot-headed ruler won’t give 
up his musicians without a fight! With clever text and easy-to-
follow panels, Discover Graphics: Global Folktales are perfect 
for graphic novel fans new and old.

Sixth Man Surprise ©2023 
Jake Maddox Graphic Novels 
Jake Maddox, Mel Joy San Juan

9781666341300 PB • $10.99 
72 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. 2-5
Devante Briggs has gone from being an 
athletic trainer to being the sixth man off 
the bench for his school basketball team! 
How in the world did this happen? And will 
his free throw struggles cost him and his 
team a victory when they need it the most?

Keeping Football in the Family 
©2023 
Jake Maddox Graphic Novels 
Jake Maddox, Berenice Muñiz

9781666341225 PB • $10.99 
72 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. 2-5
Alejandro is a new high school quarterback 
with big shoes to fill—his brother’s. But 
none of the plays that worked for his 
brother seem to be working for him. 
With Coach J threatening to bench him, 
Alejandro has to come up with something 

good fast. His sister Izzy just might be the secret weapon he 
needs!

9781666341300

9781666341225

9781484673003

9781666341461

9781669014737

9781666341355

Hot Shot Hockey ©2023 
Jake Maddox Graphic Novels 
Jake Maddox, Eduardo Garcia

9781666341355 PB • $10.99 
72 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. 2-5
Robyn Ray is a young hockey player with 
lots of speed and one big problem—she 
can’t seem to make a goal. Can her 
formerly famous hockey star grandpa help 
her build the skills she needs to score? 
And will her team come together when it 

matters most?

Trust on Thin Ice ©2023 
Jake Maddox Graphic Novels 
Jake Maddox, Lelo Alves

9781666341461 PB • $10.99 
72 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. 2-5
Mina is a talented figure skater, but 
she’s looking forward to trying a new 
challenge—pairs skating! Mina has 
second thoughts, though, when she starts 
practicing with Luke, a shy boy who she 
doesn’t know well. Can the pair overcome 

their trust issues and become a successful pairs skating team?

The Sentencer’s Court ©2023 
Library of Doom Graphic Novels 
Steve Brezenoff, Patricio Clarey

9781669014737 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. 3-6
A boy wasn’t able to finish the dense 
reading assignment for class, but that’s the 
least of his troubles. Because he’s drawn 
the attention of the wicked Sentencer and 
his goons! Now the villains are putting the 
student on trial for his reading crimes. Will 

the boy face a lifetime sentence of punishment, or can the 
mighty Librarian prove a slower learning pace is no crime? 
Experience dark tales from the Library of Doom like never 
before in this gripping, full-color graphic novel.
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GRAPHIC
Secrets in the Stacks ©2023 
Library of Doom Graphic Novels 
Daniel Mauleón, Walmir S. Archanjo

9781669014799 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. 3-6
A girl picks up a fallen book at her local 
library. Then suddenly she’s standing in the 
Library of Doom! This ancient building is 
dangerous, and it’s not just because of the 
deadly books it holds. As the girl wanders 
the stacks, she runs into a hungry When-
Where-Why-Wraith! Can she figure out the 

answer to overcoming this question creature and returning 
home, or will she need an assist from the powerful Librarian? 
Experience dark tales from the Library of Doom like never 
before in this gripping, full-color graphic novel.

Wordworm Invasion ©2023 
Library of Doom Graphic Novels 
Steve Brezenoff, Benamar Mahmoud

9781669014850 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. 3-6
A girl can’t stop saying the same word over 
and over again. “Teacup, teacup, teacup,” 
she says. Repeated words also fill the halls 
at school. “Phone, phone, phone.” “Glue, 
glue, glue.” The building has been invaded 
by… wordworms! The wriggling creepy-
crawlies feed off mental energy, causing 

their hosts to get stuck on a single word. Can the powerful 
Librarian exterminate the pesky parasites before they drain 
brains and zombify all the students? Experience dark tales 
from the Library of Doom like never before in this gripping, 
full-color graphic novel.

9781669014850

9781669014799

9781669034681

9781669014911

Book of Storms ©2023 
Library of Doom Graphic Novels 
Daniel Mauleón, Juan Calle

9781669014911 PB • $9.99 
32 pages • 6 X 9” • Gr. 3-6
A boy discovers a book all about extreme 
weather lying in his driveway. He begins 
to browse the section on rainstorms. 
Suddenly clouds roll in and rain pours out. 
But some unexpected showers are nothing 
compared to when the boy’s little brother 

takes a peek at the tornado chapter! As terrible twisters touch 
down, the brothers will need help from the mighty Librarian to 
calm the book’s curse and bring back blue skies. Experience 
dark tales from the Library of Doom like never before in this 
gripping, full-color graphic novel.

Welcome to Pandorient ©2023 
The Music Box 
Carbone, Gijé

9781669034681 PB • $10.99 
64 pages • 7 X 10” • Gr. 3-5
When Nola turns eight, her father gives 
her a wonderful present—a music box that 
belonged to her late mother. As the young 
girl studies her new gift, she is shocked to 
find someone living inside it! That’s when 
Nola shrinks down and enters the music 

box too. There she discovers the magical world of Pandorient 
and a pair of siblings named Andrea and Igor. But time is 
short: Andrea and Igor’s mother, Mathilda, has fallen seriously 
ill. What’s wrong with her? Could she have been poisoned? 
Find out in the first volume of this enchanting graphic novel 
series that will leave fantasy fans spellbound.
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GRAPHIC
Cyprian’s Secret ©2023 
The Music Box 
Carbone, Gijé

9781669034742 PB • $10.99 
64 pages • 7 X 10” • Gr. 3-5
Having recently discovered the world of 
Pandorient, Nola can’t resist the temptation 
to go back. When she does, she finds the 
streets packed for a grand celebration, and 
it’s not easy for Nola to blend in. Luckily, 
Anton the great Merlinian is there to give 
her camouflage powder. But there’s no 

time for festivities! Nola, Igor, and Andrea have mysteries to 
solve . . . like revealing the secret of Cyprian, Anton’s son. 
On top of that, will they be able to thwart the terrible plot 
brewing in the shadows? Find out in the second volume of this 
enchanting graphic novel series that will leave fantasy fans 
spellbound.

In Search of the Past ©2023 
The Music Box 
Carbone, Gijé

9781669034803 PB • $10.99 
64 pages • 7 X 10” • Gr. 3-5
When she gets home from school, Nola 
senses a strange presence. What’s 
happening? Has someone from Pandorient 
crossed into her Hexaworld? With help 
from Igor and Andrea, the mysterious 
trespasser is unmasked. What a reckless 
breach! Anton and Mathilda were very 

clear: no one should pass through the gates of Pandorient 
and into the Hexaworld! So when a group of Pandorientians 
appears in Nola’s room on a quest to find Pandoccident, 
she and her friends fear the worst. Are both worlds now 
in danger? Find out in the third volume of this enchanting 
graphic novel series that will leave fantasy fans spellbound.

9781669034803

9781669034742
9781669034865

The Mysterious Disappearance 
©2023 
The Music Box 
Carbone, Gijé

9781669034865 PB • $10.99 
64 pages • 7 X 10” • Gr. 3-5
After Siloé and her half-brothers 
unexpectedly entered the Hexaworld, 
Nola learned a lot about her mother 
and the history of Pandorient. But the 
unanswered questions multiply when 

she discovers a strange key at home. What could it possibly 
open? To find out, Nola returns to Pandorient, only to learn of 
a disturbing disappearance. Are Nola, Igor, and Andrea ready 
for an investigation that could turn life in Pandorient upside 
down? Will the secrets behind the strange key open a door 
to adventure or disaster? Find out in the fourth volume of this 
enchanting graphic novel series that will leave fantasy fans 
spellbound.

The Silken Eagle Feathers 
©2023 
The Music Box 
Carbone, Gijé

9781669034926 PB • $10.99 
64 pages • 7 X 10” • Gr. 3-5
As Nola is about to leave Pandorient to 
enjoy a well-deserved rest in her own 
world, she is terrified to discover that the 
door back to the Hexaworld is locked! Has 
the music box’s key fallen out of its lock? 

Has someone stolen it? Either way, Nola, Anton, Igor, and 
Andrea are determined to make a one-of-a-kind magic potion 
to solve the problem. Unfortunately, they are missing a vital 
ingredient . . . Can they find the feathers from an endangered 
silken eagle to complete the potion and send Nola safely 
home? Find out in the fifth volume of this enchanting graphic 
novel series that will leave fantasy fans spellbound.

9781669034926
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YOU CHOOSE
Can You Survive the 1925 Tri-
State Tornado? ©2023 
You Choose: Disasters in History 
Matthew K. Manning

9781666390780 PB • $10.99 
112 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-7
On March 18, 1925, the deadliest tornado in 
history tore a path of destruction more than 
200 miles long across Missouri, Illinois, 
and Indiana. The giant tornado demolished 
several towns and killed hundreds of 

people. Will you take shelter in your basement or try to outrun 
the tornado in your new Model T car? Do you stay inside your 
school or risk running to your church to take shelter there? Will 
you ignore the storm like your father says or get your family to 
the storm shelter before it’s too late? With dozens of possible 
choices, YOU will need to find a way to survive the deadliest 
tornado ever recorded in the United States.

Can You Survive the 1910 Big 
Burn? ©2023 
You Choose: Disasters in History 
Ailynn Collins

9781666390803 PB • $10.99 
112 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-7
In the northwestern United States, the 
summer of 1910 was the driest anyone 
had seen in a long time. The weather 
was extremely hot and windy. Crops 
everywhere were drying up. Then in 
August the region faced one of the biggest 

forest fires in U.S. history. Will you lead the fight to battle the 
fires and save your hometown? Can you save others and 
escape before the town is consumed by flames? Will you flee 
with your mother to find safety on a train? With dozens of 
possible choices, YOU will have to decide how to survive one 
of history’s biggest and deadliest forest fires.

9781666390803

9781666390780
9781666390827

9781666390841

Can You Survive the 1918 Flu 
Pandemic? ©2023 
You Choose: Disasters in History 
Matthew K. Manning

9781666390827 PB • $10.99 
112 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-7
The year is 1918. World War I is nearing 
its end. But the world is just beginning 
to suffer from a deadly pandemic. Within 
months, the deadly flu virus has spread 
around the world, infecting and killing 

tens of millions of people. As you return from the war, will 
you go to see your family and friends or quarantine to keep 
your loved ones safe? Will you shut down your small store to 
avoid spreading the virus? Will you quit your job as a teacher 
in order to stay safe, or continue going to school? With dozens 
of possible choices, it’s up to YOU to choose how to survive 
through one of the worst pandemics in history.

Can You Survive the 1865 
Sultana Disaster? ©2023 
You Choose: Disasters in History 
Eric Braun

9781666390841 PB • $10.99 
112 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-7
The date is April 27, 1865. You are 
crammed onboard the steamboat 
<i>Sultana</i> with more than 2,000 
passengers. Many of them are soldiers 
heading home after the Civil War. You’re 

cruising on the Mississippi River when a massive explosion 
rips through the ship. Do you dive into the water to save 
yourself or stay onboard to help the survivors? Will you try to 
swim for shore or wait for help to arrive? Will you stay with 
your sick friend or try to find someone to help him? With 
dozens of possible choices, it’s up to YOU to decide how you’ll 
survive one of the worst river disasters ever seen.
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YOU CHOOSE
What If You Were on the 
European Front in World War II? 
©2023 
You Choose: World War II 
Frontlines 
Matt Doeden

9781666390926 PB • $10.99 
112 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-7
Adolf Hitler’s Nazi forces have violently 
conquered lands across Europe. They 
have created brutal camps where 

Jews, prisoners of war, and other perceived enemies work 
themselves to death. You are fighting against the Nazis on the 
frontlines in Europe. YOU CHOOSE what part will you play in 
fighting for freedom. Are you willing to pay the ultimate price?

What If You Were on the African 
Front in World War II?©2023 
You Choose: World War II 
Frontlines 
Allison Lassieur

9781666390889 PB • $10.99 
112 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-7
Most people think of World War II battles 
raging in Europe and the Pacific. One 
lesser known, but very important, front was 
along the coasts of Northern Africa. Control 

of that area allowed supply ships to get much needed food, 
weapons, and supplies to forces into Europe. You have joined 
the Allied Forces in fighting for this land. YOU CHOOSE what 
to do amidst the action. See if you have what it takes to help 
control the area!

9781666390889

9781666390926
9781666390865

9781666390902

What If You Were on the Pacific 
Front in World War II? ©2023 
You Choose: World War II 
Frontlines 
SIMONS LISA M. BOLT

9781666390865 PB • $10.99 
112 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-7
The Japanese and their invading forces 
have wreaked havoc across eastern Asia. 
They’ve even attacked the U.S. Naval 
Base Pearl Harbor. You’re part of the Allied 

Forces helping defend the Pacific Front. YOU CHOOSE how 
you will help fight for freedom on the high seas? Will you 
make the right decisions to help forward your cause and 
come home safe?

What If You Were on the 
Russian Front in World War II? 
©2023 
You Choose: World War II 
Frontlines 
Matt Doeden

9781666390902 PB • $10.99 
112 pages • 5.25 X 7.5” • Gr. 3-7
Adolf Hitler didn’t just invade Europe 
during World War II. He also broke a pact 

with Russia and invaded that country. Battles continued into 
the bitter cold months of winter. You’re part of the Allied 
Forces, trying to push the Nazis out of Russia. YOU CHOOSE 
how to further the cause for freedom while also battling brutal 
conditions. Do you have what it takes to survive?
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YA LARGE PRINT
Book Lovers ©2023 
Henry, Emily

9798885785365 PB • $33.86 
551 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
The only people Nora Stephens is a 
heroine for are her clients, for whom 
she lands enormous deals as a cutthroat 
literary agent, and her sister Libby. Which 
is why she agrees to go to North Carolina 
when Libby begs her for a sisters’ trip 
away - with visions of a transformation 
for Nora, who she’s convinced needs to 

become the heroine in her own story. But instead of picnics 
in meadows, or run-ins with a handsome doctor or bulging-
forearmed bartender, Nora keeps bumping into Charlie Lastra, 
a brooding editor from back in the city. As they are thrown 
together what they discover might just unravel the carefully 
crafted stories they’ve written about themselves.

The Golden Couple ©2023 
Hendricks, Greer, Pekkanen, Sarah

9798885785358 PB • $33.86 
490 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
If Avery Chambers can’t fix you in 10 
sessions, she won’t take you on as a client. 
She helps people overcome everything 
from domineering parents to assault. 
Marissa and Mathew Bishop seem like 
the golden couple - until Marissa cheats. 
She wants to repair things, both because 
she loves her husband and for the sake of 

their 8-year-old son. Marissa takes a chance on this maverick 
therapist, who lost her license due to controversial methods. 
When the Bishops glide through Avery’s door and Marissa 
reveals her infidelity, all three are set on a collision course 
because the biggest secrets in the room are still hidden, and 
it’s no longer simply a marriage that’s in danger.

9798885785358

9798885785365 9798885785372

9781503858657

In Five Years ©2023 
Serle, Rebecca

9798885785372 PB • $33.86 
409 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Where do you see yourself in five years? 
When Type-A Manhattan lawyer Dannie 
Cohan is asked this interview question, 
she has a meticulously crafted answer 
for it. Later, a newly engaged Dannie 
goes to sleep confident in her five-year 
plan. But then she wakes up in a different 
apartment, with a different ring, and beside 

a very different man. She discovers that it’s 2025, five years 
in the future. After an intense, shocking hour, Dannie wakes 
again, now back in 2020. What happened felt like much 
more than a dream, but she is determined to ignore the odd 
experience - until four-and-a-half years later, when Dannie 
meets the very same man from her long-ago vision.

Beautiful World, Where Are You 
©2023 
Rooney, Sally

9798885785389 PB • $33.86 
461 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Alice meets Felix and asks him if he’d like 
to travel to Rome with her. In Dublin, her 
best friend, Eileen, is getting over a break-
up, and slips back into flirting with Simon, a 
man she has known since childhood. Alice, 
Felix, Eileen, and Simon are still young 
- but life is catching up with them. They 

desire each other, they delude each other, they get together, 
they break apart. They have sex, they worry about sex, they 
worry about their friendships and the world they live in. Are 
they standing in the last lighted room before the darkness, 
bearing witness to something? Will they find a way to believe 
in a beautiful world?</p>
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YA LARGE PRINT
Even the Dog Knows ©2023 
Wright, Jason F.

9798885785723 PB • $41.56 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
A family’s old, beloved dog takes a final 
road trip to help his people find forgiveness 
and healing. Even the Dog Knows is a 
novel that will take readers on a thousand-
mile journey to meet strangers and find 
forgiveness, understanding, healing, and 
the meaning of true and lasting love.

Daughter of Darkness ©2023 
Brooks, Terry

9798885785532 HC • $49.26 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
The thrilling second novel of an all-new 
fantasy series from the legendary author 
behind the Shannara saga, about a human 
girl adapting to her place in a magical 
world she’s only recently discovered. 

The Matchmaker’s Gift ©2023 
Loigman, Lynda Cohen

9798885785112 HC • $50.80 
489 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Is finding true love a calling or a curse? 
Even as a child in 1910, Sara Glikman 
knows her gift: she is a maker of matches 
and a seeker of soulmates. But among 
the pushcart-crowded streets of New 
York’s Lower East Side, Sara’s vocation is 
dominated by devout older men—men who 

see a talented female matchmaker as a dangerous threat to 
their traditions and livelihood. After making matches in secret 
for more than a decade, Sara must fight to take her rightful 
place among her peers, and to demand the recognition she 
deserves.

9798885785532

9798885785112

9798885785723
9798885786225

9798885785662

9798885784436

Joan ©2023 
Chen, Katherine J. 

9798885786225 HC • $53.88 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
1412. France is mired in a losing war 
against England. Its people are starving. Its 
king is in hiding. From this chaos emerges 
a teenage girl who will turn the tide of 
battle and lead the French to victory, 
becoming an unlikely hero whose name 
will echo across the centuries.

Little Eve ©2023 
Ward, Catriona

9798885785662 HC • $55.42 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
From Catriona Ward, the international 
bestselling author of The Last House on 
Needless Street comes Little Eve, a heart-
pounding tale of faith and family, with a 
devastating twist. 

The Book Haters’ Book Club 
©2023 
Anthony, Gretchen

9798885784436 HC • $50.80 
528 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
All it takes is the right book to turn a Book 
Hater into a Book Lover. 
That was what Elliot the beloved co-owner 
of Over the Rainbow Bookshop believed 
before his untimely passing. He always had 
the perfect book suggestion for the self-

proclaimed Book Hater. Now his grief-ridden business partner, 
Irma, has agreed to sell the cozy Over the Rainbow to condo 
developers.
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YA LARGE PRINT
Hell and Back ©2023 
A Longmire Mystery 
Johnson, Craig

9798885785488 HC • $53.88 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
A new novel in the beloved New York 
Times bestselling Longmire series. In Hell 
and Back, the eighteenth installment of 
the Longmire series, author Craig Johnson 
takes the beloved sheriff to the very limits 
of his sanity to do battle with the most 

dangerous adversary he’s ever faced: himself.

Mother Daughter Traitor Spy 
©2023 
MacNeal, Susan Elia

9798885785471 HC • $49.26 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
A mother and daughter find the courage to 
go undercover after stumbling upon a Nazi 
cell in Los Angeles during the early days of 
World War II—a tantalizing novel from the 
New York Times bestselling author of the 
Maggie Hope series. Inspired by the real 

mother-daughter spy duo who foiled Nazi plots in Los Angeles 
during WWII, Mother Daughter Traitor Spy is a powerful 
portrait of family, duty, and deception that raises timeless 
questions about America—and what it means to have courage 
in the face of terror.

Death of a Knit Wit ©2023 
A Knit & Nibble Mystery 
Ehrhart, Peggy

9798885784870 HC • $50.80 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
With the help of her friends in the Knit 
and Nibble Club, crafting magazine editor, 
widower, and amateur sleuth Pamela 
Paterson must solve the murder of an 
adulterous professor during a weekend-
long knitting bee and fiber arts conference 
in the eighth Knit & Nibble Mystery from 

cozy author Peggy Ehrhart.

9798885785488

9798885785471

9798885784870

9798885785457

9798885785464

9798885781312

Peril in Paris ©2023 
A Royal Spyness Mystery 
Bowen, Rhys

9798885781312 HC • $53.88 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Lady Georgiana Rannoch and her dashing 
husband, Darcy, are awaiting a bundle of 
joy, but an unexpected trip to Paris will 
thrust them straight into a tangled web 
of international intrigue in this all-new 
mystery in the New York Times bestselling 

Royal Spyness series from Rhys Bowen.

The Echoes ©2023 
The Kinship Series 
Montgomery, Jess

9798885785457 HC • $53.88 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
The fourth in Jess Montgomery’s evocative 
Kinship series, The Echoes combines 
exquisite storytelling with extraordinary 
crime plotting. 

Devil’s Delight ©2023 
An Agatha Raisin Mystery 
Beaton, M. C., Green, R. W.

9798885785464 HC • $56.96 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Beloved New York Times bestseller M.C. 
Beaton’s cranky, crafty Agatha Raisin—the 
star of her own hit T.V. series—is back on 
the case again in Devil’s Delight.
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Forsaken Country ©2023 
Eskens, Allen

9798885785778 HC • $50.80 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Three fathers collide far beyond the reach 
or safety of the law in this breathtaking 
thriller from the beloved author of The 
Stolen Hours and The Life We Bury and 
one of our best crime writers at the top of 
his game (William Kent Krueger, New York 
Times bestselling author).

Maybe Someday ©2023 
Hoover, Colleen 

9798885786027 HC • $56.96 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
From the #1 New York Times bestselling 
author of It Ends with Us comes a 
passionate tale of friendship, betrayal, and 
romance. At twenty-two years old, Sydney 
is enjoying a great life: She’s in college, 
working a steady job, in love with her 
wonderful boyfriend, Hunter, and rooming 
with her best friend, Tori. But everything 

changes when she discovers that Hunter is cheating on her—
and she’s forced to decide what her next move should be.

Coming Home ©2023  
A Woodland Park Firefighters 
Romance 
Gray, Shelley Shepard

9798885781466 HC • $52.34 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
When an army vet becomes a firefighter 
in small-town Colorado, the flames of an 
old love reignite in this sweet romance by 
bestselling author Shelley Shepard Gray.

9798885785778

9798885786027

9798885781466

When It Falls Apart ©2023  
The D’Angelos 
Bybee, Catherine

9798885785396 HC • $50.80 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
From New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author Catherine Bybee comes 
a bittersweet romance about the power of 
love in the face of heartbreak and loss. 
Brooke Turner has always had a 
complicated relationship with her father. 

Sleep No More ©2023 
Krentz, Jayne Ann

9781432899530 HC • $58.50 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
New York Times bestselling author Jayne 
Ann Krentz returns with the first novel 
of the Lost Night Files, an exciting new 
romantic suspense trilogy about a night 
that changed three women forever —but 
that none of them can remember. 

Maybe Not ©2023 
Hoover, Colleen 

9798885786034 HC • $56.96 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Colleen Hoover, the &num;1 New York 
Times bestselling author of It Ends with 
Us and Maybe Someday, brilliantly brings 
to life the story of the hilarious and 
charismatic Warren in this novella. When 
Warren has the opportunity to live with a 
female roommate, he instantly agrees. It 
could be an exciting change. Or maybe not.

9798885785396

9781432899530

9798885786034
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Maybe Now ©2023 
Hoover, Colleen 

9798885786065 HC • $58.50 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
From #1 New York Times bestselling author 
Colleen Hoover&mdash;the long-awaited 
finale to the bestselling Maybe Someday 
series returns with all the characters you 
fell in love with. What is more important? 
Friendship, loyalty, or love? Ridge and 
Sydney are thrilled to finally be together 
guilt-free. But as the two of them navigate 

this freedom, Warren and Bridgette’s relationship is as 
tumultuous as ever, and Maggie grapples with her illness.

Beach Read ©2023 
Henry, Emily

9798885785617 HC • $43.10 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
FROM THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES 
BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF PEOPLE WE 
MEET ON VACATION AND BOOK LOVERS! 
A romance writer who no longer believes 
in love and a literary writer stuck in a rut 
engage in a summer-long challenge that 
may just upend everything they believe 
about happily ever afters.

The Brilliance of Stars ©2023  
A Jack and Ivy Novel 
Ciesielski, J’nell

9798885780834 HC • $49.26 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Amid the chaos of the Great War, two elite 
assassins learn precisely how dangerous it 
is to have something—or someone—worth 
losing. The first book of an epic duology 
from bestselling author J’nell Ciesielski, 
The Brilliance of Stars incorporates her 
signature blend of thrilling adventure, 

glamorous espionage, and sweeping romance.

9798885785617

9798885780834

9798885786065

9798885784467

9798885785426

The Amish Matchmaker’s 
Choice ©2023  
Redemption’s Amish Legacies 
Johns, Patricia

9798885785426 HC • $49.26 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Even a matchmaker can’t predict true 
love… She has to find him a bride unless 
she falls for him first… Widow Adel 
Draschel refuses to marry again, but that 
won’t stop her from playing matchmaker 

for her old schoolmate Jake Knussli. After a decade with the 
English, Jake’s six-month time limit to marry so he can inherit 
his uncle’s farm is quickly running out. Finding him the perfect 
wife won’t be easy…especially when Adel might just be his 
perfect match.

The Forever Farmhouse ©2023  
Hometown Brothers 
McClain, Lee Tobin

9798885784467 HC • $50.80 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
A Chesapeake island homecoming—and 
a life-changing discovery. When Ryan 
Hastings first came to Teaberry Island, he 
was a troubled teen on his last chance. 
He’s returning as a renowned scientist, 
checking in on his widowed foster mother. 

But one thing hasn’t changed—Ryan’s feelings for the girl next 
door who he loved…and left. Mellie Anderson has a son now, 
and a good life that Ryan believes he’s still too damaged to 
share. But he knows he can help young Alfie, who’s getting 
picked on at his new school.
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The Inn on Mirror Lake ©2023  
Highland Falls 
Mason, Debbie

9798885784887 HC • $49.26 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
They swear they’re not right for each other 
but the matchmakers of Highland Falls are 
out to prove them wrong. Elliana MacLeod 
has come home to whip the Mirror Lake Inn 
into tip-top shape, the only way to prevent 
her mother from selling the beloved family 
business. In between watching over 

mischievous, cigar-sneaking Grandpa Joe and trying to help 
Highland Falls win the Most Romantic Small Town in America 
contest, Elliana’s plate isn’t just full, it’s overflowing. She 
can’t refuse Nathan Black’s offer to fix up the inn, even if the 
gorgeous law enforcement officer has made it abundantly 
clear he considers her a friend, and nothing more.

The True Love Bookshop 
©2023  
Somerset Lake 
Rains, Annie

9798885784894 HC • $49.26 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
She’s ready to start a new chapter in her 
life… For Tess Lane, owning Lakeside 
Books is a dream come true, but it’s the 
weekly book club she hosts for the women 
in town that Tess enjoys the most. The 
gatherings have been her lifeline over the 

past three years since her husband’s mysterious death. Tess 
has tried to move on, but when River Harrison shows up on 
her doorstep, all her lingering questions come rushing back.

9798885784894

9798885784887 9798885784863

9798885785013

9798885785006

The Villa ©2023  
Hawkins, Rachel

9798885784863 HC • $56.96 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
From New York Times bestselling author 
Rachel Hawkins comes a deliciously 
wicked gothic suspense, set at an Italian 
villa with a dark history, for fans of Lucy 
Foley and Ruth Ware. As kids, Emily and 
Chess were inseparable. But by their 
30s, their bond has been strained by the 
demands of their adult lives. So when 

Chess suggests a girls trip to Italy, Emily jumps at the chance 
to reconnect with her best friend.

A Tidy Ending ©2023  
Cannon, Joanna

9798885785013 HC • $49.26 
521 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
From the bestselling author of The Trouble 
with Goats and Sheep and Three Things 
About Elsie, a delightfully sinister novel 
about a married woman living a nice, quiet 
suburban life—but things aren’t always 
what they seem.

Killers of a Certain Age ©2023  
Raybourn, Deanna

9798885785006 HC • $49.26 
478 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Older women often feel invisible, but 
sometimes that’s their secret weapon 
They’ve spent their lives as the deadliest 
assassins in a clandestine international 
organization, but now that they’re sixty 
years old, four women friends can’t 
just retire– it’s kill or be killed in this 
action-packed thriller by New York Times 

bestselling and Edgar Award-nominated author Deanna 
Raybourn.
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The Lost Kings ©2023  
Johnson, Tyrell

9798885785648 HC • $53.88 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Twins Jeanie and Jamie King are 
inseparable. Stuck in a cabin in rural 
Washington with their alcoholic father, 
they cling to one another for safety and 
companionship. Until one night, when their 
father comes home covered in blood. The 
next day, he is gone… and so is Jamie.

Never Name the Dead ©2023  
Rowell, D. M.

9798885785655 HC • $53.88 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Old grudges, tribal traditions, and outside 
influences collide for a Kiowa woman as 
forces threaten her family, her tribe, and 
the land of her ancestors, in this own-
voices debut perfect for fans of Winter 
Counts.

The Half Life Of Valery K ©2023  
Pulley, Natasha

9798885786218 HC • $53.88 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
From the author of The Watchmaker of 
Filigree Street and The Kingdoms, an epic 
Cold War novel set in a mysterious town 
in Soviet Russia. Based on real events in a 
surreal Soviet city, and told with bestselling 
author Natasha Pulley’s inimitable style, 
The Half Life of Valery K is a sweeping new 
adventure for readers of Stuart Turton and 
Sarah Gailey.

9798885786218

9798885785655

9798885785648

9798885785105

9798885785440

The Secrets We Share ©2023  
Hill, Edwin

9798885785440 HC • $49.26 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Two sisters, one long-ago murder, and 
a web of terrifying secrets collide in a 
gripping standalone thriller from acclaimed 
author Edwin Hill… At first glance, Natalie 
Cavanaugh and Glenn Abbott hardly look 
like sisters. Even off-duty, Natalie dresses 
like a Boston cop, preferring practical 
clothes and unfussy, pinned-up hair. Her 

younger sister, Glenn, seems tailor-made for the spotlight, 
from her signature red mane to her camera-ready smile. 
Glenn has spent years cultivating her brand through her 
baking blog, and with the publication of her new book, that 
hard work seems about to pay off. But her fans have no idea 
about the nightmare in Glenn and Natalie’s past.

The Fires of Blackstone ©2023  
A Buck Trammel Western 
Johnstone, William W.

9798885785105 HC • $47.72 
406 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
The fourth action-packed historical 
western from national bestselling authors 
William W. Johnstone and J.A. Johnstone 
featuring Buck Trammel, former Pinkerton-
turned Wyoming Territory lawman!  Keeper 
of the peace, enforcer of the law, Buck 
Trammel has faced every kind of killer, 

outlaw, and prairie rat that’s crawled from the depraved 
depths of America’s western frontier—with a quick draw and a 
clean conscience.
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The Fleecing of Fort Griffin 
©2023  
Lewis, Preston

9798885785631 HC • $46.18 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
When the young Englishman Baron Jerome 
Manchester Paget arrives in 1878 Fort 
Griffin with a satchel full of money to start 
a buffalo ranch and find a bride, a horde of 
colorful swindlers from throughout Texas 
arrive to help him. With a passel of oddball 

characters and more twists and turns than a stagecoach trail, 
The Fleecing of Fort Griffin pits the baron against crooked 
gamblers, a one-eyed gunfighter, a savvy marshal, conniving 
females and a worldly stump preacher. To stay rich, the 
baron must stay alive! Written by Spur Award-winning author 
Preston Lewis, a master of western plot twists and humor, The 
Fleecing of Fort Griffin takes readers on an unconventional 
and uproarious journey through the Old West.

The End of Nowhere ©2023  
Dearen, Patrick

9781432888558 HC • $46.18 
337 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
By the winner of the Spur Award of 
Western Writers of America. It’s 1917, and 
the Mexican Revolution has the Big Bend 
of Texas aflame. But the firestorm is no 
greater than the one inside newspaper 
reporter Jack Landon. Disillusioned, he 
flees down the road to nowhere and 

finds himself in Esperanza. Populated by people of Mexican 
heritage, the small village on the Texas bank of the Rio 
Grande is a target of Texas Rangers Company B, which 
unjustly considers it a bandit den. This novel is based on what 
actually happened at Porvenir, Texas, on January 28, 1918 -- 
the darkest moment in Texas Rangers history.

9781432887278

9781432888558

9798885785631

9798885784726

The Cobbler of Spanish Fort 
and Other Frontier Stories 
©2023  
Boggs, Johnny D.

9781432887278 HC • $47.72 
350 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Setting up shop in rip-roaring Spanish Fort, 
Texas, in the early 1870s, Big Eddie Hager 
outfitted many cowboys in boots as they 
headed up the Chisholm Trail. Hager’s 
fame and his company grew with the 

years, turning Hager Boots & Company, Incorporated, into a 
global legend. But when a Dallas newspaper reporter arrives 
in what’s left of Spanish Fort, an old-timer sets the record 
straight by telling the true story of the man behind the Hager 
legend-the real cobbler of Spanish Fort. 

A Hundred Crickets Singing 
©2023  
Gohlke, Cathy

9798885784726 HC • $49.26 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
In wars eighty years apart, two young 
women living on the same Appalachian 
estate determine to aid soldiers dear 
to them and fight for justice, no matter 
the cost. 1944. When a violent storm rips 

through the Belvidere attic in No Creek, North Carolina, 
exposing a hidden room and trunk long forgotten, secrets 
dating back to the Civil War are revealed. Celia Percy, whose 
family lives and works in the home, suspects the truth could 
transform the future for her friend Marshall, now fighting 
overseas, whose ancestors were once enslaved by the 
Belvidere family. When Marshall’s Army friend, Joe, returns 
to No Creek with shocking news for Marshall’s family, Celia 
determines to right a long-standing wrong, whether or not the 
town is ready for it.
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The Premonition at Withers 
Farm ©2023  
Wright, Jaime Jo

9798885784702 HC • $50.80 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
The voices of the past cannot stay silent 
forever. In 1910 Michigan, Perliett Van 
Hilton is a self-proclaimed rural healer, 
leaving the local doctor convinced she 
practices quackery. It doesn’t help that her 
mother is a spiritualist who regularly offers 

her services to connect the living with their dearly departed. 
But when Perliett is targeted by a superstitious killer, she must 
rely on both the local doctor and an intriguing newcomer for 
assistance.

Something Old, Something 
New ©2023  
Clipston, Amy

9798885785143 HC • $49.26 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Sometimes treasure can be found where 
you least expect it. In the decade since 
high school graduation, Christine Sawyer 
has realized her dream of opening 
Treasure Hunting Antique Mall, the place 
where shoppers find gems that are new 
to them. Between her store, her house, 

and her role as a doting aunt, she’s happy with her life—if 
a bit lonely. But she’s used to being less lucky in love than 
her fraternal twin sister. Britney was always the popular one, 
the lead cheerleader who dated the homecoming king and 
quarterback, while Christine stayed in the shadows.

9798885785143

9798885784702
9798885784672

9798885784696

9798885784719

Roots of Wood and Stone 
©2023  
Sedgwick County Chronicles 
Wen, Amanda

9798885784672 HC • $47.72 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
This historic home holds the keys to their 
destiny… and their hearts. This warm, 
beautifully written split-time novel will 
resonate with readers looking for stories 
that reveal the beauty of God’s plan for our 

lives, and how our actions ripple for generations.

Targeted ©2023  
Eason, Lynette, Lynn H. Blackburn, 
Walters, Natalie

9798885784696 HC • $52.34 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Three women. Three men. Three 
unsuspecting targets. Get ready for triple 
the thrills with three heart-stopping stories 
from your favorite romantic suspense 
authors! In On the Run, IT Specialist Daria 
Nevsky is a highly skilled FBI agent with 

the ability to hack any computer. She must go on the run to 
find out who wants her dead--and Dr. Ryker Donahue refuses 
to let her do it alone.

Angel of the L Train ©2023  
Marzec, Penelope

9798885784719 HC • $49.26 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Thea Ahern desperately needs a job, so 
when she lands a job at LetSlip, a New 
York City gossip magazine, she takes 
it even though it will mean hiding her 
heritage. When she helps a man who is 
attacked on the subway, she’s hailed as the 
Angel of the L Train, and people notice her 

striking resemblance to a once famous actress. This sparks a 
renewed interest in Paris Hulette and her whereabouts. What 
happened to the award-winning actress after her husband 
shot her? And is Thea Ahern really the actress’s daughter?
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9798885784740

9798885784733

9798885785433

Yesterday’s Gone ©2023  
Woodsmall Cindy, Woodsmall, Erin

9798885785433 HC • $50.80 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Eliza holds a secret that can rewrite the 
past. Eliza Bontrager and Jesse Ebersol 
have fallen in love and are determined to 
marry, despite the belief of their Amish 
community and respective families that 
there’s a hidden curse—one that only 
shows up when an Ebersol and Bontrager 

marry. For fans of Amish fiction and the beloved classic It’s a 
Wonderful Life comes a gripping story about faith, family, and 
starting over from New York Times bestselling author Cindy 
Woodsmall.

A Gem of Truth ©2023  
Secrets of the Canyon 
Woodhouse, Kimberley

9798885784740 HC • $47.72 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Escaping her shattered past is much more 
difficult than she imagined. Julia Schultz 
has a reputation for being a storyteller, or 
as others see it, a liar. But with her dark 
and painful past, stories are all that have 
kept her company throughout her life. 

Longing for a fresh start and a second chance to earn real 
trust, Julia takes a job as a Harvey Girl at the El Tovar Hotel, 
where she’s challenged to be her true self.

The Lost Melody ©2023  
Politano, Joanna Davidson

9798885784733 HC • $49.26 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
When concert pianist Vivienne Mourdant’s 
father dies, he leaves to her the care of 
a patient at Hurstwell Asylum. Vivienne 
had no idea the woman existed, and yet 
her portrait is shockingly familiar. When 
the asylum claims she was never a patient 
there, Vivienne is compelled to discover 

what happened to the figure she remembers from childhood 
dreams.

The Winter Garden ©2023  
Cornick, Nicola

9798885784269 HC • $49.26 
576 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Sweeping across generations from the 
1600s to the present day and inspired by 
the true story of the leader of the infamous 
Gunpowder Plot, Nicola Cornick’s latest 
historical mystery combines past and 
present story lines that fans of Philippa 
Gregory and Susanna Kearsley will devour.

In the Time of Our History 
©2023  
Pari, Susanne

9798885784856 HC • $55.42 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Inspired by her own family’s experiences 
following the 1979 Islamic Revolution, 
Susanne Pari explores the entangled lives 
within an Iranian American family grappling 
with generational culture clashes, the roles 

imposed on women, and a tragic accident that forces them to 
reconcile their guilt or forfeit their already tenuous bonds. Set 
between San Francisco and New Jersey in the late-1990’s, In 
the Time of Our History is a story about the universal longing 
to create a home in this world—and what happens when we 
let go of how we’ve always been told it should look.

What We Found in Hallelujah 
©2023  
Miller, Vanessa

9798885784658 HC • $49.26 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Another storm is on the horizon for the 
Reynolds women. And the only way out is 
to go through it. Good things never happen 
in November—at least not for the Reynolds 
women. It was the month they lost their 
patriarch. And the month when fourteen-
year-old Trinity went missing during a 

tropical storm. So Hope Reynolds isn’t surprised when it 
becomes the month she walks in on her boyfriend kissing 
another woman. Or when she receives a panicked call from 
her mother about a mistake that could cost the family their 
treasured beach house. 

9798885784658

9798885784856

9798885784269
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9798885784665

9798885785549

9798885785716

The Making of Us ©2023  
Jewell, Lisa

9798885785716 HC • $43.10 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
From the New York Times bestselling 
author of Then She Was Gone comes a 
compelling and heartbreaking (Jojo Moyes) 
novel about three strangers who are 
brought together by the father they never 
knew.  

Hold You Down ©2023  
Brown, Tracy

9798885784665 HC • $50.80 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Hold You Down is an edgy novel from 
rising star Tracy Brown about the perils 
of love and the ties that bind… New York 
City. Late 1980s to early 1990s. Mercy and 
Lenox Howard have always only had each 
other. Growing up on the mean streets of 
Harlem with an absentee mother meant 
that they had to have each other’s backs. 

Now young, smart mothers they are determined to survive in 
New York City while raising their two sons, who have bright 
futures ahead of them.

Sweet, Soft, Plenty Rhythm 
©2023  
Warrell, Laura

9798885785549 HC • $52.34 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Passion and risk, fathers and daughters, 
wives and single women, jazz and soul: 
a gorgeously written debut (Celeste 
Ng, best-selling author of Little Fires 
Everywhere) about the perennial 
temptations of dangerous love, told by the 
women who love Circus Palmer—trumpet 

player and old-school ladies’ man—as they ultimately discover 
the power of their own voices.

9798885784689

9798885785709

Jackal ©2023  
Adams, Erin E.

9798885785709 HC • $50.80 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
A young Black girl goes missing in the 
woods outside her white rust belt town. 
But she’s not the first—and she may not 
be the last.… It’s watching. Liz Rocher 
is coming home reluctantly. As a Black 
woman, Liz doesn’t exactly have fond 
memories of Johnstown, Pennsylvania, 

a predominantly white town. But her best friend is getting 
married, so she braces herself for a weekend of awkward, 
passive-aggressive reunions. Liz has grown, though; she can 
handle whatever awaits her. But on the day of the wedding, 
somewhere between dancing and dessert, the couple’s 
daughter, Caroline, disappears—and the only thing left behind 
is a piece of white fabric covered in blood.

Her Heart’s Desire ©2023  
A Season in Pinecraft 
Gray, Shelley Shepard

9798885784689 HC • $53.88 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Mary Margaret Miller needs an escape 
from her small Amish community. She 
boards a bus, all alone, for a vacation 
in Pinecraft, Florida. Meeting Betsy and 
Lilly on the way, she’s amazed to find two 
kindred spirits. They become fast friends 
and determine to have the best two weeks 

of their lives. For Mary, it starts when she meets Jayson Raber. 
The handsome and charming carpenter is taken by Mary from 
the get-go, but he has responsibilities back home in Kentucky-
-including a girl he’s supposed to marry. When someone from 
Mary’s past shows up in Pinecraft, it seems like her perfect 
vacation is ruined. But that’s nothing compared to what’s 
coming when she realizes what Jayson has been hiding.
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YA LARGE PRINT

9798885785419

9798885782494

The Forgiving Quilt ©2023  
The Shadow Lake Series 
Worth, Lenora

9798885785419 HC • $47.72 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
From award-winning New York Times, USA 
Today, and Publishers Weekly bestselling 
author Lenora Worth, the second in the 
Shadow Lake inspirational romance series 
featuring independent Amish sisters who 
run a historic inn located near Lake Erie, 

Pennsylvania. It’s a satisfying life of simplicity and peace, but 
when Eliza King must hire a childhood nemesis to help care 
for the horses, will she be able to find room in her heart to 
forgive? And can forgiveness be the most powerful force on 
the road to everlasting love?

Wedding Season ©2023  
The Carolina Girls 
Major, Michelle

9798885782494 HC • $52.34 
496 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
The last person she wants to see in 
Magnolia, North Carolina, could be exactly 
whom she’s been waiting for…Mariella 
Jacob was one of the world’s premier 
bridal designers, but one viral PR disaster 
later, she’s trying to get her torpedoed 

career back on track in small-town Magnolia, North Carolina. 
With a secondhand store and a new business venture helping 
her friends turn the Wildflower Inn into a wedding venue, 
Mariella is finally putting at least one mistake behind her. 
Until that mistake—in the glowering, handsome form of Alex 
Ralsten—moves to Magnolia too.

Tick Tock ©2023  
Sisterhood 
Michaels, Fern

9798885785129 HC • $58.50 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
In a thrilling new story of female 
empowerment, adventure, and vigilante 
justice from the legendary bestseller 
Fern Michaels, The Sisterhood reunites 
to avenge an attack against one of their 
own… The Sisterhood: a group of women 
from all walks of life bound by friendship 
and years of adventure. Armed with vast 

resources, top-notch expertise, and a loyal network of allies 
around the globe, the Sisterhood will not rest until every 
wrong is made right.

Mr. Singer’s Seamstress ©2023  
Stover, Karla

9781432889913 PB • $41.56 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
In 1882, less than ten years after the 
Northern Pacific Railroad established a 
terminus on Commencement Bay and 
helped create a city called New Tacoma, 
the community is thriving. Stores, stables, 
a new hospital, and the beginnings of a 
hotel to rival San Francisco’s Cliff House 
are going up. In town, horse-drawn street 
cars are pulled on gravel roads, and 

there is even the beginning of a new telephone system. Mr. 
Singer’s Seamstress is full of pioneers, Chinese laborers, and 
members of the Puyallup Indian tribe-all people who settled 
New Tacoma. Most of all, though, it’s Nell’s story: the story of 
a girl determined to buck convention and follow her own path.

9798885785129

9781432889913
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YA LARGE PRINT
A Dark and Snowy Night 
©2023  
A Seaside Knitters Society 
Mystery  
Goldenbaum, Sally

9798885785808 PB • $43.10 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
It’s holiday season in the picturesque, 
coastal town of Sea Harbor, Massachusetts! 
But in USA Today bestselling author Sally 
Goldenbaum’s latest Seaside Knitters 
Society mystery, the knitting club sleuths 

will have to take a break from crafting cozy Christmas gifts to 
investigate a murder at the Mayor’s holiday party. Izzy, Birdie, 
Nell, and Cass must uncover the pattern to these mysteries 
to remove suspicion from those they love, bring a murderer 
to justice&mdash;and keep Sea Harbor’s holiday magic from 
vanishing into the chill winter air.

Secrets of the Nile ©2023  
Lady Emily Mysteries 
Alexander, Tasha

9798885785501 PB • $50.80 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
In a brilliant homage to Agatha Christie, 
critically acclaimed author Tasha Alexander 
sends Lady Emily to Egypt during British 
colonial rule to investigate a crime that 
leads back to the era of the Pharaohs. 
A key clue may lie with several ancient 
ushabtis, exquisite three-thousand-year-old 

sculptures that played a role in a hidden story from the time 
of Ancient Egypt, one of a sister’s unshakeable loyalty to her 
brother, a tale of betrayal and revenge. In an unforgettable 
finale, Emily and Colin gather their fellow travelers together to 
unmask a killer whose motive is as shocking as it is brilliant.

9798885785501

9798885785808

9798885785983

9798885786003

Murder At The Lobstah Shack 
©2023  
Day, Maddie

9798885786003 PB • $43.10 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
When murder turns out to be the special of 
the day at her friend’s seafood restaurant, 
bicycle shop owner Mackenzie Mac 
Almeida and her fellow book club sleuths 
have to net a killer.

 
Seams Like Murder ©2023  
Howell, Dorothy 

9798885785983 PB • $43.10 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
Dorothy Howell returns to the Kensington 
Cozy Mystery program with the first in 
a new crafting cozy series focusing on 
the members of a Sewing Studio. Abbey 
Chandler needs a new start and a place 
to escape, so Hideaway Grove, where she 
spent her childhood summers, seems like a 
perfect choice. Once there, she takes up a 

rewarding new hobby—but also gets tangled up in a hit-and-
run homicide.
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But Knot For Me ©2023  
Hechtman, Betty

9798885785990 PB • $43.10 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
In a new Yarn Retreat Mystery from 
national bestselling author Betty 
Hechtman, Casey Feldstein has to face 
down a self-help guru who may have 
helped himself to murder… When a 
charismatic life coach and his devoted 
followers descend on Vista Del Mar, Casey 
Feldstein and the yarn retreat group she’s 

hosting literally get pushed aside, out of sight and out of 
mind of the struggling participants seeking enlightenment. 
But Casey can’t help overhearing the rancorous argument 
between two members of the guru’s staff, and when one of 
them turns up dead after ingesting poisonous mushrooms, 
Casey finds herself tangled up in a murder investigation while 
the self-help group looks on helplessly.

The Widow ©2023  
Rouda, Kaira

9798885785518 HC • $55.42 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
A husband with secrets. A wife with 
no limits. A riveting novel of marriage, 
privilege, and lies by Kaira Rouda, the USA 
Today bestselling author of The Next Wife. 
Jody Asher had a plan. Her charismatic 
husband, Martin, would be a political icon. 
She, the charming wife, would fuel his 
success. For fifteen congressional terms, 

they were the golden couple on the Hill. Life was good. Until 
he wasn’t. 
Martin’s secret affair with a young staffer doesn’t bother 
Jody personally. But professionally? It’s a legacy killer. Soon 
a reporter gets word of this scandal in the making, and 
Martin’s indiscretions threaten to ruin everything Jody has 
accomplished. 
When Martin suddenly dies, it’s a chance to change the 
narrative—but the reporter won’t let go of his lead. As the 
balance of power shifts in the Asher house and on the Hill, it’s 
time for Jody to take control. And there’s nothing the ruthless 
widow won’t do to secure the future she’s entitled to. Even if 
she has a secret of her own.

9798885785518

9798885785990

9781432891411

9798885785785

Slaughter at Wolf Creek ©2023  
A Ben Savage, Saloon Ranger 
Western 
Johnstone, William W.

9798885785785 PB • $43.10 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
National bestselling Western authors 
William W. Johnstone and J.A. Johnstone 
return with another breakneck, trigger-
happy historical western featuring the 
redoubtable saloon ranger Ben Savage.

Rio Hondo ©2023  
Three Rivers Trilogy 
Lewis, Preston

9781432891411 PB • $41.56 
?? pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. 3-7
With the embers of the Lincoln County 
War still burning, rancher Wes Bracken 
must rebuild his life amid the white-hot 
animosities lingering from the deadly 
feud. His vengeful brother-in-law vows to 
kill him, the county’s economic kingpin 

seeks revenge, and the despicable outlaw Jesse Evans, 
who violated Bracken’s wife, intends to murder Bracken 
and his young family. Two promises complicate Bracken’s 
survival chances: a pledge not to kill his wife’s brother and 
a commitment to help William H. Bonney earn a governor’s 
pardon for his crimes. To survive and fulfill his dream of 
a peaceful life in 1880s New Mexico Territory, Bracken 
must fight a corrupt legal system, a duplicitous governor, a 
ubiquitous political ring, and the evil Jesse Evans. If Bracken 
keeps his promises to his wife and Billy the Kid, he risks an 
early grave in the same soil that holds so many of the Lincoln 
County War’s dead. If he ignores those pledges, he will 
dishonor the good name he hopes to build his future upon.
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YA
The Weight of Everything 
©2023  
Marcia Argueta Mickelson

9781728475356 HC • $26.99 
240 pages • 5.5 X 8.25” • Gr. 7-12
It’s been six months since Sarah’s mom 
died. Three months since her dad fell 
apart. Sarah has left her fine arts boarding 
school to take care of her dad and her 
little brother, and now she’s trying to 
hold everything together at home while 
adjusting to the local public high school.

The Coldest Winter I Ever Spent 
©2023  
Ann Jacobus

9781728423951 HC • $26.99 
352 pages • 5.5 X 8.25” • Gr. 8-12
Eighteen-year-old Del is in a healthier 
place than she was a year and a half ago: 
She’s sober, getting treatment for her 
depression and anxiety, and volunteering 
at a suicide-prevention hotline. Her own 
suicide attempt is in the past, and living in 
San Francisco with her beloved aunt has 

helped her see a future for herself. 
But when Aunt Fran is diagnosed with terminal cancer, Del’s 
equilibrium is shattered. She’s dedicated herself to saving 
every life she can, but she can’t save Fran. All she can do 
is help care for her aunt and try to prepare herself for the 
inevitable—while also dealing with a crush, her looming first 
semester at college, and her shifts at the crisis line. 
After Aunt Fran asks for her help with a mind-boggling final 
request, Del must confront her own demons and rethink 
everything she thought she knew about life and death.

9781728423951

9781728475356

9781728492872

9781728492889

Where I Belong ©2023  
Marcia Argueta Mickelson

9781728492889 PB • $13.99 
264 pages • 5.5 X 8.25” • Gr. 6-12
A Pura Belpré Honor Book 
An immigrant teen fights for her family, her 
future, and the place she calls home. 
In the spring of 2018, Guatemalan 
American high school senior Milagros 
“Millie” Vargas knows her life is about to 
change. She has lived in Corpus Christi, 
Texas, ever since her parents sought 

asylum there when she was a baby. Now a citizen, Millie 
devotes herself to school and caring for her younger siblings 
while her mom works as a housekeeper for the wealthy 
Wheeler family. With college on the horizon, Millie is torn 
between attending her dream school and staying close to 
home, where she knows she’s needed. She is disturbed 
by what’s happening to asylum-seekers at the U.S.-Mexico 
border, but she doesn’t see herself as an activist or a change-
maker. She’s just trying to take care of her own family.

Just Ash ©2023  
Sol Santana

9781728492872 PB • $13.99 
224 pages • 5.5 X 8.25” • Gr. 8-12
Ashley “Ash” Bishop has always known 
who he is: a guy who loves soccer, has 
a crush on his friend Michelle, and is 
fascinated by the gruesome history of his 
hometown—Salem, Massachusetts. He’s 
also always known that he’s intersex, born 
with both male and female genitalia. But 
it’s never felt like a big deal until his junior 

year of high school, when Ash gets his first period in front of 
the entire boys’ soccer team. Now his friends and teachers 
see him differently, and his own mother thinks he should “try 
being a girl.”
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Murphy’s Revenge ©2023  
The Regulator Series  
Wolfe, Ethan J.

9781432895648 HC • $39.96 
224 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. ??
Murphy is living a quiet life of semi-
retirement with his wife, Kai, and their 
newly adopted baby in their home outside 
Fort Smith, Arkansas. Kai, part Navajo, 
teaches on the reservation in the Indian 
Nation in the Ozarks. 

Somebody’s Business ©2023  
Nickel Hill Series 
Brown, Irene Bennett

9781432895433 HC • $39.96 
224 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. ??
Jocelyn Pladson buys the livery stable in 
Skiddy to aid the widow of the previous 
owner. Citified newcomers with shady 
pasts and newly invented motorcars, 
Maretta Rudd and J. L. Cochran intend to 
replace the livery with a motorcar business.

Black Joe and Other Selected 
Stories ©2023  
Miller, Rod

9781432897833 HC • $39.96 
224 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. ??
BLURB? 

9781432895433

9781432897833

9781432895648

9781459835320

9781459833135

9781432897857

A Cow Hunter’s Lament and 
Other Stories: A Western 
Collection ©2023  
Sweazy, Larry D.

9781432897857 HC • $39.96 
224 pages • 5.5 X 8.5” • Gr. ??
BLURB? 
 
 

Baby Drag Queen ©2023  
Orca Soundings 
Sweazy, Larry D.

9781459835320 HC • $10.95 
144 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. ??
In this high-interest accessible novel for 
teen readers, seventeen-year-old Ichiro 
secretly enters a drag performance 
contest.|Seventeen-year-old Ichiro is 
working as a dishwasher to earn money 
to help his mother out. But it’s not enough. 
He takes a second job performing drag 

at a local club and learns of an upcoming contest. The prize 
money would be enough to buy a camper van for him and his 
mom so they can get off the grid.

Impossible ©2023  
Orca Soundings 
Jocelyn Shipley

9781459833135 HC • $10.95 
128 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. ??
In this high-interest accessible novel for 
teen readers, Jemma witnesses a drive-by 
shooting but is afraid to speak up.
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YA
Wingman ©2023  
Orca Soundings 
Jean Mills

9781459834323 HC • $10.95 
120 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. ??
In this high-interest accessible novel for 
teen readers, Max suspects that his friend 
Trace is a victim of abuse.|The day after a 
disastrous hockey game, Max’s teammate 
Trace comes to school covered in bruises 
that he refuses to explain. As Trace 
becomes increasingly withdrawn, Max 

begins to suspect that his friend is a victim of domestic abuse.

Countdown ©2023  
Orca Anchor 
M.J. McIsaac

9781459835351 HC • $10.95 
80 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. ??
In this high-interest accessible novel 
for teen readers, Myles gets a text from 
someone threatening to expose a dark 
secret.|Popular, athletic Myles is preparing 
his graduation speech when he receives a 
text from someone threatening to expose a 
secret that could change his life forever.

Star Eaters ©2023  
Orca Anchor 
Brooke Carter

9781459834675 HC • $10.95 
80 pages • 7.5 X 5” • Gr. ??
In this high-interest accessible novel for 
teen readers, a teen discovers a stowaway 
on his spaceship designed to seek out new 
energy sources.|In a far-off galaxy, suns 
and other stars are being consumed by 
Star Eaters, who work for an intergalactic 
corporation to steal energy from heavenly 

bodies. Seventeen-year-old Destin sets out on his first solo 
mission and makes a startling discovery.

9781459835351

9781459834323

9781459834675
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H Paperback Available

QTY ISBN SERIES TITLE PUB PGS TYPE ©
LIST 

PRICE
BARCODE

 ___ 9781098235840
Leela's Sweet 

Treats
100th Day Celebration MW 32 HC 2023 $46.41

9781098235840

___ 9781432897857 A Cow Hunter's Lament and Other Stories GAL HC 2023 $39.96 9781432897857

 ___ 9798885785808
A Seaside Knitters 
Society Mystery

A Dark and Snowy Night GAL PB 2023 $43.10
9798885785808

 ___ 9781098252434
Diary of a 6th 
Grade Ninja

A Game of Chase: #4 SP 208 HC 2023 $46.41
9781098252434

___ 9798885784740
Secrets of the 

Canyon
A Gem of Truth GAL HC 2023 $47.72

9798885784740

 ___ 9798885784726 A Hundred Crickets Singing GAL HC 2023 $49.26
9798885784726

 ___ 9798885783163 A Rover's Story GAL 420 HC 2023 $35.40
9798885783163

___ 9798885785013 A Tidy Ending GAL 521 HC 2023 $49.26
9798885785013

___ 9781098252250 Owl Diaries A Woodland Wedding: #3 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252250

H ___ 9781728475929
My World (Pull 

Ahead Readers — 
Fiction)

Amana at School LN 16 HC 2023 $34.18 9781728475929

___ 9798885784719 Angel of the L Train GAL HC 2023 $49.26
9798885784719

H ___ 9781728460376 Another Band's Treasure LN 128 HC 2023 $39.58
9781728460376

___ 9781951365004 Asteroid Goldberg IA 40 HC 2020 $25.58
9781951365004

___ 9781666349061 Zone Books Attack of the Butt-Bombs! SA 40 PB 2023 $9.99
9781666349061

___ 9781459835320 Orca Soundings Baby Drag Queen OR 144 PB 2023 $10.95
9781459835320

___ 9781098235796
Leela's Sweet 

Treats
Bake Sale MW 32 HC 2023 $46.41

9781098235796

___ 9781669007234 Jake Maddox Baseball Blowup SA 72 PB 2023 $9.99
9781669007234

___ 9781669015789 DC Super Heroes Batman's Most Wanted SA 72 PB 2023 $9.95
9781669015789

___ 9781484672136 DC Super-Pets Battle of the Super-Pets 32 PB 2023 $9.99
9781484672136
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___ 9781098252281 Owl Diaries Baxter is Missing: #6 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252281

___ 9798885785617 Beach Read GAL PB 2023 $43.10
9798885785617

___ 9798885785389 Beautiful World, Where Are You GAL 461 PB 2023 $33.86
9798885785389

___ 9781669014980
I Fell into a Fairy 

Tale
Beauty and the Beast (Plus Jake) SA 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781669014980

___ 9781684468003 Being You CAP 32 PB 2023 $13.99
9781684468003

___ 9781459834538 Orca Currents Below the Surface OR 112 PB 2023 $10.95
9781459834538

___ 9781098235871 Caveman Dave Best Foot Forward: #2 MW 112 HC 2023 $48.53
9781098235871

___ 9781953859518 Soaring Kite Books Big Kids Don't Get Butterflies 32 HC 2023 $25.64
9781953859518

___ 9781459834064 Orca Currents Big Winner OR 128 PB 2023 $10.95
9781459834064

___ 9781459834767 Orca Currents Bigfoot Crossing OR 128 PB 2023 $10.95
9781459834767

___ 9781459834415 Billie and Bean Billie and Bean at the Beach OR 32 HC 2023
9781459834415

___ 9781459834446 Billie and Bean Billie and Bean in the City OR 32 HC 2023
9781459834446

___ 9781684468010 CAP Billy Johnson and His Duck Are Explorers CAP 144 PB 2023 $13.99
9781684468010

___ 9781669015635 DC Super Heroes Black Canary's Birthday Ballad SA 72 PB 2023 $9.95
9781669015635

___ 9781432897833 Black Joe and Other Selected Stories GAL HC 2023 $39.96
9781432897833

H ___ 9781728476131
Bo at the Buzz 
(Read Woke ™ 
Chapter Books)

Bo and the Basketball Game LN 32 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476131

H ___ 9781728476179
Bo at the Buzz 
(Read Woke ™ 
Chapter Books)

Bo and the Community Garden LN 32 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476179

H ___ 9781728476162
Bo at the Buzz 
(Read Woke ™ 
Chapter Books)

Bo and the Little Lie LN 32 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476162

H ___ 9781728476124
Bo at the Buzz 
(Read Woke ™ 
Chapter Books)

Bo and the Poetry Lesson LN 32 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476124
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H ___ 9781728476148
Bo at the Buzz 
(Read Woke ™ 
Chapter Books)

Bo and the School Bully LN 32 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476148

H ___ 9781728476155
Bo at the Buzz 
(Read Woke ™ 
Chapter Books)

Bo and the Spooky House LN 32 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476155

___ 9781484672693 Discover Graphics Boitatá the Fire Snake 32 PB 2023 $9.95
9781484672693

___ 9781459828766 Teen Astronauts Boldly Go OR 256 PB 2023 $12.95
9781459828766

___ 9798885785365 Book Lovers GAL 551 PB 2023 $33.86
9798885785365

___ 9781669014911
Stone Arch 

Graphic Novels
Book of Storms 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781669014911

___ 9781459834606 Orca Currents Branded OR 128 PB 2023 $10.95
9781459834606

___ 9781951365080 Bubbe and Bart's Matzoh Ball Mayhem IA 40 HC 2021 $26.99
9781951365080

___ 9781098252458
Diary of a 6th 
Grade Ninja

Buchanan Bandits: #6 SP 256 HC 2023 $46.41
9781098252458

___ 9781666396089
The Super 

Adventures of Ollie 
and Bea

Bunny Ideas 64 PB 2023 $10.99 9781666396089

___ 9798885785990 But Knot For Me GAL PB 2023 $43.10
9798885785990

___ 9781484670996
Picture Window 

Books
Camila the Invention Star 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781484670996

___ 9781484670835
Picture Window 

Books
Camila the Rodeo Star 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781484670835

___ 9781484671078
Picture Window 

Books
Camila the Soccer Star 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781484671078

___ 9781484670910
Picture Window 

Books
Camila the Spelling Bee Star 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781484670910

___ 9781666390841
You Choose: 

Disasters in History
Can You Survive the 1865 Sultana Disaster? CAP PB 2023 $10.99

9781666390841

___ 9781666390803
You Choose: 

Disasters in History
Can You Survive the 1910 Big Burn? CAP PB 2023 $10.99

9781666390803

___ 9781666390827
You Choose: 

Disasters in History
Can You Survive the 1918 Flu Pandemic? CAP PB 2023 $10.99

9781666390827

___ 9781666390780
You Choose: 

Disasters in History
Can You Survive the 1925 Tri-State Tornado? CAP PB 2023 $10.99

9781666390780

___ 9781484671924 DC Super-Pets Canine Crime 32 PB 2023 $9.99
9781484671924
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___ 9781459833760 Cargo OR 32 HC 2023 $21.95
9781459833760

___ 9781669014973
I Fell into a Fairy 

Tale
Cinderella Speaks Up SA 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781669014973

___ 9781098235802
Leela's Sweet 

Treats
City Sights MW 32 HC 2023 $46.41

9781098235802

___ 9781098235819
Leela's Sweet 

Treats
Class Trip MW 32 HC 2023 $46.41

9781098235819

___ 9798885781466
A Woodland 

Park Firefighters 
Romance

Coming Home GAL HC 2023 $52.34 9798885781466

___ 9781459835351 Orca Anchor Countdown OR 80 PB 2023 $10.95
9781459835351

___ 9781669007012 Jake Maddox Curling Crunch SA 72 PB 2023 $9.99
9781669007012

___ 9781669034742 The Music Box Cyprian's Secret 64 PB 2023 $10.99
9781669034742

___ 9781484671993 DC Super-Pets Danger in the Deep 32 PB 2023 $9.99
9781484671993

___ 9798885785532 Daughter of Darkness GAL HC 2023 $49.26
9798885785532

___ 9798885783583 Dead Wednesday GAL 308 HC 2023 $35.40
9798885783583

___ 9781459833005 Dear Polar Bears OR 32 HC 2023
9781459833005

___ 9798885784870
A Knit & Nibble 

Mystery
Death of a Knit Wit GAL HC 2023 $50.80

9798885784870

___ 9781776574872 Detective Gordon Detective Gordon: A Case with a Bang GP 116 HC 2023 $25.64
9781776574872

___ 9798885785464
An Agatha Raisin 

Mystery
Devil's Delight GAL HC 2023 $56.96

9798885785464

___ 9781098252403
Diary of a 6th 
Grade Ninja

Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja: #1 SP 112 HC 2023 $46.41
9781098252403

___ 9781484673836
My Spectacular 

Self
Earl Learns a Lesson 32 PB 2023 $12.95

9781484673836

___ 9781459833791 Elliot Jelly-Legs and the Bobblehead Miracle OR 240 PB 2023 $12.95
9781459833791

___ 9781728492056 Elmer Elmer and the Gift AP 32 HC 2023 $25.64
9781728492056

___ 9781728424569 Enly and the Buskin' Blues LN 208 HC 2023 $26.99
9781728424569
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___ 9781098252328 Owl Diaries Eva and Baby Mo: #10 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252328

___ 9781098252304 Owl Diaries Eva and the Lost Pony: #8 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252304

___ 9781098252267 Owl Diaries Eva and the New Owl: #4 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252267

___ 9781098252366 Owl Diaries Eva at the Beach: #14 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252366

___ 9781098252359 Owl Diaries Eva in the SP: #13 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252359

___ 9781098252243 Owl Diaries Eva Sees a Ghost: #2 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252243

___ 9781098252311 Owl Diaries Eva's Big Sleepover: #9 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252311

___ 9781098252342 Owl Diaries Eva's Campfire Adventure: #12 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252342

___ 9781098252373 Owl Diaries Eva's New Pet: #15 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252373

___ 9781098252236 Owl Diaries Eva's Treetop Festival: #1 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252236

___ 9798885785723 Even the Dog Knows GAL PB 2023 $41.56
9798885785723

___ 9781098251802
Fancy Nancy 

Readers
Fancy Nancy and the Delectable Cupcakes SP 32 HC 2023 $44.30

9781098251802

___ 9781098251819
Fancy Nancy 

Readers
Fancy Nancy and the Mean Girl SP 32 HC 2023 $44.30

9781098251819

___ 9781098251826
Fancy Nancy 

Readers
Fancy Nancy and the Too-Loose Tooth SP 32 HC 2023 $44.30

9781098251826

___ 9781098251840
Fancy Nancy 

Readers
Fancy Nancy: Every Day Is Earth Day SP 32 HC 2023 $44.30

9781098251840

___ 9781098251857
Fancy Nancy 

Readers
Fancy Nancy: Hair Dos and Hair Don'ts SP 32 HC 2023 $44.30

9781098251857

___ 9781098251864
Fancy Nancy 

Readers
Fancy Nancy: It's Backward Day! SP 32 HC 2023 $44.30

9781098251864

___ 9781098251871
Fancy Nancy 

Readers
Fancy Nancy: Pajama Day SP 32 HC 2023 $44.30

9781098251871

___ 9781098251888
Fancy Nancy 

Readers
Fancy Nancy: Peanut Butter and Jellyfish SP 32 HC 2023 $44.30

9781098251888

___ 9781098251833
Fancy Nancy 

Readers
Fancy Nancy: The 100th Day of School SP 32 HC 2023 $44.30

9781098251833
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___ 9781098251895
Fancy Nancy 

Readers
Fancy Nancy: Too Many Tutus SP 32 HC 2023 $44.30

9781098251895

___ 9781915167330 Fantastic Frankie NF 32 HC 2023 $25.64
9781915167330

___ 9781496584298 Farah Rocks Farah Rocks Fifth Grade SA 144 PB 2023 $13.99
9781496584298

H ___ 9781728476445
Early Bird Readers 
— Red (Early Bird 

Stories ™)
Firefighter Bill & Catch the Crab LN 32 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476445

___ 9781098252052 Good Dog Fireworks Night: #4 SP 128 HC 2023 $46.41
9781098252052

___ 9781684467969 First Day of Unicorn School CAP 32 PB 2023 $10.99
9781684467969

___ 9781503865433
Classic Children's 

Songs
Five Little Ducks CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865433

___ 9781503865440
Classic Children's 

Songs
Five Little Monkeys CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865440

___ 9781669014454 Girls Survive Flor Fights Back SA 112 PB 2023 $10.95
9781669014454

___ 9781459835634 Forever Our Home OR 32 HC 2023
9781459835634

___ 9798885785778 Forsaken Country GAL HC 2023 $50.80
9798885785778

___ 9781776574865 Friend GP 18 BD 2022 $17.54
9781776574865

___ 9781728475936
My World (Pull 

Ahead Readers — 
Fiction)

From the Train LN 16 HC 2023 $34.18 9781728475936

___ 9781728478852
My World (Pull 

Ahead Readers — 
Fiction)

From the Train LN 16 PB 2023 $11.19 9781728478852

___ 9781669014515 Girls Survive Fumiko and a Tokyo Tragedy SA 112 PB 2023 $10.95
9781669014515

___ 9781098233372 Back of the Net Get On Up: #4 MW 112 HC 2023 $50.65
9781098233372

___ 9781098252380 Owl Diaries Get Well, Eva: #16 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252380

___ 9781484673621
My Spectacular 

Self
Gia Speaks Her Mind 32 PB 2023 $12.95

9781484673621

___ 9781915167255
Together We Can 
Change the World

Gogo the Mountain Gorilla NF 28 HC 2023 $25.64
9781915167255

___ 9781503865396
Classic Children's 

Songs
Grey Squirrel CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865396
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___ 9781735123981
Planting People 
Growing Justice 

Press
Gumbo Joy 28 HC 2022 $25.64 9781735123981

___ 9781728492124 Hedge Lion AP 32 HC 2023 $25.64
9781728492124

___ 9798885785488
A Longmire 

Mystery
Hell and Back GAL HC 2023 $53.88

9798885785488

___ 9798885784689
A Season in 

Pinecraft
Her Heart's Desire GAL HC 2023 $53.88

9798885784689

___ 9781098252045 Good Dog Herd You Loud and Clear: #3 SP 128 HC 2023 $46.41
9781098252045

___ 9781503865518
Classic Children's 

Songs
Here We Go Looby Loo CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865518

___ 9781484672853 Discover Graphics Hi'iaka and Pana'ewa 32 PB 2023 $9.95
9781484672853

___ 9798885784665 Hold You Down GAL HC 2023 $50.80
9798885784665

___ 9781098233396 Back of the Net Home Boy: #6 MW 112 HC 2023 $50.65
9781098233396

___ 9781098252021 Good Dog Home Is Where the Heart Is: #1 SP 128 HC 2023 $46.41
9781098252021

___ 9781666341355
Jake Maddox 

Graphic Novels
Hot Shot Hockey 72 PB 2023 $10.99

9781666341355

___ 9781484673003 Discover Graphics How Music Came to the World 32 PB 2023 $9.95
9781484673003

H ___ 9781508199946  - How to Hug a Cactus WM 32 HC 2023 $44.55
9781508199946

H ___ 9781728476452
Early Bird Readers 
— Red (Early Bird 

Stories ™)
Hush! & Fib! LN 32 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476452

___ 9781951365066 I Am Hava IA 40 HC 2021 $26.99
9781951365066

H ___ 9781728476469
Early Bird Readers 
— Red (Early Bird 

Stories ™)
I Am Quicker! & Greedy Gull LN 32 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476469

H ___ 9781508199885  - I Do Not Eat the Color Green! WM 32 HC 2023 $44.55
9781508199885

H ___ 9781728476407
Early Bird Readers 
— Blue (Early Bird 

Stories ™)
I Don't Care Said Big Bear LN 32 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476407

___ 9781459834705 Orca Currents I Got You Babe OR 120 PB 2023 $10.95
9781459834705

___ 9781098235888 Caveman Dave I'm a Public Menace: #3 MW 112 HC 2023 $48.53
9781098235888
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___ 9781728478425
Building Character 
(Early Bird Stories 

™)
Idil Steps In LN 24 PB 2023 $12.59 9781728478425

___ 9781728476384
Building Character 
(Early Bird Stories 

™)
Idil Steps In: A Story about Respect LN 24 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476384

___ 9781915244352 If I Were President LAN 40 HC 2023 $25.64
9781915244352

___ 9781503865457
Classic Children's 

Songs
If You're Happy and You Know It CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865457

___ 9781459833135 Orca Soundings Impossible OR 128 PB 2023 $10.95
9781459833135

___ 9798885785372 In Five Years GAL 409 PB 2023 $33.86
9798885785372

___ 9781669034803 The Music Box In Search of the Past 64 PB 2023 $10.99
9781669034803

___ 9798885784856 In the Time of Our History GAL HC 2023 $55.42
9798885784856

___ 9781728467689 Indigo and Ida LN 312 HC 2023 $26.99
9781728467689

___ 9781098235826
Leela's Sweet 

Treats
International Night MW 32 HC 2023 $46.41

9781098235826

___ 9798885785709 Jackal GAL HC 2023 $50.80
9798885785709

___ 9781728478432
Building Character 
(Early Bird Stories 

™)
Jada Sticks with It LN 24 PB 2023 $12.59 9781728478432

___ 9781728476391
Building Character 
(Early Bird Stories 

™)

Jada Sticks with It: A Story about 
Determination

LN 24 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476391

___ 9781484671801
Picture Window 

Books
Jalen on the Go 96 PB 2023 $10.99

9781484671801

___ 9798885786225 Joan GAL HC 2023 $53.88
9798885786225

___ 9781728492872 Just Ash LN 224 PB 2021 $13.99
9781728492872

___ 9780998555317
Planting People 
Growing Justice 

Press

Justice Makes a Difference: The Story of Miss 
Freedom Fighter, Esquire

32 HC 2017 $25.64 9780998555317

H ___ 9781728476360
Building Character 
(Early Bird Stories 

™)
Justin Keeps It Fair: A Story about Fairness LN 24 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476360

___ 9781666341225
Jake Maddox 

Graphic Novels
Keeping Football in the Family 72 PB 2023 $10.99

9781666341225
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H ___ 9781728476353
Building Character 
(Early Bird Stories 

™)

Kevin and the Food Drive: A Story about 
Generosity

LN 24 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476353

___ 9798885785525 Front Desk Key Player GAL HC 2023 $35.40
9798885785525

H ___ 9781728475882
My World (Pull 

Ahead Readers — 
Fiction)

Khalil's Clothes LN 16 HC 2023 $34.18 9781728475882

___ 9798885785006 Killers of a Certain Age GAL 478 HC 2023 $49.26
9798885785006

___ 9781776574704 Kind Crocodile GP 28 BD 2023 $22.94
9781776574704

___ 9781098235833
Leela's Sweet 

Treats
Kindness Day Cookies MW 32 HC 2023 $46.41

9781098235833

___ 9781459837034 Orca Currents Kung Fu Master OR 128 PB 2023 $10.95
9781459837034

H ___ 9781728475905
My World (Pull 

Ahead Readers — 
Fiction)

Kwanzaa Candles LN 16 HC 2023 $34.18 9781728475905

___ 9781484670637
Liam Kingbird's 

Kingdom
Liam and the Forest Friends 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781484670637

___ 9781484670583
Liam Kingbird's 

Kingdom
Liam and the Pigeon 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781484670583

___ 9781484670682
Liam Kingbird's 

Kingdom
Liam and the Worst Dog in the World 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781484670682

___ 9781484670538
Liam Kingbird's 

Kingdom
Liam the Lion 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781484670538

___ 9781098252076 Good Dog Life Is Good: #6 SP 128 HC 2023 $46.41
9781098252076

___ 9781951365103 Lily Blue Riding Hood: A Purim Story IA 40 HC 2023 $26.99
9781951365103

___ 9781915167347 Lionel and Me NF 32 HC 2023 $25.64
9781915167347

___ 9798885785662 Little Eve GAL HC 2023 $55.42
9798885785662

H ___ 9781728476414
Early Bird Readers 
— Blue (Early Bird 

Stories ™)
Llama Pajamas LN 32 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476414

___ 9781503865525
Classic Children's 

Songs
London Bridge Is Falling Down CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865525

H ___ 9781728476421
Early Bird Readers 
— Pink (Early Bird 

Stories ™)
Look Out! & Dan and Dot's Trip LN 32 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476421
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___ 9781728493008 Love and Roast Chicken LN 40 PB 2023 $15.39
9781728493008

___ 9781459834941 Lucy Tries Sports Lucy Tries Baseball OR 32 PB 2023
9781459834941

H ___ 9781728445502 Luis de Torres Sails to Freedom LN 24 HC 2023 $26.99
9781728445502

___ 9781728478371
Building Character 
(Early Bird Stories 

™)
Luis's First Day LN 24 PB 2023 $12.59 9781728478371

___ 9781728476346
Building Character 
(Early Bird Stories 

™)
Luis's First Day: A Story about Courage LN 24 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476346

___ 9781484672068 DC Super-Pets Magical Mischief 32 PB 2023 $9.99
9781484672068

H ___ 9781728475899
My World (Pull 

Ahead Readers — 
Fiction)

Making Roti LN 16 HC 2023 $34.18 9781728475899

___ 9781098233341 Back of the Net Making the Grade: #1 MW 112 HC 2023 $50.65
9781098233341

H ___ 9781538384466
The Marvelous 
Marvella J.Q.

Marvella Is a Model! W44 64 HC 2023 $35.81
9781538384466

H ___ 9781538384497
The Marvelous 
Marvella J.Q.

Marvella Takes Flight W44 64 HC 2023 $35.81
9781538384497

___ 9781484673690
My Spectacular 

Self
Max's Magic Change 32 PB 2023 $12.95

9781484673690

___ 9798885786034 Maybe Not GAL HC 2023 $56.96
9798885786034

___ 9798885786065 Maybe Now GAL HC 2023 $58.50
9798885786065

___ 9798885786027 Maybe Someday GAL HC 2023 $56.96
9798885786027

___ 9781728445588 Mazal Bueno! LN 12 BD 2023 $12.14
9781728445588

___ 9781459824997 Meg and Greg: Scarlet and the Ring OR 160 PB 2023
9781459824997

H ___ 9781508199977  - Milo's Little Secret WM 32 HC 2023 $44.55
9781508199977

___ 9781684467952 Mindful Mr. Sloth CAP 32 PB 2023 $10.99
9781684467952

___ 9781098252144 Mindy Kim Mindy Kim and the Big Pizza Challenge: #6 SP 88 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252144
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___ 9781098252113 Mindy Kim Mindy Kim and the Birthday Puppy: #3 SP 88 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252113

___ 9781098252106 Mindy Kim Mindy Kim and the Lunar New Year Parade: #2 SP 88 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252106

___ 9781098252137 Mindy Kim Mindy Kim and the Trip to Korea: #5 SP 88 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252137

___ 9781098252090 Mindy Kim
Mindy Kim and the Yummy Seaweed Business: 

#1
SP 88 HC 2023 $44.30

9781098252090

___ 9781098252120 Mindy Kim Mindy Kim, Class President: #4 SP 96 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252120

___ 9781459836730 Teen Astronauts Mission to Mars OR 272 PB 2023 $12.95
9781459836730

___ 9781728487793
Monkey with a 

Tool Belt
Monkey with a Tool Belt LN 32 PB 2023 $13.99

9781728487793

___ 9781728487809
Monkey with a 

Tool Belt
Monkey with a Tool Belt and the Maniac 

Muffins
LN 32 PB 2023 $13.99

9781728487809

___ 9781728487823
Monkey with a 

Tool Belt
Monkey with a Tool Belt and the Seaside 

Shenanigans
LN 32 PB 2023 $13.99

9781728487823

___ 9781728487816
Monkey with a 

Tool Belt
Monkey with a Tool Belt and the Silly School 

Mystery
LN 32 PB 2023 $13.99

9781728487816

H ___ 9781728445540 Moses and the Runaway Lamb LN 24 HC 2023 $26.99
9781728445540

___ 9798885785471 Mother Daughter Traitor Spy GAL HC 2023 $49.26
9798885785471

___ 9781432889913 Mr. Singer's Seamstress GAL PB 2023 $41.56
9781432889913

___ 9798885786003 Murder At The Lobstah Shack GAL PB 2023 $43.10
9798885786003

___ 9781432895648
The Regulator 

Series
Murphy's Revenge GAL HC 2023 $39.96

9781432895648

___ 9781953859617 Soaring Kite Books
My Brain Is Magic: A Sensory-Seeking 

Celebration
32 HC 2023 $25.64

9781953859617

___ 9781098235901 Caveman Dave My Caveman Brain: #5 MW 112 HC 2023 $48.53
9781098235901

___ 9781728446202 Dino Board Books My First Dino-Racing LN 12 BD 2023 $10.79
9781728446202

___ 9781728477404 Dino Board Books My First Dino-Wrestling LN 12 BD 2023 $10.79
9781728477404

___ 9781915244185 My Mommies Built a Treehouse LAN 32 HC 2023 $25.64
9781915244185
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___ 9781915244123 My Mommy Marches LAN 32 HC 2023 $25.64
9781915244123

___ 9798885785655 Never Name the Dead GAL HC 2023 $53.88
9798885785655

H ___ 9781728427911 Not So Shy LN 256 HC 2023 $25.64
9781728427911

___ 9781669015000
I Fell into a Fairy 

Tale
Not-So-Sleeping Beauty SA 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781669015000

___ 9781459837058 Orca Currents Oh Brother OR 144 PB 2023 $10.95
9781459837058

___ 9781484673768
My Spectacular 

Self
Olive Makes a Choice 32 PB 2023 $12.95

9781484673768

___ 9781666396157
The Super 

Adventures of Ollie 
and Bea

Otter-ly Ridiculous 64 PB 2023 $10.99 9781666396157

H ___ 9781728475912
My World (Pull 

Ahead Readers — 
Fiction)

Our New Neighbors LN 16 HC 2023 $34.18 9781728475912

___ 9781098252168 Our Principal Our Principal Breaks a Spell! SP 64 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252168

___ 9781098252175 Our Principal Our Principal Is a Frog! SP 64 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252175

___ 9781098252182 Our Principal Our Principal Is a Spider! SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252182

___ 9781098252199 Our Principal Our Principal Is a Wolf! SP 64 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252199

___ 9781098252205 Our Principal Our Principal's in His Underwear! SP 64 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252205

___ 9781098252212 Our Principal Our Principal's Wacky Wishes! SP 64 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252212

___ 9781503865532
Classic Children's 

Songs
Pease Porridge Hot CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865532

___ 9781776574995 Perfect Presents! GP 32 HC 2023 $13.49
9781776574995

___ 9781098233358 Back of the Net Perfect: #2 MW 112 HC 2023 $50.65
9781098233358

___ 9798885781312
A Royal Spyness 

Mystery
Peril in Paris GAL HC 2023 $53.88

9798885781312

___ 9781098252410
Diary of a 6th 
Grade Ninja

Pirate Invasion: #2 SP 128 HC 2023 $46.41
9781098252410

H ___ 9781728443034 Pirate Passover LN 24 HC 2023 $26.99
9781728443034
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___ 9781666349467 Naomi Nash Problems at the Pond 112 PB 2023 $10.99
9781666349467

___ 9781953859600 Soaring Kite Books Rainbow Letters: A Book for Rainbow Babies 32 HC 2023 $25.64
9781953859600

___ 9781098252038 Good Dog Raised in a Barn: #2 SP 128 HC 2023 $46.41
9781098252038

___ 9798885783170 Restart GAL 329 HC 2023 $35.40
9798885783170

___ 9781432891411
Three Rivers 

Trilogy
Rio Hondo GAL PB 2023 $41.56

9781432891411

___ 9781098252427
Diary of a 6th 
Grade Ninja

Rise of the Red Ninjas: #3 SP 176 HC 2023 $46.41
9781098252427

___ 9781666348842 Zone Books Rise of the Snot-Bots SA 40 PB 2023 $9.99
9781666348842

___ 9798885784672
Sedgwick County 

Chronicles
Roots of Wood and Stone GAL HC 2023 $47.72

9798885784672

___ 9781484674123
Picture Window 

Books
Sadiq and Hooyo's Drum 64 PB 2023 $9.95

9781484674123

___ 9781484674185
Picture Window 

Books
Sadiq and the Festival of Cultures 64 PB 2023 $9.95

9781484674185

___ 9781728404660 Sasquatch and Squirrel LN 32 HC 2023 $25.64
9781728404660

___ 9781666349474 Naomi Nash Saving Snakes 112 PB 2023 $10.99
9781666349474

___ 9798885785983 Seams Like Murder GAL PB 2023 $43.10
9798885785983

___ 9781669014799
Stone Arch 

Graphic Novels
Secrets in the Stacks 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781669014799

___ 9798885785501
Lady Emily 
Mysteries

Secrets of the Nile GAL HC 2023 $50.80
9798885785501

___ 9781666341300
Jake Maddox 

Graphic Novels
Sixth Man Surprise 72 PB 2023 $10.99

9781666341300

___ 9781098233389 Back of the Net Size Me Up: #5 MW 112 HC 2023 $50.65
9781098233389

___ 9798885785785
A Ben Savage, 
Saloon Ranger 

Western
Slaughter at Wolf Creek GAL PB 2023 $43.10 9798885785785

___ 9781432899530 Sleep No More GAL HC 2023 $58.50
9781432899530

___ 9781669014997
I Fell into a Fairy 

Tale
Snow White and the Unevil Queen SA 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781669014997
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___ 9781432895433 Nickel Hill Series Somebody's Business GAL HC 2023 $39.96
9781432895433

___ 9798885785143 Something Old, Something New GAL HC 2023 $49.26
9798885785143

___ 9781728478401
Building Character 
(Early Bird Stories 

™)
Sophie Learns to Listen LN 24 PB 2023 $12.59 9781728478401

___ 9781728476377
Building Character 
(Early Bird Stories 

™)

Sophie Learns to Listen: A Story about 
Empathy

LN 24 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476377

___ 9781098233365 Back of the Net Stand Your Ground: #3 MW 112 HC 2023 $50.65
9781098233365

___ 9781459834675 Orca Anchor Star Eaters OR 80 PB 2023 $10.95
9781459834675

H ___ 9781541597853
Seekers of the 

Aweto
Strange Alliances LN 136 HC 2023 $39.58

9781541597853

___ 9781951365028 Such a Library!: A Yiddish Folktale Reimagined IA 40 HC 2020 $25.58
9781951365028

H ___ 9781728459530 Super Potato Super Potato's Middle Ages Adventure LN 64 HC 2023 $37.79
9781728459530

___ 9781669007074 Jake Maddox Surfing Shake-Up SA 72 PB 2023 $9.99
9781669007074

___ 9798885785549 Sweet, Soft, Plenty Rhythm GAL HC 2023 $52.34
9798885785549

___ 9781503865549
Classic Children's 

Songs
Take Me Out to the Ball Game CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865549

___ 9798885784696 Targeted GAL HC 2023 $52.34
9798885784696

___ 9781098252441
Diary of a 6th 
Grade Ninja

Terror at the Talent Show: #5 SP 240 HC 2023 $46.41
9781098252441

___ 9798885785426
Redemption's 

Amish Legacies
The Amish Matchmaker's Choice GAL HC 2023 $49.26

9798885785426

H ___ 9781728445564 The Babka Sisters LN 32 HC 2023 $26.99
9781728445564

___ 9781669015734 DC Super Heroes The Batwoman Team-Up Trouble SA 72 PB 2023 $9.95
9781669015734

___ 9781877467707 The Bear and the Wildcat GP 48 HC 2023 $26.99
9781877467707

___ 9781503865495
Classic Children's 

Songs
The Bear Went Over the Mountain CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865495

___ 9781666348996 Zone Books The Bit-Con Plot SA 40 PB 2023 $9.99
9781666348996
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H ___ 9781728445526 The Blue Glass Heart LN 24 HC 2023 $26.99
9781728445526

___ 9798885784436 The Book Haters' Book Club GAL 528 HC 2023 $50.80
9798885784436

___ 9798885780834
A Jack and Ivy 

Novel
The Brilliance of Stars GAL HC 2023 $49.26

9798885780834

___ 9781484672938 Discover Graphics The Brothers 32 PB 2023 $9.95
9781484672938

___ 9781484672778 Discover Graphics The Clever Rabbit 32 PB 2023 $9.95
9781484672778

___ 9781432887278
The Cobbler of Spanish Fort and Other 

Frontier Stories
GAL 350 HC 2023 $47.72

9781432887278

___ 9781728423951 The Coldest Winter I Ever Spent LN 352 HC 2023 $26.99
9781728423951

___ 9781728492131 The Day Fin Flooded the World AP 40 HC 2023 $25.64
9781728492131

___ 9781666349481 Naomi Nash The Drama Noodle 112 PB 2023 $10.99
9781666349481

___ 9798885785457 The Kinship Series The Echoes GAL HC 2023 $49.26
9798885785457

___ 9781432888558 The End of Nowhere GAL 337 HC 2023 $46.18
9781432888558

___ 9781503865501
Classic Children's 

Songs
The Farmer in the Dell CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865501

___ 9781666348927 Zone Books The Fart-Bot Invasion SA 40 PB 2023 $9.99
9781666348927

___ 9798885785105
A Buck Trammel 

Western
The Fires of Blackstone GAL 406 HC 2023 $47.72

9798885785105

___ 9798885785631 The Fleecing of Fort Griffin GAL HC 2023 $46.18
9798885785631

___ 9798885784467
Hometown 
Brothers

The Forever Farmhouse GAL HC 2023 $50.80
9798885784467

___ 9798885785419
The Shadow Lake 

Series
The Forgiving Quilt GAL HC 2023 $47.72

9798885785419

___ 9798885785358 The Golden Couple GAL 490 PB 2023 $33.86
9798885785358

H ___ 9781728460369 The Green Girls LN 144 HC 2023 $39.58
9781728460369

___ 9798885786218 The Half Life Of Valery K GAL HC 2023 $53.88
9798885786218
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H ___ 9781508199915  - The Hidden Talent of Phoenix Fox WM 32 HC 2023 $44.55
9781508199915

___ 9781684467938 The Hiking Viking CAP 32 PB 2023 $13.99
9781684467938

___ 9781484672617 Discover Graphics The Hyena and the Fox 32 PB 2023 $9.95
9781484672617

___ 9798885784887 Highland Falls The Inn on Mirror Lake GAL HC 2023 $49.26
9798885784887

___ 9781503865402
Classic Children's 

Songs
The Itsy Bitsy Spider CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865402

H ___ 9781508199854  - The Knight and the Beastly Battle WM 24 HC 2023 $40.46
9781508199854

___ 9798885785648 The Lost Kings GAL HC 2023 $53.88
9798885785648

___ 9798885784733 The Lost Melody GAL HC 2023 $49.26
9798885784733

___ 9781953859594 Soaring Kite Books The Love of the Moonlight 32 HC 2023 $25.64
9781953859594

___ 9798885785716 The Making of Us GAL PB 2023 $43.10
9798885785716

___ 9798885785112 The Matchmaker's Gift GAL 489 HC 2023 $50.80
9798885785112

___ 9781776574933 The Moon Is a Ball GP 76 HC 2023 $26.99
9781776574933

___ 9781669034865 The Music Box The Mysterious Disappearance 64 PB 2023 $10.99
9781669034865

___ 9781666349498 Naomi Nash The Mystery of the Ball Python 112 PB 2023 $10.99
9781666349498

___ 9781484674017
Picture Window 

Books
The Mystery of the Disappearing Treasure Map 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781484674017

___ 9781484673935
Picture Window 

Books
The Mystery of the Fishy Canoe 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781484673935

___ 9781728492117 The Pipsqueak AP 32 HC 2023 $25.64
9781728492117

H ___ 9781538393062  - The Plucky Orangutan WM 24 HC 2023 $40.46
9781538393062

___ 9798885784702 The Premonition at Withers Farm GAL HC 2023 $50.80
9798885784702

H ___ 9781728445595 The Rabbi and His Donkey LN 24 HC 2023 $26.99
9781728445595
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___ 9781669015680 DC Super Heroes The Riddler and the Jinx SA 72 PB 2023 $9.95
9781669015680

___ 9781459837072 Orca Currents The Ride Home OR 112 PB 2023 $10.95
9781459837072

___ 9781098235864 Caveman Dave The Road to Greatness: #1 MW 112 HC 2023 $48.53
9781098235864

H ___ 9781728487045 Felix and Calcite The Search for the Slimy Stone LN 56 HC 2023 $35.98
9781728487045

___ 9798885785440 The Secrets We Share GAL HC 2023 $49.26
9798885785440

___ 9781669014737
Stone Arch 

Graphic Novels
The Sentencer's Court 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781669014737

___ 9781669034926 The Music Box The Silken Eagle Feathers 64 PB 2023 $10.99
9781669034926

___ 9781098252069 Good Dog The Swimming Hole: #5 SP 128 HC 2023 $46.41
9781098252069

___ 9798885784894 Somerset Lake The True Love Bookshop GAL HC 2023 $49.26
9798885784894

___ 9781098235895 Caveman Dave The Unthinkable: #4 MW 112 HC 2023 $48.53
9781098235895

___ 9798885783088 The Vanderbeekers The Vanderbeekers on the Road GAL 371 HC 2023 $35.40
9798885783088

___ 9798885784863 The Villa GAL HC 2023 $56.96
9798885784863

___ 9781728475356 The Weight of Everything LN 240 HC 2023 $26.99
9781728475356

___ 9781503865419
Classic Children's 

Songs
The Wheels on the Bus CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865419

___ 9798885785518 The Widow GAL HC 2023 $55.42
9798885785518

___ 9781098252298 Owl Diaries The Wildwood Bakery: #7 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252298

___ 9798885784269 The Winter Garden GAL 576 HC 2023 $49.26
9798885784269

___ 9781098235918 Caveman Dave This Caveman Adventure: #6 MW 112 HC 2023 $48.53
9781098235918

___ 9798885785129 Sisterhood Tick Tock GAL HC 2023 $58.50
9798885785129

H ___ 9781728476438
Early Bird Readers 
— Pink (Early Bird 

Stories ™)
Tip Tap Sam & Not a Nut LN 32 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476438
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___ 9781503865464
Classic Children's 

Songs
To Market, To Market CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865464

H ___ 9781728476476
Early Bird Readers 
— Red (Early Bird 

Stories ™)
Top Pup & Bad Rat LN 32 HC 2023 $39.58 9781728476476

___ 9781098252335 Owl Diaries Trip to the Pumpkin Farm: #11 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252335

___ 9781666341461
Jake Maddox 

Graphic Novels
Trust on Thin Ice 72 PB 2023 $10.99

9781666341461

___ 9781503865471
Classic Children's 

Songs
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865471

___ 9781098252274 Owl Diaries Warm Hearts Day: #5 SP 80 HC 2023 $44.30
9781098252274

___ 9798885782494 The Carolina Girls Wedding Season GAL 496 HC 2023 $52.34
9798885782494

___ 9781669034681 The Music Box Welcome to Pandorient 64 PB 2023 $10.99
9781669034681

___ 9781666390889
You Choose: World 
War II Frontlines

What If You Were on the African Front in World 
War II?

CAP PB 2023 $10.99
9781666390889

___ 9781666390926
You Choose: World 
War II Frontlines

What If You Were on the European Front in 
World War II?

CAP PB 2023 $10.99
9781666390926

___ 9781666390865
You Choose: World 
War II Frontlines

What If You Were on the Pacific Front in World 
War II?

CAP PB 2023 $10.99
9781666390865

___ 9781666390902
You Choose: World 
War II Frontlines

What If You Were on the Russian Front in 
World War II?

CAP PB 2023 $10.99
9781666390902

___ 9798885784658 What We Found in Hallelujah GAL HC 2023 $49.26
9798885784658

___ 9781776575008 What's That, Jack? GP 40 HC 2023 $25.64
9781776575008

___ 9781669007296 Jake Maddox Wheelchair Rugby Rush SA 72 PB 2023 $9.99
9781669007296

___ 9798885785396 The D'Angelos When It Falls Apart GAL HC 2023 $50.80
9798885785396

___ 9781728492889 Where I Belong LN 264 PB 2021 $13.99
9781728492889

___ 9781503865426
Classic Children's 

Songs
Where Is Thumbkin? CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865426

___ 9781459837041 Orca Currents Wildfire OR 120 PB 2023 $10.95
9781459837041

___ 9781459834323 Orca Soundings Wingman OR 120 PB 2023 $10.95
9781459834323
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___ 9781669014850
Stone Arch 

Graphic Novels
Wordworm Invasion 32 PB 2023 $9.99

9781669014850

___ 9781459837065 Orca Currents World's Worst Parrot OR 120 PB 2023 $10.95
9781459837065

___ 9781503865488
Classic Children's 

Songs
Yankee Doodle CW 16 HC 2023 $40.76

9781503865488

___ 9798885785433 Yesterday's Gone GAL HC 2023 $50.80
9798885785433

___ 9798885785730 Zachary Ying Zachary Ying and the Dragon Emperor GAL HC 2023 $35.40
9798885785730

H ___ 9781538392447  Zoe's Boat WM 32 HC 2023 $44.55
9781538392447


